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Entire law relating, to moneylending
transactions is antiquated and in
need of complete overhaul 0.02

The courts should have the power to
examine all kinds of credit contracts
and to grant certain remedies if a
transaction is found to be harsh and
unconscionable 1.05

The replacement of hire purchase
transactions with consumer credit
loans or consumer credit sales
secured by a mortgage (as adopted
in some other jurisdictions) is
not recommended 1.12

The total abolition of legislation
controlling the extension of credit
would have most undesirable results 4.05

Licensing of moneylenders should be
abolished and be replaced by a
provision enabling the Supreme Court
to prohibit a person from engaging
in the business of providing credit
for a specified time 5.10

The solution to the problem of harsh
and unconscionable credit trans-
actions is not to be found in the
enactment of rate ceilings 6.10

The existing provisions enabling
the courts to reopen a harsh and
unconscionable transaction should
be retained and expanded 7.06
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The courts should have jurisdiction
to examine:

(a) any credit transaction which
includes a harsh or unconscion-
able term

(b) the exercise of powers in an
unconscionable manner 7.08

There should be no exemption from
the court's power to reopen a credit
contract in the case of:

(a) private loans 7.11
(b) commercial loans 7.15
(c) companies 7.17
(d) transactions over a certain

amount 7.18

Guidelines should be laid down to
assist the court in determining
whether a credit transation is harsh
and unconscionable as follows:

(a) the contract should be judged
as at the time it was made 7.23

(b) the contract should be judged
not merely upon its intrinsic
terms but also according to the
circumstances in which it was
made 7.23

(c) all evidence the court regards
as relevant should be admissible 7.26

(d) a finance rate exceeding 48%
shall be presumed to be harsh
and unconscionable except where
the credit is:

(i) for a period of less than 3
months; or

(ii) for less than $200 7.31
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(e) excessive charges should be
examinable in addition to the
finance rate 7.33

(f) any term stipulating that the
balance of the credit becomes
payable if any payment is
overdue for less than 1 month
shall be presumed to be harsh
and unconscionable 7.36

(g) where credit is granted for
the purpose of satisfying an
existing credit, the powers of
the court may be exercised in
respect of all or any of the
credit transactions 7.37

Explicit provision should be made
in respect of the unconscionable
exercise of contractual rights and
powers as follows:

(a) a refusal to accept repayment
of the balance of a loan with
interest to the end of the
succeeding 3 months shall be
presumed to be harsh and
unconscionable 7.42

(b) a refusal to release without
justification part of a
security which has become
excessive shall be open to
review by the court 7.44

The courts should have a general
statutory discretion over the
exercise of contractual rights and
powers under credit contracts in
situations of default 7.46

The courts should be empowered to:

(a) take account between the
parties

(b) grant relief to the debtor

(c) make any order it thinks right
and proper 7.47
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A debtor, surety or guarantor should
be entitled to bring an action to
determine the conscionability of
a transaction 7.50

An application to reopen a trans-
action should not be permitted
after one year following the closing
of the transaction without the leave
of the court 7.53

Any person who has shared the profits
of a transaction which is held to be
harsh and unconscionable should be
able to be cited as a party 7.54

Compound interest should only be
permitted where the debtor has an
option to pay the simple interest
due before the interest is
compounded 7.58

Penal interest generally should
be irrecoverable except where:

(a) it is not more than 2%; and

(b) it is not to become payable
sooner than 7 days after the
due date 7.61

A debtor should be able to apply
to the court for relief where, due
to unforeseeable circumstances, he
is unable to meet his obligations 7.65

Statutory rules should be directed
to secure:

(a) that persons entering into credit
contracts are aware of the rights,
obligations and powers of each
party

(b) that before commitment there
should be an opportunity to
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compare the credit available
from various sources

(c) that a debtor should be able
to ascertain his position
under the contract 8.01

Disclosure in writing of the terms of
the contract should be made in
respect of:

(a) all secured contracts; and

(b) all unsecured credit contracts
entered into by professional
financiers as creditors

subject to the qualification that
disclosure should not be required
where the debtor is a professional
financier 8.29

The items to be disclosed should
be:

(a) the name and address of the
financier

(b) the express terms of the
contract

(c) the financial particulars 8.30

In relation to controlled credit
contracts (see para. 8.29) the debtor
should be entitled to rescind the
contract within 3 days of statutory
disclosure being made to him. A
financier should not be able (without
the approval of the court) to recover
the cost of credit if statutory
disclosure has not been made within
14 days of settlement of the trans-
action. These provisions should
not apply to loans for a period of
less than 1 month 8.43
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Disclosure of financial particulars
should entail the disclosure of:

(a) the total cost of credit as an
aggregate, and

(b) the effective annual rate of
the credit charges 9.18

The "total cost of credit" should
be defined as the sum of all charges
payable directly or indirectly to
the financier as an incident for
the extension of credit less the
disbursements set out in s.2 of
the Hire Purchase Act 1971 9.28

Nominated insurance should only be
permitted where the insurer is
independent from the financier 9.33

The premium paid on a life policy
taken out as a condition of a loan
from an insurance company should
constitute part of the total cost
of credit 9.36

The effective rate formula should
be used for calculating the finance
rate 9.37

The finance rate should be regarded
as accurate so long as it does not
deviate by more than 1% from the rate
derived by using the effective rate
formula 9.4 2

In closed end controlled credit
contracts the statutory disclosure
should include a statement of:

(a) the amount of credit

(b) the total cost of credit
showing the components of that
cost separately
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(c) the finance rate

(d) the amount, number, time and
place of the payments required
of the debtor 9.43

Where the finance rate is variable in
a closed end transaction the total
cost of credit and the finance rate
should be disclosed by using the
rate applicable at the time the
contract is made 9.47

In closed end transactions where
the amount advanced is uncertain
the finance rate and total cost of
credit should be disclosed in
relation to the maximum amount
specified 9.48

In open end credit transactions
disclosure of the finance rate
should be effected by a quotation
based on the total cost of credit
charged on the amount of the
agreed ceiling for the specified
period or, if no period is
specified, for 12 months 9.51

At the end of each billing period
in open end credit transactions the
debtor should be provided with a
statement showing his position 9.52

Transactions in which:

(a) the finance rate is not defined
in advance; or

(b) there is neither a ceiling nor
an agreement on the amount to
be advanced

should be excluded from the
disclosure requirements 9.54
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Section 7(4) of the Moneylenders
Amendment Act 1933 (relating to
canvassing) should be retained;
misleading advertising should be
made an offence; and s.41 of the
Hire Purchase Act 1971 should be
extended to all credit trans-
actions involving an instalment
sale 10.07

The current position in relation
to assignees of unconscionable
agreements is basically satisfactory
and should be applied to all credit
transactions 11.06

The rights of transferees of bills
drawn under credit transactions
require clarification and
determination 11.11

Whether a transferee of a bill of
exchange or promissory note is to
be considered a holder in due
course ought to depend on his
knowledge of the circumstances of
the transaction as well as on the
type of relationship he has with
the transferor 11.24

Majority view is that a transferee
who takes a bill or note with
knowledge that it was issued under
a credit transaction should be
deemed not to be a holder in due
course 11.28

The Committee's proposals require
a limited amount of supervision which
could be undertaken by the Commercial
Affairs Division of the Department
of Justice 12.05

The Department of Justice should
have power to institute court
proceedings to ensure compliance
with this Act 12.07
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INTRODUCTION

0.01 In March 1968 the then Minister of Justice

instructed this Committee to study the law relating to

moneylending transactions and to other agreements

involving the extension of credit, with a view to

recommending a reform. Because it was plain that our

study would take some time, in that same year we

presented to the Minister a brief report (a copy of

which is attached as Appendix I) recommending as an

interim measure certain changes to the existing

legislation which it seemed to us would do away with

certain mechanical problems that the Moneylenders Act

1908 and its amendments give rise to in practice. This

recommendation was not acted upon.

0.02 In the course of preparing this interim report,

it became clear to us that the entire law relating to

moneylending transactions and to other agreements

involving the extension of credit was antiquated and in

need of a complete overhaul. We commenced this task by

studying the relevant law and practice prevailing in New

Zealand. We gave particular consideration to the

recommendations made in the Report to the Minister of

Industries and Commerce on Instalment Credit Trading in

New Zealand by the Tariff and Development Board in

August 1968 (Parliamentary Paper H.49, hereinafter

referred to as the "Tariff Board's Report") as well as

to submissions made to the Minister of Justice by

individuals, by institutions and by firms. We also

studied the views expressed by Committees working on

this subject in other countries and the provisions of

recent laws. In particular we noted the
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recommendations made to the Standing Committee of

Attorneys-General of the Commonwealth and States of

Australia by the Law School of the University of

Adelaide (hereinafter referred to as the "Adelaide

Report") and the provisions of the United States Federal

Consumer Credit Protection Act ("Truth in Lending Act"

and the Uniform Consumer Credit Code promulgated by the

National Conference of Commissioners of Uniform State

Laws (hereinafter referred to as the "UCCC"). For a

list of materials considered, see Appendix II.

0.03 In March 1971 we submitted a Working Paper

containing proposals for comment to organisations of

sectors of the business community and to other bodies

that were likely to have an interest in our views about

the matters covered in the report. (For a list of the

organisations and other interested parties who commented

on the Working Paper see Appendix III). We gave

careful consideration to the submissions made to us and

wish to express our thanks for the assistance we derived

from them. We were encouraged by the fact that, in

general, the proposals put forward in the working paper

were supported in most of the submissions. While it is

not possible to include a detailed reference to each

argument raised in these submissions, we refer to the

main points in the course of this final report.

0.04 The Working Paper asked that comments be

submitted by 31 August 1971, but some were received

considerably later than that. The ensuing delay turned

out to be fortunate as three important events took place

in the meantime. First was the appearance of the

Report of the Crowther Committee on Consumer Credit

(U.K., Cmnd. 4596) which was implemented by the-Consumer

Credit Act 1974. Second was the enactment of the

Consumer Credit Act 1972 and the Consumer Transactions

Act 1972 of South Australia, which gave effect to most
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of the proposals of the Adelaide Report. Third was the

publication shortly thereafter of the Report on Fair

Consumer Credit Transactions (the "Molomby Report") to

the Attorney-General of Victoria by a committee of the

Law Council of Australia. A conference convened in

Melbourne in 1973 by the Australian Finance Houses and Monash

University entitled "Consumer Credit - the Challenge of

Change" constituted a forum in which lawyers, civil

servants and businessmen discussed the main

recommendations of this report. Two of our members

attended this conference and, although they found the

conference somewhat one-sided due to the absence of any

representatives of consumer organisations, they acquired

further useful information about the subject. One

particularly , important aspect discussed in the

conference related to the practical effect on consumer

rights of the American UCCC and the Truth in Lending

Act. A particularly illuminating contribution was made

by Professor Robert W. Johnson of Purdue University, a

Presidential appointee to the United States National

Commission on Consumer Finance, who indicated that the

measures introduced by the UCCC had turned out to be of

limited benefit to the poorer class of consumers. (His

paper, entitled "Truth in Lending", is now published in

Consumer Credit - the Challenges of Change [CCH

Australia Ltd. 1972]).

0.05 Both the Crowther Report and the Molomby Report

supported the introduction of legislation similar to the

UCCC and the South Australian Acts of 1972. Basically

the Crowther and Molomby Reports favour -

(a) the continuation of the ' licensing of

financiers (to the extent that they operate

in the field of consumer transactions),
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(b) extensive regulation and standardising of

the creditor's security interest in goods

acquired under consumer sales or loans (as

well as aspects of guarantees related

thereto),

(c) the regulation of many other aspects of

consumer sales and loans and especially of

the formation and performance of such

contracts, and

(d) the compulsory use of a uniform formula for

the quotation of interest rates.

The Molomby Report further follows the UCCC by

recommending the fixation of "ceiling rates" (i.e.

maximum rates of interest that may be lawfully demanded

by a creditor.) In order to secure the observance of

these onerous provisions, both Reports postulate the

establishment of a new government department headed by a

Controller of Consumer Credit Transactions.

0.06 The proposals of the Crowther and Molomby Reports

are far more elaborate than those made in our working

paper. Although we supported the introduction of a

uniform formula for determining interest rates ("truth

in lending") and the regulation of certain aspects of

credit transactions, we sought to avoid excessive

standardisation and controls. We proposed instead that

the courts be given wide powers to review any credit

transaction which appeared harsh or unconscionable at

its inception or in the method of performance. However

the support given to the philosophy of the UCCC and of
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the Adelaide Report by the Crowther and Molomby Reports

induced us to re-examine our original proposals. We

regret the ensuing delay in the preparation of our

Report but are confident that our extra efforts have

been useful. The information we have gathered about

the practical effects of the UCCC in the United States,

and the Crowther report in the U.K., confirm our

conviction that the new type of legislation enacted or

proposed in those and other countries is extremely

complicated and difficult to apply or enforce in New

Zealand.
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CHAPTER I

ANALYSIS OF CREDIT TRANSACTIONS

Types of credit transactions

1.01 The very first problem encountered by us in

respect of the reform of the law of credit and lending

was the analysis and definition of "credit transaction".

From the beginning our view was that consideration ought

to be given not only to moneylending transactions

stricto sensu but also to all other types of transaction

involving the extension of credit. Such transactions

fall, basically, into two classes: deferred payment

sales and loans. Deferred payment saxes can be divided

into two main categories: credit sales and hire

purchase agreements. In a credit sale the property in

the goods is transferred to the buyer at the time of the

sale or, at the latest, when the goods are delivered to

him. In a hire purchase agreement the seller retains

the property in the goods until the payment of the full

price and the buyer is given the possession of the goods

(and enjoys their use) as bailee. This is the position

whether the agreement is a "genuine hire purchase

agreement" or a "conditional sale agreement":

Motormart Ltd. v. Webb [1958] NZLR 773. But although

the terms of deferred payment sales vary as regards the

transfer of property, one feature is common to all

types: the buyer is permitted to pay the price of the

goods, or part of it, at a later date (either in one sum

or by way of instalments) and agrees to pay interest, or

"terms charges" for this privilege. In this regard his

position is similar to that of a borrower, who agrees to

pay interest on a loan, granted to him by a lender (for
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a similar analysis see the Crowther Report, para.

1.2.2).

1.02 In practice loans and deferred payment sales

(including both credit sales and hire purchase

transactions) frequently serve a similar object. From

an economic point of view there is hardly any

distinction between the balance outstanding on a

deferred payment sale and the debt due under a loan made

to enable a borrower to purchase certain goods. (See

Campbell Discount Co. Ltd. v. Bridge [1962] AC 600, 626

per Lord Denning: R.A. Goode, "Legal Regulation of

Lending", in A.L. Diamond ed. Instalment Credit, London

1970, 34; Crowther Report para. 1.2.2). Thus, if a

person is unable to pay cash for a chattel he may

acquire it either by entering into a hire purchase (or

credit sale) agreement with the seller or by raising a

loan from a financial institution or a bank. In the

latter case he will frequently be required to execute an

instrument by way of security which transfers the

property in the chattel to the lender. In effect the

lender obtains a security similar to that obtained by a

seller under a hire purchase agreement. (Note that in

such a case the agreement may constitute a hire purchase

agreement for the purposes of the Hire Purchase Act

1971; see s.2.) It is elementary that in both a loan

covered by a chattels mortgage and in a hire purchase

agreement, the borrower or hirer pays interest (or

"terms charges") in order to acquire a chattel on credit

terms. There is a further similarity in the position of

a buyer who acquires goods under a deferred payment sale

and a borrower: both usually accept without argument

terms proferred by the seller or financial institution

which extends the credit or makes the loan. For this

reason, provisions similar to those of the Moneylenders

Act 1908 have been applied to hire purchase

transactions. (See for example the inclusion of a
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provision similar to s.3 of the Moneylenders Act 190 8 in

s.8 of the Hire Purchase Agreements Act 1939 and in s.37

of the Hire Purchase Act 1971; but see also s.2(3) of

the Chattels Transfer Amendment Act 1931.) It is

noteworthy that the need for some provisions applicable

both to instalment sales and to loans has been accepted

in other jurisdictions. Thus, the Federal Consumer

Protection Act of the United States as well as the

Uniform Consumer Credit Code make similar provisions for

both instalment sales and loans. The same stand is

taken in the Crowther and the Molomby Reports.

Report's application to all credit transactions

1.03 In view of the similarity in the object of, and

in the problems arising in connection with, deferred

payment sales and loans, we decided to review certain

legal aspects which are common to the credit element in

both types of transaction. Moreover, we noted that

certain other transactions , which at first glance may

not resemble either loans or deferred payment sales,

involve the extension of credit. Thus, the object of

the discount of a negotiable instrument is to grant the

holder an advance against the undertaking of the

acceptor or maker to pay a certain amount at a future

date. A similar purpose is served when a finance

company or factor discounts book debts, owed to a trader

or to a retailer. Undoubtedly, the discount charges

cover, in part, the expense incurred by the finance

company or by the factor in handling the bill or in

collecting the book debt. But a substantial part of

the fee is paid by the holder of the bill, or by the

owner of the book debt, in order to obtain immediate

payment. In effect, the holder or trader pays a "terms

charge" in order to avoid the need of waiting for his

money until the bill is honoured by the acceptor or

until the book debt is paid on maturity by the debtor.
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1.04 Another case in point is the long term or medium

term chattel-lease. Unlike the short term hiring

agreement, the long or medium term lease - which

frequently covers the full life time of the chattel -

serves as a substitute for a hire purchase agreement.

Indeed this type of transaction is used frequently in

order to avoid the effect of the Hire Purchase and

Credit Sales Stabilisation Regulations 1957 and to

obtain tax advantages. That from an economic point of

view such leases are similar to other types of credit

transaction (and in particular to hire purchase

agreements) is demonstrated by the fact that the

"rentals" are usually based on the price of the goods

(or the unpaid balance thereof) plus interest or

terms-charges. The fact that an additional amount may

be charged in respect of a compulsory servicing

agreement, does not militate against our analysis of the

true nature of the transaction. For a similar view see

the Adelaide Report, pp. 23 - 25; the Crowther Report,

paras. 1.2.14, 5.2.7 reflected in the Consumer Credit

Act 1974 (U.K.) s.15.

Recommendations

1.05 We are of the opinion that in all these types of

transaction - which will be referred to as "credit

contracts" - it is important to provide some protection

for the debtor. This need arises from the fact that

the usual credit sale or loan is a contract of adhesion

which may contain terms either onerous in themselves or

capable of onerous application. We reached the

conclusion that for New Zealand the most efficient

protection is to grant the courts a power to examine

all, not merely as now some, kinds of credit contracts

and to grant certain remedies if a transaction, or the

conduct of the creditor, is found to be harsh or

unconscionable. The reasons for this conclusion are
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set out in Chapter VII. It is necessary to go further

in two particular and important respects. First,

certain types of contract should be made the subject of

statutory rules requiring the disclosure of important

terms including the true cost of credit, and subject to

a three days period of withdrawal. (Chapter VIII).

Secondly, there is a need to guard against certain types

of advertising. (Chapter X.)

Rejection of more elaborate measures

1.06 We believe that in New Zealand the reforms

recommended in this Report are adequate for the

protection of debtors. Our decision not to recommend

the introduction of the far-reaching provisions of the

UCCC, of the Consumer Credit Act 1974 (U.K.) and of the

South Australian Acts of 1972 is based on three

considerations. In the first place, many of the

provisions of these statutes are in our opinion

superfluous. An illustration in point emerges from a

recent discussion by Professor William D. Warren of some

of the American consumer protection provisions

concerning credit cards ("Consumer Credit Law - Rates,

Costs and Benefits" 27 Stanford L. Rev. 951 (1975)). As

the author was one of the draftsmen of the UCCC, we

quote the relevant passage at length:

"... a few years ago consumers were
offended by the cheekiness of some
creditors in showering them with
unsolicited credit cards and demanded
congressional action to curtail the
practice. The resulting federal law
prohibiting distribution of unsolicited
credit cards has generated enough technical
problems Is a. checkbook a credit card?
Why not - to keep many lawyers employed for
years to come. The statute provides
consumers with no more effective protection
than they could achieve by using scissors
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on the offending cards and may have
anti-competitive effects in inhibiting
entry by new card issuers into the credit
card field. Nonetheless, the unsolicited
mailings touched 'a particularly sensitive
concern: most individuals regard their
financial affairs as highly personal
matters and are offended when an account is
created for them without their consent ...'
Some form of legislative action was
required to dampen the public outcry, even
if its effects were only cosmetic."

1.07 We do not favour the introduction of any

legislation which has merely a cosmetic effect.

Sigificantly, Professor Warren concedes that "social

appeal has been the touchstone of consumer legislation

... with economic considerations too often ignored". In

our opinion such a philosophy is not suitable for New

Zealand. The main object of "debtors' protection

legislation" is to protect the consumer's economic

rights and, in this way, to guard him against financial

exploitation. The introduction of measures that may at

the very best save the consumer from petty vexations

should not be undertaken without careful consideration

of the advantages and of the disadvantages of the

proposed reform.

1.08 Our second reservation about the introduction of

many of the measures sponsored by the UCCC and the

British Act is that their effectiveness is questionable.

This point was emphasised by an American economist at

the Melbourne Conference (see para. 0.04 ante) and more

recently was substantiated in surveys conducted by

research institutions and by universities (Whitford,

"Function of Disclosure Regulation in Consumer

Transactions" (1973) Wisconsin L. Rev. 400) . It would

appear that the complicated nature of the provisions is

self-defeating. Consumers are either indifferent to

the reform measures introduced or, alternatively, find

it impossible to make full use of them. A particularly
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disturbing aspect is that the poorer sections of the

population appear to have benefited least.

1.09 Our third ground is that the complex provisions

of the UCCC and of the British Act are expensive to

introduce, to maintain and to enforce. Apart from the

need to establish an administrative machinery concerned

with enforcement - and without such an agency the reform

is likely to remain a dead letter clogging the statutes

book - many of the provisions are bound to entail

additional expenditure by the credit industry. We fear

that in the long run such additional expenditure - which

in the end has to be borne by consumers - is not

warranted by the benefit secured.

Hire purchase transactions

1.10 The general grounds given above in support of our

resolve to steer clear of some of the measures of the

English, Australian and American reforms will be

augmented by detailed explanations at the relevant

passages of this report. Our proposed course in

respect of hire purchase, however, involves a cardinal

departure from the British, Australian and American

reforms and therefore merits discussion at this point.

1.11 The abolition of hire purchase is postulated by

the Adelaide and Molomby Reports and has been put into

effect in South Australia by s.24 of the Consumer

Transactions Act 1972. In the United Kingdom, although

the Crowther Report did not suggest the abolition of

hire purchase, it nevertheless urged the enactment of a

statute that would regulate the "security aspect" in a

uniform manner in all consumer credit transactions,

including hire purchase agreements (see paras. 5.2.1 -

15, 5.3.4 - 5; see also the Consumer Credit Act 1974,

ss. 10 5 et seq.); this approach resembles that of the
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UCCC. Both the Australian and the British approaches

have the object of replacing hire purchase transactions

by consumer credit sales secured by a mortgage and by

consumer credit loans. It is rightly asserted that such

a development would achieve a separation of the credit

element from the sale element in a consumer transaction.

The Australian approach would, in addition, avoid the

utilisation of the bailment concept - which, as has

already been pointed out, is the basis of hire purchase

transactions - for the arrangement of chattel

securities. It is asserted in this context that hire

purchase involves an element of fiction as the true

object of the transaction is to arrange not for a lease

but for an instalment sale covered by a security

attained by the creditor's retention or acquisition of

the property in the chattel (see the Adelaide Report,

p.12; the Molomby Report, para. 2.3.2).

1.12 We are not convinced by these arguments.

Undoubtedly it is true that when hire purchase

transactions were first introduced on a large scale,

they involved a fictitious adaptation of the bailment

concept for the purpose of creating a security over

chattels. But in the course of the last fifty years

the nature and function of the transaction has become

well known; the very phrase "hire purchase" has become

a household term denoting the acquisition of goods on

credit. As the true nature of the transaction is

currently understood by financiers, by retailers and by

consumers, it is irrelevant that it had its origins in

fiction (see e.g. Galbraith v. Mitchehhall Estates

[1964] 2 All ER 653, in which the consumer's

difficulties stemmed from his failure to realise that

the agreement he signed was not a hire purchase

agreement). In our opinion, the popularity of this

sort of transaction is a strong argument for its

retention. Moreover, we see no objection to the
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combination of the credit element and of the sale

element in a single agreement. It is noteworthy that

both the English and the South Australian Acts, having

separated the sale element from the loan or credit

element of a consumer transaction, set out to link the

two elements by making the creditor liable in certain

circumstances for some obligations of the retailer (see

e.g. the Consumer Transaction Act 1972 (S.A.), ss. 15,

16; the Consumer Credit Act 1974 (U.K.) s.75). The

same objective can be, and in point of fact has been,

attained in hire purchase legislation.

1.13 While in our opinion the approach of the Hire

Purchase Act 1971 provides an appropriate set of rules

it will require some modification to ensure consistency

of policy and treatment whatever the mode of security.

Such consistency is essential to avoid artifical

distortion of commercial practices.

Definition of credit contract

1.14 It will be necessary to define with some

precision the type of contracts to which the recommended

legislation will apply. While the text of the

definition cannot be settled outside the context of a

draft bill, it could proceed along the following lines:-

"Credit Contract" means -

(a) A contract for the lending of money under
which the borrower is obliged to pay or
procure the payment of sums of money
exceeding in aggregate the amount lent to
him, and

(b) A contract for the sale of property or the
performance of services or the bailment of
goods if the money payable under the
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contract exceeds the cash price of the
property, services or goods, and

(c) A contract under which there is a
forebearance by one of the parties to
require payment of any money presently
owing to him in consideration of a promise
to pay in future a sum or sums exceeding in
aggregate the amount of that money whether
the difference is expressed as interest,
terms charges, or otherwise, and

(d) A contract under which a right to receive
money in future is released or assigned
(whether absolutely or by way of mortgage)
in consideration of a lesser sum of money
payable presently or at any time prior to
the maturity of the release or assigned
right.

By the term "credit" we mean the provision of money or

moneys worth in consideration of a promise to pay or

procure the payment of money with or, without any other

or further consideration. Special consideration will

need to be given to the position of hire purchase

agreements under the Hire Purchase Act 1971, and to the

position of banks, savings banks and other institutions

which accept money on deposit. Contracts of deposit are

"credit contracts" within our proposals, but as will be

seen (post. para. 8.23) it would be anomalous to apply

some of the reforms we propose to such contracts.

1.15 We propose to use the phrase "credit contract"

throughout this report. We further consider it

advisable to use a uniform terminology to describe the

parties involved in such transactions. As the report

concerns the activities of all institutions engaged in

moneylending and in credit granting, it is important to

use a generic term identifying all these institutions.

The term "moneylender" is disliked by the credit

granting industry and the term "finance company" has

become associated with retail credit activities. We

considered the term "credit grantor" but concluded that

it was inelegant. We find the term " financier" to be
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the most suitable one. The term is derived from the

word "finance" which has become associated with the

raising of credit. For this reason it appears to be a

suitable description, particularly within the scope of a

technical definition, of persons who make a profit from

providing finance for ordinary business and private

transactions. We are further of the view that the

general term to be used to describe the party who

obtains a credit or a loan ought to be "debtor". We

recommend that any legislation which may result from our

proposals should be called the Credit Contracts Act.
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CHAPTER II

HISTORY OF USURY LAWS

Significance of historical development

2.01 Usury laws have a long history. An absolute

prohibition of the charging of interest on loans

prevailed during the Middle Ages in most European

countries. It was based on what were thought to be

biblical principles. The law was liberalised from time

to time from the 16th century onwards and an attempt to

avoid any regulation of interest rates was made in the

19th century. We are of the view that it is important

to avoid, in any reform of current law, provisions that

have been proved abortive by past experience. An

outline of the usury laws of previous generations and

their effect is, therefore, of importance (see also the

Crowther Report, Part II).

The prohibition of usury and its effect

2.02 The absolute prohibition of interest in the

Middle Ages led to the invention of dodges. These are

discussed by Bellot: The Law Relating to Unconscionable

Bargains with Moneylenders 2nd ed. 1906 at pp. 32 - 37.

Some had a lasting effect on the development of the

common law. The first device worth mentioning was the

mortgage or gage. The debtor granted the financier the

use of the mortgaged land for an agreed number of years

without rent. The financier immediately leased the

land back to the debtor at an agreed rent for a similar

number of years (normally one year less than the period

of the mortgage). The rent payable by the debtor was

not considered "interest", although it was frequently
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calculated on the basis of a percentage of the amount

lent; (for an illustration see Pollock and Maitland:

History of English Law, 1898, Vol. ii, p.123; the

practice must have prevailed until the 16th century as

an attempt to control the charges was made in the Bill

Against Usury, 37 Hen. VIII, c.9 (1545)). In this way

a fictitious contract relating to the use of land

cloaked the agreement to charge interest for a loan.

2.03 Another dodge involved the substitution of the

loan by a fictitious sale. The debtor agreed to buy a

chattel from the financier and gave him a promissory

note (or "writing obligatory") for the price. The

debtor further agreed to re-sell the chattel to the

financier immediately at a lower price. The difference

between the amount of the promissory note and the amount

"paid" by the financier to the debtor for the

re-purchase of the chattel amounted, in effect, to the

agreed interest. This device was probably quite

common. To combat it, section 2 of the Bill Against

Usury (37 Hen. VIII, c.9 (1545)) prohibited the sale of

goods with an agreement to re-purchase them for a lower

price within three months. A modern application of

this device is the time-price doctrine which was used

widely in the United States up to the enactment of the

UCCC. (See post; para. 6.03)

2.04 A third device was based on the fact that the

prohibition of interest did not extend to the charging

of penalties for default. The financier granted the

debtor a loan, without interest, repayable after a short

time. A penalty became payable if the debtor failed to

repay the loan at that date. In reality, it was

understood by all concerned that the loan would not be

repaid at the nominal date and the penalty was based on

an agreed rate of interest. This dodge was used in

subsequent centuries as a mode of avoiding maximum
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interest rates: see, e.g., Burton's case (1591) 5 Co.

Rep. 69.

2.05 The absolute prohibition of interest prevailed in

England until the end of the 15th century (see, e.g., 20

Hen. Ill, c.5 (1235); 15 Edw. Ill, c.5 (1341); 3 Hen.

VII, c.5 & 6 (1487) and 11 Hen. VII, c.8 (1495)). But

the prevalence of dodges led to the enactment of the

Bill Against Usury (37 Hen. VIII, c.9). This Act,

which described the earlier laws as obscure, permitted

the lending of money at a maximum rate of 10 per cent

per annum. The object of the Act was to permit a

reasonable rate of interest so as to render the

prevailing dodges superfluous.

2.06 The permitted maximum rate was changed from time

to time until the middle of the 19th century. But

loans at excessive rates remained common. Moreover,

the courts treated certain transactions, involving an

unusually high risk, as exempt from the usury laws of

the day. This, for example, was the case in bottomry

agreements: Simonds v. Hodgson (1832) 3 B. & Ad. 50,

57. The courts also recognised the validity of the

annuities system, under which a debtor agreed to pay a

rate of interest higher than the legal one on the

understanding that the debt would extinguish upon his

death. These agreements became common in the reign of

Queen Anne (see, e.g. Lawley v. Hooper (1745) 3 Atk.

278, 280). The fact that the debtor, at his own

expense, had to procure an insurance policy in favour of

the financier was considered irrelevant, because the

financier bore the risk of the insolvency of the

insurance company: Hawkins v. Bennett (1860) 7 C.B.

(N.S.) 507, 553. Moreover, some of the dodges which had

originally been used in medieval times, were used as

means for charging excessive rates of interest. The

time-price doctrine, in particular was in common use

(see post, para. 6.03).
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The abolition of usury laws and its effect

2.07 The usury laws were abolished in 1854 by the "Act

to Repeal the Laws Relating to Usury and to the

Enrolment of Annuities" (17 & 18 Viet., c.90). One of

the reasons for this course was the ineffectiveness of

the usury laws. But the main support for the so called

liberalisation was found in the laissez faire doctrine.

The abolition of the usury laws was supported by authors

of the period (Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, vol.

iii, p.122; Bentham, The Defence of Usury) as well as

by the majority of a Select Committee of the House of

Commons which was appointed in 1841 and which submitted

its report in 1845 (Parl. Pap. (1845), 21, 13).

2.08 The direct effect of the abolition of usury laws

was the increase in harsh and unconscionable loans.

This experience was by no means confined to the United

Kingdom. In Austria the interest laws were abolished

in 1868 but the position became such that penal

legislation for the prevention of usury had to be

re-introduced in 1877 (see, generally, Harrison,

Journal of the Society of Public Legislation (N.S.),

vol. 1, pp. 226-235 (1899)). In England, the plight of

debtors induced the House of Commons to appoint a Select

Committee on Money-Lending in 1898. It is significant

that two High Court Judges, Sir John Charles Mathew and

Sir Henry Hawkins, gave evidence concerning the unfair

practices of moneylenders. Their statements were

supported by County Court Judges and other witnesses.

2.09 The Select Committee of the House of Commons

submitted its report in 1898, (Par. Pap. 1898, 260). It

disclosed a shocking state of affairs. The practice of

moneylenders was to lure prospective borrowers by

advertising "easy terms" but to charge rates of interest
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of not less than 60 per cent per annum. The rate was

accelerated if the borrower was late with any instalment

and many moneylenders used, in addition, to extract a

"renewal bonus". Loans were frequently made to young

persons with modest means who had rich relations. In

such cases the moneylender used to demand an affidavit

in which the borrower affirmed his ability to repay the

loan. The moneylender normally knew that the statement

was false. However, when the debtor defaulted the

moneylender used the affidavit as a basis for a threat

to prosecute for untruthful information and in this way

often succeeded in extracting payment from the

borrower's relations. Moreover, cases were revealed in

which the rate of interest came to 5,000 per cent per

annum. As an example can serve a case in which an

innkeeper obtained a loan of 30 pounds for about

eighteen months and had to repay (by instalments) a

total of one hundred and five pounds.

2.10 The Select Committee of the House of Commons

recommended the re-introduction of laws aimed at the

protection of borrowers. Its recommendations were put

into effect by the enactment of the Moneylenders Act

1900 (63 & 64 Viet., c.5).

History in New Zealand

2.11 New Zealand followed the English example by

enacting the Moneylenders Act 1901. This was the first

attempt in this country to control lending transactions.

It is noteworthy that under s.43 of the Mercantile Law

Act 1880 the usury legislation of England was deemed not

to have applied in New Zealand (the matter was not

specifically settled by s.l of the English Laws Act

1858; see now s.2 of the English Laws Act 1908). The

Moneylenders Act 1901 was replaced by the Moneylenders

Act 1908. The latter was extensively amended by the

Moneylenders Amendment Act 1933, passed in the wake of

the Moneylenders Act 1927 of the United Kingdom.
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CHAPTER III

THE MONEYLENDERS ACT 1908

Object of the Moneylenders Act

3.01 The main object of the Moneylenders Act 1908 is

to protect debtors against unconscionable bargains and

the sharp practices of moneylenders. When a

moneylender contravenes a provision of the Act his

contract with the debtor is considered illegal and the

moneylender is, usually, unable to enforce the contract

or to claim the amount lent: Hawkes Bay Investment and

Finance Co. v. White [1934] NZLR Supp. 46. Moreover

the court has declared void a security given under the

illegal contract: Ansford v. New Plymouth Finance Co

[1933] NZLR 209.

3.02 But the Act is basically of narrow application.

It applies only if (a) the financier is a moneylender

and (b) if the credit is extended as a loan. The Act

does not apply to loans made by persons other than

moneylenders and is equally inapplicable where a

moneylender enters into a transaction other than a loan:

Chow Yoong Hong v. Chung Fah Rubber Manufactory [1962]

AC 209, 214, 217; Re A.R. McKay Ltd.,Farmers Finance

Ltd. v. Craig [1971] NZLR 289.

Who is a moneylender?

3.03 Section 2 of the Act defines a moneylender as

every person whether an individual, a firm, a society or

corporate body, whose business is that of moneylending,

or who advertises or announces himself as carrying out
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that business. Licensed pawnbrokers, building

societies, friendly societies, insurance companies and

banks are specifically excluded. The section also

excludes from the definition any person who bona fide

carries on any business in the course of which and for

the purpose whereof he lends money at a rate of interest

not exceeding 10 per cent per annum. But the

connection with the lender's business must be genuine:

Premor Ltd. v. Shaw Bros. [1964] 1 WLR 978;

Re A.R. Mackay Ltd., Farmers Finance Ltd. v. Craig

[1971] NZLR 289.

3.04 A person is a moneylender only if he engages in

the business of lending. In order to establish that he

engaged in such business it is not sufficient to show

that he has, on occasions, lent money and gained

interest: Best v. Sutcliffe [1965] NZLR 750; it is

important to prove some continuity in the transactions:

Litchfield v. Dreyfus [1906] 1 KB 584; Newton v. Pyke

(1908) 25 TLR 127; Edgelow v. MacElwee [1918] 1 KB 205,

206; Tuchman v. Schmerler (1944) 172 LT 43. However,

if a person borrows money for the purpose of lending it,

a single transaction may constitute him a moneylender:

Irvine v. Ketko [1938] GLR 514. If it is proved that a

person carries on the business of lending then it is

irrelevant that he charges a rate of interest of not

more than 10 per cent per annum:re A.R. Mackay Ltd.,

Farmers Finance Ltd. v. Craig [1971] NZLR 289 per

Richmond J. at 298, North P. at 303. The Courts

have drawn a distinction between lending and investment:

Best v. Sutcliffe, supra, New Zealand Dairy Board v.

Webby, [1976] 1 NZLR 439.

Obligations imposed on moneylenders

3.05 The provisions applicable to moneylenders are
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discussed in detail in subsequent parts of this report.

At this stage it is sufficient to refer briefly to the

main principles of the Act.

3.06 Under s.4 of the Act a moneylender must register

himself and may carry on his business only in his

registered name and at his registered address or

addresses. Section 7 of the Moneylenders Amendment Act

1933 restricts the manner in which a moneylender may

advertise his business. Section 8 of the same Act

makes provisions concerning the form of a moneylending

contract and requires that a memorandum setting out the

credit terms of the transaction be signed by the

borrower before the money is lent. Section 3 of the

main Act and s.14 of the Amendment Act empower the court

to re-open any moneylending transaction which it

considers harsh and unconscionable, to determine a

suitable rate of interest and to take an account between

the parties.

Effect of provisions

3.07 In our opinion the provisions of the Moneylenders

Act have led to some undesirable consequences. To a

certain extent, these result from the use of the term

"moneylender". Both in the United Kingdom and in New

Zealand financiers dislike the idea of registering

themselves under the Act. Due to historical reasons

(see ante para. 2.09) the title "moneylender" carries an

unsavoury implication, and most financiers prefer not to

be identified with their disreputable predecessors.

Moreover, the provisions of the Moneylenders Act

protect, and even favour, the debtor. As these

provisions apply only to loans made by moneylenders, it

is not surprising that financial institutions attempt to

arrange their business in a manner aimed at avoiding the

application of the Act. It is, after all, only natural

that financiers should attempt to place themselves in as
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favourable a position as possible. However, the

attempts to avoid the Act lead to artificiality in the

arrangement of certain types of transaction.

3.08 The most common method of avoiding the

application of the Moneylenders Act is to substitute a

sale for a loan. The courts have drawn a distinction

between a loan (or lending transaction) on the one hand

and the extension of credit in connection with an

instalment sale on the other hand. While the former

usually constitutes "moneylending" the latter is not

subject to the provisions of the Act. Thus a sale on

credit terms of shares, which remain registered in the

seller's name until the full payment of the price, is

not considered a moneylending transaction: Rabone v.

Deane (1915) 20 CLR 636. Other transactions which fall

into this category are the absolute assignment of book

debts (Olds Discount Co. Ltd. v. John Playfair Ltd.

[1938] 3 All ER 275) and the discount of bills of

exchange (Chow Yoong Hong v. Chung Fah Rubber Manufactory

[1962] AC 209,215).

3.09 Whether a specific transaction constitutes a loan

or a sale depends on the intention of the parties. If

they agree to arrange the transaction as a sale, then it

is irrelevant that the same result could have been

produced by borrowing or by lending money:

Chow Yoong Hong v. Chung Fah Rubber Manufactory supra,

pp. 2167; A.R. McKay Ltd. Farmers Finance Ltd v. Craig

supra at p.293. Automobile Association (Canterbury)

Ltd. v. Australasian Secured Deposits Ltd. [1973] 1 NZLR

417 is an interesting example of an unsuccessful attempt

to express contracts of loan secured by charges over

Government stock as agreements for the sale of the

Government stock on terms providing for the repurchase

of the stock.
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Uncertainty of law

3.10 These indirect pressures for disguising the true

nature of transactions lead to uncertainties in the law.

Thus, although the general distinction between sales and

loans is beyond dispute, it is not always easy to

determine whether a specific transaction falls into the

one class or the other. This is particularly the case

with re-financing and "sale and leasing back"

transactions. In both cases the "purchaser" or debtor

obtains for his use an amount of money which figures as

part of the "price" of the chattel concerned. Whether

such a transaction constitutes a loan, covered by the

Act, or a sale, which is outside its scope, may

frequently depend on the wording of the documents

involved. In some cases such transactions were treated

as "shams" (or "sham" sales) and regarded as loans:

Polsky v. S. & A. Services [1951] 1 All ER 185, affirmed

at 1062; Premor Ltd. v. Shaw Bros. [1964] 1 WLR 978;

Automobile Association (Canterbury) Inc. v. Australasian

Secured Deposits Ltd. supra. But in other cases the

courts treated similar agreements as genuine sales:

Stoneleigh Finance Ltd. v. Phillips [1965] 2 QB 537;

Snook v. London and West Riding Investment Ltd. [1967] 2

QB 786; and see generally Paintin & Nottingham v.

Miller Gale & Winter [1971] NZLR 164. Moreover, it

should not be overlooked that transactions which

originate otherwise than as loans of money, e.g. the

extension of credit for goods supplied, may, depending

on the circumstances, become vulnerable to attack as

loan transactions. Kirby v. Europa Oil (N.Z.) Limited

[1965] NZLR 816 may be regarded as an example of this

kind of case.

3.11 This uncertainty in the law of moneylending is

partly due to the fact that there is no unanimity
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concerning the test to be applied. In Snook v.

London and West Riding Investments Ltd supra., the

English Court of Appeal gave effect to the intention of

the parties as disclosed by the documents and refused to

go beyond them. In the New Zealand case of

Cash Order Purchases Ltd v. Brady [1952] NZLR 898, the

Court of Appeal expressed a willingness to go behind the

documents where these signalled a sham. A similar view

was expressed by the English Court of Appeal where a

transaction involved an element of fiction: Premor v.

Shaw Bros. supra. However, in Bateman Television Ltd

v. Coleridge Finance Co. Ltd. [1969] NZLR 794, 813,

Turner J., in the New Zealand Court of Appeal, expressed

the view that a transaction may be regarded as a "sham"

only in cases in which,

"really doing one thing, the parties have
resorted to a form which does not fit the
facts in order to deceive some third
person, often the revenue authorities, into
the belief that they were doing something
else."

(See also Paintin and Nottingham Ltd. v. Miller Gale &

Winter supra.)

3.12 Moreover, we believe that, even if a uniform test

were formulated, some uncertainty would remain. The

reason for this is that the application of any test

would usually have to depend on the circumstances of

each case. But these would but seldom be ascertainable

before a trial.

Narrow application of Act

3.13 It is important to emphasise that the

Moneylenders Act applies to a transaction either in_ toto

or not at all (with the exception of s.3, as to which

see post para. 7.04). This narrow scope of application

has an adverse effect on the unconscionability

provision. Under the present state of the law, the

legislature enables the court to re-open a harsh and

unconscionable moneylending transaction only in two
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cases. If it is a loan or substantially a loan made by

a moneylender, s.3 of the Act applies. If it is a hire

purchase agreement, the situation is covered by s.37 of

the Hire Purchase Act 1971. But if an exorbitant rate

of interest is charged in a transaction which is neither

a loan nor a hire purchase agreement, such as a

discounting transaction or a credit sale, the prevailing

Acts of Parliament provide no protection for the

instalment buyer or the borrower. (As to whether there

is a remedy in equity see post, para. 7.01.) In the

Committee's opinion the protection given to a borrower

against harsh and unconscionable bargains should be

uniform, and be available in the case of all credit

contracts and irrespective of the identity of the person

who extends it.

Drastic effect of contravention

3.14 As pointed out above (ante, para. 3.01) the

effect of contravention of the Act by a moneylender

leads to drastic results. If the offence is against

the provision relating to advertisements (s.7 of the

Moneylenders Amendment Act 193 3 as to which see post,

para. 10.01), or against the provision relating to the

memorandum (s.8 of the Moneylenders Amendment Act 1933,

as to which see post. para. 8.11) the courts have a

discretion to declare the transaction legal and

enforceable: s.55 of the Statutes Amendment Act 1936.

The courts do not have such a discretion under the Act

where a moneylender contravenes a provision of s.4

(registration, as to which see post. para. 5.02;

carrying on business in registered name, as to which see

post. para. 5.01; carrying on business from registered

addresses, as to which see post. para. 5.01), although

the court may be prepared to grant a remedy under s.7 of

the Illegal Contracts Act 1970 (as to which see Slobbe

v. Combined Taxis [1973] 2 NZLR 651; Harding v. Coburn
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[1976] 2 NZLR 577.) Thus, if a moneylender fails to

register a change in the address of his business

premises a loan made in the new office is illegal and

unenforceable; Hawkes Bay Investment and Finance Co. v.

White [1934] NZLR Supp. 46. We consider that it is

unreasonable to allow a borrower to make an undeserved

profit solely because the lender has committed a

technical breach of the provisions of the Act. Although

we have no sympathy for a financier who extracts

unconscionable profits from a hapless debtor, we believe

it equally wrong to enable a debtor to make an

unjustified profit at the expense of the financier.

Undoubtedly, there is a need for some sanctions for

contraventions of an Act of this type. But while a law

without sanction may be a broken reed, there is no need

for excessive penalties.

Summary of disadvantages of Act

3.15 (a) Financiers are tempted to avoid the

operation of the Act by dressing up loan

transactions as something else, a practice

which results in both artificiality and

uncertainty;

(b) Conversely, transactions originally

intended as non-loan transactions may be

open to question on the grounds, sometimes

factitious, that in reality they are loan

transactions;

(c) The reopening provisions apply only to

loans by moneylenders and to other loans at

an interest rate exceeding 10%;

(d) The effect on the lender of contravention

even taking into account the remedial
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provisions of the Statutes Amendment Act

1936 s.55 and the Illegal Contracts Act

1971 is excessively harsh.

We would not wish it to be thought that these were the

only problems that the present statute gives rise to.

It has for example long been a perfectly justifiable

complaint of financiers that the disclosure requirements

of the present statute have the effect of inhibiting

such every day transactions as variations of the terms

of existing loans and the making of provisions for

further advances and are absurdly rigid and inflexible.

But because the reforms we advocate go far beyond a mere

tinkering with the present legislation (which judging

from the submissions received by us no-one supports) we

see no point in describing in any further detail

difficulties raised by the present state of the law.
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CHAPTER IV

TOTAL ABOLITION OF USURY LAWS

4.01 Two arguments are frequently raised in support of

the total abolition of legislation for the control of

agreements involving the extension of credit. The

first is the laissez faire doctrine, which forms the

basis of the current law of contract. Secondly, it is

sometimes asserted that even if usury laws were

abolished the rules of supply and demand would ensure

suitable terms in lending transactions. In operation

both arguments are fallacious. They received

negligible support, express or tacit, in the submissions

made to us.

4.02 The basic premise of the laissez faire doctrine

is that the terms of a contract are to be determined

solely by the agreement of the parties. Indeed, if

parties are of an equal bargaining power there is little

room for the modification of their contract by the

courts. But in the case of credit transactions the

borrower and the financier are not of an equal standing.

To contracts of this type can be applied words used by

Lord Devlin in another context in McCutcheon v. David

MacBrayne Ltd. [1964] 1 WLR 125, 13.3 (H.L.):

'If it were possible ... to escape from the
world of make-belief which the law has
created into the real world in which
transactions of this sort are actually
done, the answer would be short and simple

This sort of document is not meant to
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be read, still less to be understood. Its
signature is in truth about as significant
as a handshake that marks the formal
conclusion of a bargain."

It is noteworthy that even staunch supporters of finance

companies recognise the need to protect debtors against

certain types of contract: see, e.g., H. Kripke,

"Consumer Credit Regulation: A Creditor Oriented

Viewpoint" (1968) 68 Columbia L. Rev. 444, 448-450.)

4.03 There is no doubt that in many transactions

credit terms are governed by the rules of supply and

demand. This is particularly the case in loans made

for the purchase of real property and applies also to

some types of instalment sale and private borrowing.

Indeed, if a person of good creditworthiness wishes to

purchase a chattel on a deferred payment plan, he may

frequently be able to choose between a bank overdraft,

an instalment sale and a loan. When funds are

plentiful financiers compete for the custom of such a

person and the terms made available to him are governed

by reasonable commercial considerations. But. the

situation differs when loan money is scarce and in any

event in the case of the needy debtor who is a "risk"

and who may not be able to offer good security. In

these circumstances a debtor may not be able to obtain

credit from any reputable financier and an unscrupulous

lender can virtually dictate any terms. It is

unrealistic to say that the needy borrower should be

guided by financial prudence. If the money is required

for medical treatment or even in order to purchase some

essential goods the debtor, in effect, has to agree to

the terms proposed to him.

4.04 That in the absence of protective legislation the

needy debtor tends to become the prey of sharp

financiers is only too well illustrated by the
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disastrous consequences of the abolition of usury laws

in the 19th century (see ante, paras. 2.08, 2.09).

While the creditworthy Victorian debtor was able to

obtain loans on reasonable terms, the needy debtor had

to pay dearly for his poverty. It is not suggested

that, at present, the total abolition of control of

credit transactions would lead to a universality of

harsh and unconscionable bargains. But is is

undeniable that in every society there are greedy

financiers and needy debtors.

4.05 In our opinion the total abolition of legislation

controlling the extension of credit would have most

undesirable results. At the same time, we reiterate

that it is important not to interfere with, or cast

doubts on the validity of, ordinary transactions.
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CHAPTER V

LICENSING AND REGISTRATION

The present law

5.01 Section 4 of the Moneylenders Act 1908 includes

three requirements with which a moneylender has to

comply. First, a moneylender must register the name of

his business. Secondly, he must register the address of

his business. Thirdly, he may carry on his business

only under his registered name and only at his

registered address. In a previous report, submitted to

the Minister of Justice in April 1968, (see Appendix I)

we recommended the abolition of the last requirement,

but we have now gone further and examined the

justification for retaining licensing or registration at

all.

5.02 It is perhaps inaccurate to use the term

"registration" - which implies a formal declaratory

procedure (e.g. motor vehicle registration) - in the

context of the requirements of s.4. A moneylender must

obtain a licence; only those who pass a test of

satisfying a Magistrate that they are fit and proper

persons to be moneylenders are granted a licence:

s.4 (2) (b) of the Moneylenders Amendment Act 1933.

5.03 To obtain a moneylender's licence, the applicant

must fill out an application (Form 2, 1st Schedule,

Moneylenders Regulations 1934) which inter alia requires

disclosure of the names of the people managing the

business, of any previous convictions under the
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Moneylenders Acts, and of any previous refusal of

registration. This application must be supported by

testimonials signed by not less than five reputable

persons as to the good character of the moneylender or

the persons responsible for the management of the firm

and of their fitness to hold a moneylender's licence:

Reg. 13. A notice of application must be published in

a newspaper approved for the purpose by the Registrar of

the Court; Reg. 14. The Police are required to submit

a report on the matter for the Magistrate's information

and guidance: Reg. 15. The application is then

considered by the Magistrate who exercises his

discretion in accordance with the guidelines set forth

in s.4 of the Moneylenders Amendment Act 1933. The

licence remains in force for one year.

5.04 A licensed moneylender must make a new

application each year. (Before 1933, licences were

valid for three years.) In view of Reg. 17, subsequent

applications may be more of a formality. However,

because of Reg. 18 and the fact that the Police are

required to report on every application, a moneylender

is subject to annual scrutiny by the court.

Object of licensing

5.05 The licensing of moneylenders appears to have

three objects. First, it aims at ensuring that persons

engaged in this business are of good character and

otherwise such as should be permitted to carry on the

business of moneylending. Secondly, the regular

supervision involved ensures that standards are

maintained. Thirdly, as the moneylender has to

register his address in order to obtain a licence, a

debtor has no difficulty in finding out this address.

This was an important object of the United Kingdom Act

at the beginning of the century, as "touting" was quite
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common and occurred in such places as bars and

racecourses. Frequently, touts for moneylenders

obtained promissory notes from the debtor and

transferred those to "third parties" who could enforce

payment by claiming to be holders in due course. If

the debtor was unable to discover the address of the

tout, he remained without any remedy.

5.06 The case for licensing is we think both cogently

and succinctly put in the Molomby Report, para. 3.5.1:

"The experience of centuries has shown that
the best way of excluding the sharp and
dishonest from an area of enterprise while
leaving the fair and honest to carry on
their activities, without an unwieldy
burden of detailed regulations, is by a
licensing system fairly and openly
administered."

We acknowledge that in New Zealand over many years the

trend has been to add occupations and activities to

those that are subject to licensing; Motor Vehicle

Dealers, Private Inquiry Agents, Security Guards, etc.

Nor have we overlooked that the continuation of

licensing was supported by the Crowther Committee and

the Molomby Committee and provided for in the Uniform

Consumer Credit Code in the United States.

5.07 We have been unable to obtain information as to

the numbers of applications for moneylenders licences or

for renewals refused in New Zealand because there is no

central registry nor indeed any separate record kept in

individual courts. However we are informed that while

the refusal of a licence is very unusual it has

occasionally happened, and we were told of one case

where a licensee allowed his licence to lapse after the

Official Assignee had indicated that he would oppose its

renewal. Obviously therefore licensing of moneylenders
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in New Zealand has not been a mere formality. The fact

that in New Zealand moneylending has to all appearances

been carried on with little abuse does not prove that if

licensing were abolished this state of affairs would

continue. As we have said, in every society there are

unscrupulous operators astute to take advantage of

opportunities for exploitation and sharp practice.

5.08 On the other hand the credit granting side of the

industry is not licensed or subject to registration, but

does not appear to have been marked by unsavoury

practices. Moreover, with one exception, all those who

made submissions to us on our working paper accepted our

proposal for the abolition of licensing. The Police,

so we were informed, were not opposed to it.

5.09 The practical objections of licensing in so wide

a field as the granting of credit are the administrative

work entailed and the uncertainty of its application,

and the burden and irritation it causes to the vast

majority of honest dealers. The question whether the

carrying on of a business requires a licence under the

present act is in some cases a very difficult one.

Artificial distinctions and anomalies could be avoided

only by requiring all who grant credit in the course of

their business, at least to "consumers", to be licensed.

A vast number of enterprises would be brought within the

scope of such a licensing system with the attendant

nuisance to ordinary traders and very considerable

expense of administration.

Recommendation

5.10 In these circumstances we propose that rather

than licence many thousands of honest traders for the

sake of a few unscrupulous persons the law should make

direct provision whereby the dishonest and unfair
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operator can be put out of the business. This approach

is not entirely without precedent and examples are to be

found in s.lll of the Insolvency Act 1967 and in s.189

of the Companies Act 1955. The sort of grounds that

under a licensing system would justify refusal to renew

a licence could well be grounds upon which a court could

make an order that the person concerned should not for a

substantial period engage in the business of providing

credit. We suggest that such an order might be made by

the Supreme Court either following criminal proceedings

against the financier or upon application separately

made for that purpose. There should be included in any

bill a provision designed to this effect. It would

define those who may apply for an order, the grounds for

such an order, and the consequences of an order. If the

provision is to have the effect we intend it is

essential that the offending financier should not be

able to evade it by using others as a mask.
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CHAPTER VI

FIXATION OF RATE CEILINGS

6.01 The most common method used for the purpose of

controlling interest rates is the enactment of laws

fixing rate ceilings. In England such laws prevailed

for several centuries (see ante, paras. 2.05, 2.06). In

the United States rate ceilings are still prescribed by

many State Constitutions. The figure varies from 4 per

cent per annum in North Dakota to 30 per cent per annum

in Rhode Island. (See Jordan and Warren, "The Uniform

Consumer Credit Code" (1968) 68 Columbia L. Rev. 387,

405.) However, in the Committee's view this type of

legislation is ineffective and causes more harm than

good.

Disadvantages of rate fixation

6.02 One of the main disadvantages of usury laws is

that they lead to the creation of dodges. If a lender

and a borrower make an agreement involving interest at a

rate higher than that permitted at law, they usually

attempt to disguise the loan as a transaction which is

not subject to the law. The dodges which were used in

England until the abolition of the usury laws in 1854

were discussed in Chapter II.

6.03 In the United States the low ceiling rates

resulted in the widespread use of the time-price

doctrine. This doctrine originated in England (see

Floyer v. Edwards (1774) 1 Cowp. 112; Beete v. Bidgood
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(1827) 7 B & C 453) and its operation in the United

States was as follows: When a chattel was sold on

credit terms the seller raised the price and charged a

legal rate of interest on this "time price". The

difference between the cash price and the "time price"

was extracted from the buyer for the privilege of paying

the price in instalments. In effect, the difference

between the two prices constituted a terms-charge and,

as the buyer paid interest on the full time-price, the

transaction involved an element of compound interest.

The view of most American courts was that the seller was

entitled to vary the price of his goods in different

types of transaction and that the time-price

differential did not constitute interest. (The leading

cases were decided in the 19th century: Brooks v. Avery

(1850) 4 NY 225; Hogg v. Ruffner (1861) 66 US 115.

For a recent case see: Daniel v. First National Bank of

Birmingham (1955) 227 F 2d 353, (1956) 228 F 2d 803;

but see Elder v, Doerr (1963) 175 Neb. 483, 122 NW 2d

528; see also "Nebraska Vitiates Time Sale Doctrine

Retroactively" note in (1963/64) 16 Stanford L.R. 1113

on the effect of the Nebraska Supreme Court's abrogation

of this established fiction.) We believe this type of

doctrine is an obvious result of rate ceilings. It is

significant that in New Zealand, which does not apply

rate ceilings, the time-price doctrine has little, if

any, application. (See also Ziegel, "Consumer Credit

Regulations: A Canadian Consumer Orientated Viewpoint"

(1968) 68 Columbia L. Rev. 488, 496497.)

6.04 Another undesirable result of rate ceilings is

the increase in the rate charged on loans made to needy

debtors. If a transaction involves a risk and a loan is

therefore unobtainable at lawful interest from ordinary

financiers, the debtor is forced to try some other

sources, such as the "loan shark". This type of lender

is influenced by two main considerations in fixing his
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terms. First, in so far as he exceeds the permitted

rate he is likely to feel that he might as well be

hanged for a sheep as for a lamb. Secondly, as he

lends at an excessive and illegal rate, he is unable to

enforce his contracts in the courts. The rate that he

charges must therefore compensate him for the occasional

loss sustained when a debtor absconds or seeks legal

advice.

6.05 The experience of the United States proves this

last point. The low rate ceilings imposed by some

State Constitutions forced the needy debtor to obtain

credit from "loan sharks". The plight of such debtors

induced most States to enact laws raising the ceilings

for certain types of loan. Most of these laws were

based on the Uniform Small Loans Law, which provided for

the licensing of moneylenders on the basis of character

and of local needs. The licensed moneylenders were

entitled to make loans at rates which varied according

to the amount of the loan and the nature of the

transaction. There was a strict supervision of the

licensees and the threat of the cancellation of the

licence tended to keep them in line. (See, generally,

the Symposium in (1954) 19 Law & Contem. Prob. 1; this

legislation has been superseded in most States by a UCCC

type of Act.) The effect of the Small Loans Laws was

to enable some debtors to obtain credit at a relatively

high but not exorbitant rate from licensed lenders.

Nevertheless, some needy debtors continued to require

the "aid" of the loan shark.

Rate ceilings in the UCCC

6.06 A modified approach to rate ceilings is taken by

the UCCC. Instead of fixing the ceiling at a single

rate - meant to become that prevailing in the market -

the UCCC sets out varying rates at which a reasonable
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lender should be prepared to grant loans even where

there is a relatively high risk. Thus, the rates

prescribed by the UCCC are considerably higher than the

respective market rates. The ceilings, which are set

out in sections 2-201, 2-207, and 3-508, depend

basically on the amount lent and are as follows:

(a) the total of

(i) 36 per cent per annum on that

part of the unpaid balances of

the amount financed which is

$300 or less;

(ii) 21 per cent per annum on that

part of the unpaid balances of

the amount financed which is

more than $300 but does not

exceed $1,000; and

(iii)15 per cent per annum on that

part of the unpaid balances of

the amount financed which is

more than $1,000; or

(b) 18 per cent per year on the unpaid balances

of the amount financed.

In the case of revolving credit transactions ("open end

credit") the maximum rates are fixed at one and a half

to two per cent per month, (i.e., 18 to 24 per cent per

annum) depending on the amount involved and on the type

of the transaction: see sections 2-201, 3-508.

6.07 But even these provisions have been the subject

of severe criticism. Thus, it has been pointed out

that in the case of some small loans the setting up

costs render the lending at a rate of 36 per cent per
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annum commercially unsound: Shay, "The Uniform Consumer

Credit Code: An Economist's View" (1969) 54 Cornell L.

Rev. 491, 496. Moreover, there is a danger that the

permitted maximum rate may become the prevailing rate:

the lender can justify the levy of the maximum rate by

referring to the law ("A Consumer Credit Code for

Lenders" (1969) Consumer Reports (U.S.A.) pp. 122-123).

In New Zealand, where credit is relatively scarce, the

fixation of a high rate ceiling could easily have such a

result. Thus, the Tariff Board Report (para. 147)

shows that a rate of up to 37 per cent per annum was

being charged by some dealers on revolving credit

transactions.

Difficulties in determining suitable rate

6.08 Perhaps the main problem of fixing suitable rate

ceilings is the difficulty in determining appropriate

figures for the various types of transaction. Basically

the rate charged depends on four factors. The first

factor is the amount. The booking and setting up

charges involved in a small loan are virtually the same

as those involved in a substantial loan. This is one

of the reasons for the fact that ths rate charged on a

small loan is usually higher than that charged on a

substantial loan. The second factor is the period over

which the loan is repaid. In view of the inconvenience

involved in a string of short term loans, most

financiers prefer loans repayable over several years.

As a result, the rate charged on short term loans is

higher than that charged on long term lending. The

third factor which affects the rate of interest charged

on a transaction is the value of the security provided.

Fourth, the risk involved in a transaction effects the

rate of interest. The value of the security has, in

point of fact, a bearing on the risk. But some other

factors have a bearing on the risk, such as the
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creditworthiness of the debtor and his financial

reputation.

6.09 The effect that the above factors have on the

rate of interest charged on a transaction is based on

the rules of supply and demand. The competition for

attractive and sound financial propositions decreases

the rate of interest charged on them. Conversely, the

less attractive transactions involve a higher rate. The

factors affecting the rate (and especially the risk

factor) may vary so much that it is difficult to lay

down any hard and fast rules regarding suitable rate

ceilings.

Summary

6.10 For the above reasons we are convinced that the

solution to the problem of harsh and unconscionable

credit transactions is not to be found in the enactment

of rate ceilings. We are again encouraged by the fact

that our attitude has derived support from the

submissions made on the working paper. We further note

that a similar view was taken by the Adelaide Report

(pp. 92 - 99) and that the Crowther Report (paras. 6.6.1

- 6.6.9), although expressing concern about usurious

rates of interest, does likewise refrain from proposing

rate ceilings.
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CHAPTER VII

RE-OPENING OF HARSH AND UNCONSCIONABLE

TRANSACTIONS

A. CURRENT LAW

Origin of doctrine

7.01 The doctrine that a court may give relief to the

"weak" party when a transaction is harsh and

unconscionable has been developed in the Courts of

Equity. There are some indications that the doctrine

originated in the 17th century: Ardglasse (Earl of) v.

Muschamp (1683) 1 Vern. 238; Wiseman v. Beake (1690) 2

Vern. 121; cf. Gwynne v. Heaton (1778) 1 Brow. C.C. 1.

But the doctrine was developed mainly in the 19th

century. Its most common application was in cases

where moneylenders lent money on exorbitant terms to

reversionists and remaindermen against their

expectations: Chesterfield (Earl of) v. Janssen (1750)

2 Ves. Ju. 125, 155-160; Ayelsford (Earl of) v. Morris

(1873) L.R. 8 Ch App 484, 490-492; Benyon v. Cook (1875)

L.R. 10 Ch App 389, 391; O'Rorke v. Bolingbroke (1877)

2 App Cas 814. But the doctrine was not confined to

such cases. In Barret v. Hartley (1866) L.R. 2 Eq.

789, 795 Stuart V.C. said that the courts would give a

borrower relief against harsh and unconscionable terms

or an oppressive bargain extracted by a lender. His

Lordship emphasised that this doctrine became of

increased importance after the repeal of the usury laws.

Similar views were expressed in Nevill v. Smelling
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(1880) L.R. 15 Ch D 679, 696-697, 702, 705; and in

Ayelsford (Earl of) v. Morris, supra. The facts of the

last cited case are typical. A young nobleman was

heavily in debt but expected to inherit a large estate

on his father's death. A moneylender advanced him an

amount sufficient for the payment of these debts against

an acceptance of a bill of exchange payable after three

months with interest at a flat rate of 60 per cent.

When the nobleman was unable to meet this acceptance,

which was for eight thousand pounds, he had to replace

it by an acceptance for eleven thousand pounds. The

nobleman was paid only two hundred and seven pounds

against this new acceptance and the remaining balance

between the two acceptances was charged for discounts, a

renewal bonus and other levies. The Court of Appeal in

Chancery ordered the delivery up of this bill against

payment by the nobleman of the amount actually advanced

to him by the moneylender with interest at five per cent

per annum. Undoubtedly, all these cases turned, to a

point, on their special facts. But they appear to

establish a general doctrine which enables a court to

protect a hapless debtor against an oppressive bargain

extracted by a financier. (See Chitty on Contracts

23rd ed., para. 364.)

Section 3 of the Moneylenders Act 1908

7.02 The equitable doctrine concerning unconscionable

bargains is the basis of s.3 of the Moneylenders Act

1908. Subsection (1) authorises a court to re-open a

harsh and unconscionable transaction. A contract falls

within the scope of this section if the rate of interest

is unduly high, if excessive amounts are charged for

expenses, enquiries, fines, bonuses, premiums, or other

charges or if it is in any manner harsh and

unconscionable or otherwise such that a Court of Equity

would give relief. It seems clear that the section

applies only where the harsh and unconscionable element
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is present at the time the contract is made (cf. Foley

Motors Ltd. v. McGhee [1970] NZLR 649 but see contra

Ashforth v. Premier Group Ltd. (unreported, Auckland

Supreme Court, 900/67 30 April 1970).)

7.03 Subsections (2) and (3) confer on the court a

wide discretion regarding the remedies to be granted

against a lender in appropriate cases. Apart from the

power to take an account between the parties, the court

may order the moneylender to repay amounts due to the

debtor and, if the lender has parted with a security,

the court may order him to compensate the debtor. Under

subs. (4) the court may give the debtor a remedy against

any third party who has shared the ill-gained profits of

the moneylender.

7.04 Section 3 of the Moneylenders Act 1908 has a

wider scope of application than other sections of the

Act. First, subs. (6) extends the application of the

section to any transaction which, whatever its form may

be, is substantially one of moneylending by a

moneylender. The section therefore applies to loans

disguised as other transactions. But it is important

to bear in mind that the extension of "trade credit" in

connection with an instalment sale is not, even

substantially, a loan. Second, under subs. (9) the

expression "moneylender" includes for the purposes of

s.3 any person who lends money at a rate exceeding 10

per cent per annum. It follows that s.3 applies to

loans made by persons who are not engaged in the

business of moneylending, such as private persons who

make an occasional loan and persons excluded from the

definition of "moneylender" in s.2. In the case of

persons who are moneylenders within the scope of the

general definition, the section applies regardless of

whether a loan is given at a rate exceeding 10 per cent

or at a rate beneath this figure. Third, s.3 of the
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Moneylenders Act is reproduced, with the required

modifications, by s.37 of the Hire Purchase Act 1971.

Application overseas

7.05 The equitable doctrine in s.3 has been adopted in

Canada. Sections 2 and 3 of the Unconscionable

Transactions Relief Act 1960 of Ontario grant the courts

powers similar to those conferred on a New Zealand court

by s.3 of the Moneylenders Act. In view of the

fixation of rate ceilings, the UCCC does not require an

additional provision aimed at combatting excessive

interest rates. But section 2-108 gives the courts a

general discretion and wide ranging powers concerning

the enforcement of harsh and unconscionable bargains.

This section is similar to section 2-302 of the Uniform

Commercial Code. It has been held that this statutory

provision is based on a well established doctrine

developed by the courts: Williams v. Walker-Thomas

Furniture Co. (1965) 350 F 2d 445, 448-449. More

recently the doctrine was given effect to in sections

137 - 140 of the Consumer Credit Act 1974 (U.K.).

Advantage of equitable doctrine

7.06 We are of the view that s.3 constitutes the

backbone of the Moneylenders Act 1908. Its advantage

is that, without purporting to control the terms of

lending agreements and without fixing rate ceilings, it

enables the courts to grant a remedy to a debtor against

a harsh or unscrupulous financier. Thus, while s.3 does

not interfere with ordinary transactions, it is a useful

weapon against those financiers .who employ sharp

practices and who drive unfair bargains. The doctrine

has been applied to hire purchase transactions and, in

our opinion, should equally be applied to all other

types of credit contracts. But we think it appropriate
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to repeal the residual words in the definition of a

harsh and unconscionable transaction "or otherwise such

that a Court of equity would give relief". We believe

that this head is rendered superfluous by the new and

more elaborate guidelines we have proposed, and that

this phrase is open to objection in a comprehensive

statute as being vague and requiring reference back to

possibly obscure parts of the case law. In the

remaining sections of this chapter, we examine in detail

the desirable scope of application of the doctrine as

well as the factors that a court ought to be able to

take into account in determining whether a transaction

is harsh and unconscionable. In devising the

guidelines concerning the determination of

"conscionability" special care has been taken to avoid

any conflict between the reconanendations of the

Committee and the provisions of special laws, such as

the Hire Purchase and Credit Sales Stabilisation

Regulations 1957.

B. SCOPE OF DOCTRINE

7.07 We have already pointed out that our aim is to

cover credit contracts generally (see ante, para. 1.05).

These include basically loans and deferred payment

sales, but other transactions such as discounts are

encompassed. We believe that the similarity of all

credit contracts has been demonstrated, as has the need

for a general reform. This approach now requires

elaboration. First we deal with the scope of the

court's power of review. Second we examine whether or

not any types of transaction should be exempt from the

application of the unconscionability doctrine. Third,

we consider whether relief should be given against every

type of unconscionable bargain and conduct of a
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financier. Fourth, we consider whether certain

parties, such as commercial debtors or companies,

require such a protection. Fifth, we look at the

question whether transactions involving large amounts

should be excluded.

Scope of review

7.08 We are of the opinion that the jurisdiction of

the courts should extend to two types of situation.

First, the courts should have the power to examine any

transaction which includes a harsh or an unconscionable

term. This type of problem arises, for example, where

an agreement provides for an oppressive rate of

interest. We think that when a term of a contract is

alleged to be unconscionable the court should determine

the question as at the time the agreement was made.

This of course is the position under s.3 of the

Moneylenders Act (see ante, para. 7.02). Secondly,

even if the agreement is fair and reasonable at the time

it is made, the lender may subsequently exercise powers

conferred on him in the agreement in an unconscionable

manner. Thus, an agreement may not be unreasonable

merely because it grants the financier an immediate

power of sale upon the buyer's default. But if

excusable circumstances, such as a postal strike,

prevent the debtor from making payment, the exercise of

power in those circumstances may be unconscionable.

When the financier's conduct or exercise of powers is

assailed on the ground of unconscionability, the

question must be determined with regard to the general

position prevailing at the time. Section 37 of the

Hire Purchase Act 1971, which covers these two types of

situation, provides a model for the sort of situation we

have in mind. The factors or guidelines discussed in

Section C of this chapter throw further light on this

question.
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7.09 As pointed out above, the doctrine of

unconscionability is applied to hire purchase agreements

by s.37 of the Hire Purchase Act 1971. We are of the

view that the provisions of this section are

substantially adequate but that it should if necessary

be brought into line with the provisions of any bill

implementing this report.

No resulting uncertainty

7.10 We have not overlooked the argument of the Life

Offices' Association of New Zealand, who fear that the

general application of the doctrine may encourage

vexatious litigation by an occasional irrational

individual. But we are of the view that the general

protection of debtors against harsh terms such as

excessive fines is of greater importance than the

protection of a financier against the rare occurrence of

vexatious and unfounded claims. It may be argued that

our proposals will import an element of uncertainty into

all credit transactions. We do not think so and point

out that the present s.3 has not had that result in

relation to the transactions to which it applies.

Loans at less than 10% and private loans

7.11 A question which has given rise to conflicting

opinions is whether a loan at a rate of interest not

exceeding 10 per cent per annum should be excluded from

the operation of the unconscionability doctrine. In

our working paper we expressed the view that the

doctrine should apply to all credit transactions. It

is notable that the N.Z. Finance Houses Association and

the Associated Chambers of Commerce supported this

approach. But in submissions of the Life Offices'

Association of New Zealand and of some District Law

Societies it was argued that, in view of the favourable

rate of interest in such loans, there was no need to
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apply the doctrine. After careful consideration we

decided to stand by our original proposals. A review

of s.3 of the Moneylenders Act will assist in explaining

the reasons for this decision.

7.12 Under s.3 (9) of the Moneylenders Act, the term

"moneylender" includes, for the purposes of the section,

any person who lends money at rates exceeding 10 per

cent per annum. But under s.2, the term means any

person who is in the business of lending money,

irrespective of the rate which he charges. It follows

that the unconscionability doctrine does not apply to

private loans (or loans made by private individuals) at

rates not exceeding 10 per cent, although it applies to

any loan made by a moneylender and regardless of the

rate of interest charged. As the doctrine of the

Moneylenders Act applies mainly where a bargain is

unconscionable at its inception. As the main purpose of

the Act is to control the activities of professional

moneylenders, the limited application in the case of

private loans may perhaps be justified. (It is

difficult to see why a loan made by a private person at

a rate of interest of less than 10 per cent but on terms

requiring the payment of a "fine" or "premium" should

fall outside the unconscionability doctrine.) As has

been pointed out at the very outset of this report, the

object of the legislation proposed by us is to give

certain minimum protection to a debtor rather than to

control the contracts of a specified class of financier.

Moreover, we recommend that the doctrine should apply

not only where the element of unconscionability occurs

when the agreement is made but also where an

unconscionable mode of conduct occurs at a later stage

of the transaction. As such conduct may not be

connected with an actual rate of interest (see factors

specified in post, paras. 7.40 and 7.43), we are of the

view that the doctrine should apply irrespective of the

rate charged.

7.13 Finally, we see no reason for excluding from the

scope of the unconscionability doctrine all loans made
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by private individuals. First, a private individual

may on occasions insist on terms which are just as harsh

and as unconscionable as those of an experienced

moneylender. Secondly, a debtor who obtains a loan or

other type of credit from an individual may be in a

particularly unfavourable bargaining position. If the

granting of the loan is treated as a favour, the debtor

may be inhibited from bargaining by common, though

misguided, rules of comity.

Commercial transactions

7.14 A recommendation by the Tariff Board Report

(para. 115) was that the provisions of the Moneylenders

Act should have no application to commercial loans.

Presumably such a course would exempt commercial loans

from the operation of s.3(l). But the Board conceded

the difficulty in drawing a clear line of demarcation

between consumer transactions and commercial ones. We

agree that it is difficult to draw such a distinction.

Thus, the definition in the UCCC of consumer sales

(section 2-104) and of consumer loans (section 3-104)

emphasises that such sales or loans must be incurred

"primarily for a personal, family, household or

agricultural purpose". But it is frequently difficult

to determine whether a loan is obtained (or a chattel

acquired) primarily for one of the purposes mentioned or

for a business purpose. For example, the car acquired

by a doctor is almost certainly going to be used for his

private practice as well as for his household. Other

examples are the camera of the freelance journalist and

the typewriter of a small businessman (which is used for

the business as well as for the family's

correspondence). It may be argued that whether a

transaction has a commercial object or constitutes a

consumer sale or loan should be left for the

determination of the parties. But this would lead to

an inevitable result: most instalment sales or loans
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would then include a clause declaring them to be

commercial transactions. While the distinction between

consumer and other transactions has been adopted in

other jurisdictions in respect of sales of goods the

problems it creates are such that they ought to be

avoided except for compelling reasons. We see no such

compelling reason in the context of credit transactions.

7.15 Moreover, we are of the view that there is no

justification for excluding commercial transactions, as

a class, from the application of the unconscionability

concept. Our intention is to enable the courts to

prevent or redress the unconscionable assertion of

economic or legal power. In this regard, the small

businessman is not in a better position than anyone

else. The grocer or chemist is not likely to be more

familiar with, and more knowledgeable as regards the

intricacies of, financial matters and standard contracts

than the company director or civil servant who buys some

goods for his household. Actually, when a grocer or

chemist enters into a consumer transaction (such as the

purchase of a car), it is conceded that the law should

afford him the protection given to consumers. The

suggestion that he may be better equipped to understand

a complicated business loan than the comparatively

simple credit terms of a hire purchase agreement has no

foundation in reality. In both types of transaction,

the small businessman is in a weaker position than the

financier: the economic power of the two as well as

their know-how concerning finance is unequal.

7.16 For the above reasons we recommend that the

unconscionability concept proposed in this Report be

applied not only to consumer transactions but also to

commercial transactions. It is noteworthy that the

position is similar under the Moneylenders Act. As the

doctrine does not lay down any hard and fast rules
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concerning the validity of contractual terms, it is not

likely to interfere with the freedom of commerce. All

it does is to give a minimum protection to the debtor

(whether he is contracting as a private citizen or as a

merchant) against unconscionable terms extracted from

him.

Application to companies

7.17 For similar reasons, we are of the opinion that

transactions between financiers and companies should not

be exempted. There is a tendency in New Zealand

towards the incorporation of the small business. One

of the main reasons for this is that only a company can

give a debenture secured by a floating charge. Until

recently, the securities that could be given to a

financier by a private dealer were not attractive, and

many dealers were virtually forced to incorporate their

business. In 1974 the law was amended by the Chattels

Transfer Amendment Act 1974 so as to enable the private

trader to furnish - in certain cases - a security

similar to a floating charge. We fear that, if

transactions with companies were to be exempted from the

operation of the unconscionability doctrine, the

tendency towards the incorporation of small firms would

again increase and that many new companies would be

formed solely for the purpose of avoiding the proposed

Act. It is noteworthy that for the same reasons the

Adelaide Report did not suggest what agreements with

companies be exempted from the operation of the

legislation proposed by it.

Amount of transaction

7.18 One of the recommendations in the Tariff Board's

Report (para. 115) was to exclude from the operation of

the Moneylenders Act loans for more than $2,000. The
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Adelaide Report made a similar recommendation but the

figure mentioned was $5,000. The Moneylenders Act of

New South Wales does not apply to loans for more than

$10,000. Undoubtedly, these exemptions may be

reasonable in the case of complex and far reaching

legislation. But the position is different in the case

of the unconscionability doctrine. It is noteworthy

that under both s.37 of the Hire Purchase Act 1971 and

the Moneylenders Act 1908 the courts have a power to

re-open any transaction irrespective of the amount lent.

The same approach is taken by the Consumer Credit Act

1974 (U.K.) (see ss. 137 - 140; but note that bargains

with corporations are excluded). We see no reason to

disturb this status quo. In certain situations a

substantial businessman may be just as susceptible to

entering into harsh and unconscionable agreements as a

private debtor who borrows a much smaller amount. For

this reason, we are convinced that it would be wrong

totally to bar a substantial debtor from complaining

about the unconscionability of a credit transaction or

of the financier's conduct.

C. FACTORS RENDERING A TRANSACTION UNCONSCIONABLE

Need for factors or guidelines

7.19 The equitable doctrine to which we referred in

paragraph 7.01, and the statutory doctrine enacted by

s.3 of the Moneylenders Act 1908, enable the courts to

grant relief whenever a transaction is "harsh and

unconscionable". We believe that this is the

appropriate general test, but we have been very much

concerned that opinions on the question whether a

particular transaction can be described as harsh and

unconscionable may differ widely. The very generality
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of the doctrine entails that it must be vague in its

application. At the same time, it must be noted that

the situations in which a contract, or the exercise of

powers under the contract, may be considered

unconscionable do vary infinitely.

7.20 In order that the determination of such a problem

may not depend entirely on the individual assessment of

a transaction by a Judge, there is a need to formulate

some guidelines or factors that a Judge should take into

account. We expressed this view in our working paper

and it has been supported in all the submissions

received, except those of the N.Z. Finance Houses

Association. Their objections may be summarised as

follows. First, they suggested that guidelines of this

type are of marginal utility as Judges may feel free to

ignore them and that, therefore, the guidelines do not

eliminate the danger of inconsistencies resulting from

different assessments of individual Judges. Secondly,

they argued that guidelines may be given too strict an

interpretation and may be treated as absolute norms or

standards. Thirdly, they claimed that it would be

preferable for the courts to set up their own guidelines

and to derive guidance from cases decided under the

Moneylenders Act. It was further suggested that

guidelines emerging from decided cases are more valuable

than statutory guidelines because they can be seen in

their original factual setting.

7.21 We are not convinced by those arguments. It

should be noted that while the first argument of the

Finance Houses expresses apprehension of inconsistencies

resulting from individual assessments of Judges, the

second and third objections go in the other direction

and propose to leave the assessment of each case in the

entire discretion of the Judge. The suggestion that

guidelines of this type may be taken to be absolute
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factors is without any foundation, and can easily be

avoided by careful drafting of the Act. The argument

is also contradicted by the fact that the courts derived

assistance from, and put to skilful use, the guideline

of 48 per cent enacted by S.14(1) of the Moneylenders

Amendment Act 1933. Moreover, we are of the view that

the development of guidelines through the cases leaves

too much to chance. We reiterate that, in our opinion,

flexible guidelines set out by the legislature are the

best solution concerning the problems related to the

application of the unconscionability doctrine. While

the guidelines do not apply absolute standards, they

provide prima facie presumptions that may assist not

only the trial Judge but also an appellate tribunal

reviewing his decision. Moreover, the need for

guidelines and the danger of inconsistencies following,

in their absence, from the vagueness of the doctrine has

been emphasised by the courts: Levine v. Greenwood

(1904) 20 TLR 389; Carringtons Ltd. v. Smith [1906] 1

KB 79, 84; King (J) Ltd. v. Currie (1911) 28 TLR 10,

11; Halsey v. Wolfe [1915] 2 Ch 330, 337. To our

knowledge, the usefulness of these guidelines has not

been doubted in any reported decision.

Two limbs of proposal

7.22 The approach we propose has two broad limbs:-

(a) The first limb deals with the terms of the

credit transaction itself, and is simply a

repetition of established principles

modified, however, in two important

respects; first, by extending those

principles to all kinds of credit

contracts, and secondly, by directing

attention to particular considerations

which, it is thought, the Court should take

into account in applying the doctrine.
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(b) The second limb of our proposals recognises

that terms of a credit contract which are

not harsh and unconscionable in themselves,

especially when tested, as we recommend, at

the time when the contract was made, may be

exercised in a harsh and unconscionable

manner.

We think that much of the difficulty in applying any

rule invalidating unconscionable transactions would be

alleviated by recognising a clear distinction between

unconscionable contracts on the one hand, and

unconscionable conduct under unexceptionable contracts

on the other hand. It may be "excellent to have a

giant's strength" by obtaining wide- reaching terms in

the contract itself, but it may be "tyrannous to use it

as a giant" by unconscionably applying such terms. So

it is not always easy to decide whether the fault lies

in the terms or in the application of the term. For

this reason we consider that it is desirable that the

court should be furnished with jurisdiction not only to

review contracts which contain unconscionable terms, but

also to grant relief against the unconscionable exercise

of contractual rights and powers in particular cases.

Accordingly, in paragraphs 7.23 to 7.37 we discuss the

doctrine as it applies to the terms of the contract, and

in paragraphs 7.38 to 7.44 we discuss the doctrine as it

applies to the exercise of rights and powers under the

contract.

Review of the terms of credit contracts

7.23 In our opinion, it is desirable that the Court

should have jurisdiction to examine all the terms of

credit contracts, and to grant relief against harsh and

unconscionable terms. We think it is desirable that
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there should be two directions embodied in the statute

relating to this general jurisdiction. The first is

that the contract should be judged as at the time it was

made. The second is that the contract should be

judged, not merely upon a consideration of its intrinsic

terms, but also according to the circumstances in which

it was made.

7.24 We believe that it is important to make it clear

that the jurisdiction we envisage will not authorise the

court to re-make contracts which were unexceptionable at

the time they were made. It is, for example,

elementary that changes in the financial market, such as

movements of interest rates, should not in themselves

give grounds for relief.

7.25 It is also important, in our view, to make it

clear that in the application of the doctrine the court

will take into consideration the circumstances in which

the contract was made. There is established authority

for such a course. It has been held that a court may

re-open a transaction whenever the financier trades on

some weakness of the debtor, such as an urgent need for

money at short notice (Blair v. Buckworth (1908) 24 TLR

4 74), or where the money was desperately required for

the treatment of a sick wife (Shaffer v. Blyth (1920) 36

TLR 6 89). We would emphasise that it is impossible to

foresee all the different elements that may render a

specific bargain harsh and unconscionable. It has been

held that the question whether a transaction is

unconscionable depends to a certain extent on its

reasonableness and on its compliance with the ordinary

rules of fair dealing. (Samuel v. Newbold [1906] AC

461, 470, per Lord Macnaughten.) Thus, apart from

weighing all the relevant circumstances, including the

rate of interest, the period of payment, the provision

of security, and the risk, it may frequently be
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important to compare the terms of the contract in

auestion with the "market" terms for that type of

transaction. This is probably one of the most

effective methods of determining whether a particular

transaction was reasonable at the time it was made. We

believe that the courts should have power to draw such a

comparison. It is also important to authorise the

court to have regard to "all the circumstances of the

case". This last element is emphasised in s.2 of the

Unconscionable Transactions Relief Act 1906 of Ontario.

The right to call evidence

7.26 It has been held that the question whether a

transaction is harsh and unconscionable is a question of

law: Abraham v. Dimmick [1915] 1KB 662. On account

of this ruling, there is at least some uncertainty as to

whether evidence of matters of fact bearing upon the

question is admissible. On that account, and having

regard to the fact that the determination of the

question as we see it will usually involve the

consideration of the circumstances in which the

transaction was entered into, and a comparison of the

contract in question with bargains that were common in

the market when the transaction was concluded, we

consider that it is important explicitly to provide that

the parties may call evidence upon the matter. Such a

provision is found in s. 5-108 (2) of the UCCC. It

enacts that if it is claimed, or appears to the court that

the agreement or any part thereof may be unconscionable,

the parties shall be afforded a reasonable opportunity

to present evidence as to its setting, purpose and

effect to aid the court in making the determination".

That formulation may be sufficient to entitle the

parties to call evidence comparing the terms of the

contract in question with those that were available on

the market for the type of transaction concerned at the
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time the contract was made. But we would like to see

the point put beyond doubt by a provision in the statute

making it clear that all evidence which the court

regards as relevant for the purpose of exercising its

jurisdiction should be admissible, and that in

particular, evidence of the circumstances, including the

terms on which credit was available on the market at the

time the contract was made, should be admissible. We

therefore recommend that a provision on the following

lines should be included in the legislation:-

"In any proceedings under this Act,
evidence shall be admitted -

(a) Regarding the purpose, the effect,
and the circumstances of the making
of the credit contract at the time it
was made, and

(b) Regarding the terms on which credit
was available from other sources at
the time when the contract was made."

Particular criteria

7.27 In paragraphs 7.22 to 7.26 we have discussed the

general nature of the doctrine as it applies to the

terms of credit contracts. We have concluded, however,

that it is possible, and indeed desirable, to lay down

more explicit criteria where the question at issue

relates to the consideration payable by the debtor under

the credit contract. We therefore recommend that the

legislation should contain more particular provision

regarding:-

(a) The charging of excessive interest or

finance charges.

(b) The imposition of excessive charges in

other respects.
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(c) The acceleration of the debtor's

obligations in the event of default.

(d) Borrowing for repayment.

We are dealing separately, in Part E of this Chapter,

with three additional topics which are of considerable

importance. These are compound interest, penalty

interest following default and relief in cases of

default in special cases involving hardship. These

subjects are treated separately because we are of the

opinion that they cannot be solved by means of

guidelines of the type discussed in this Part of Chapter

VII.

Excessive interest or finance charges

7.28 Under S . 1 4 ( 1 ) of the Moneylenders Amendment Act

1933 a rate in excess of 48 per cent per annum is

presumed to be excessive and to render the transaction

harsh and unconscionable. But the moneylender can rebut

the presumption. The debtor may, of course, be able to

show that in certain circumstances a rate of interest of

less than 48 per cent per annum is excessive. (See

generally, Popjak v. Finance & General Corporation Ltd.

[1964] Argus LR 340.) Basically, the effect of the

presumption is to shift the burden of proof. Where the

rate is less than 48 per cent per annum, the onus to

show unconscionability rests on the debtor.

7.29 We believe that while a rate of 48 per cent per

annum is a high one, it is not unreasonable as the basis

for the presumption of S . 1 4 ( 1 ) . A tabular analysis of

cases decided under the re-opening provisions has been

compiled by Pannam: Law of Moneylenders in Australia and

New Zealand (Melbourne, 1965), pp. 303-306. It shows
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that the rates upheld by the courts vary to a great

extent. In cases where the borrower provided good

security the courts reduced interest to as little as 5

per cent per annum (Poncione v. Higgings (1904) 21 TLR

11). But in cases involving a high risk of non-payment

and poor security, rates up to 117.7 per cent per annum

were allowed to stand (Parkfield Trust Ltd. v. Portman

(1937) 82 Sol J 687) . The figure of 48 per cent per

annum appears to be a reasonable one for the purpose of

shifting the onus of proof. (Note that Professor

Johnson [op. cit. para. 0.05] commended the Molomby

Committee on its decision to support a rate of 48 per

cent per annum, albeit as a ceiling, on the basis that

some risky transactions require a high rate.) It is

identical with the rate stated in s.10 of the

Moneylenders Act 1927 (U.K.). It was thought that 48

per cent per annum was a reasonable basis for the

presumption (Hansard, Vol. 203, p.732 (1927)).

7.30 A proviso excludes the operation of the

presumption set out in s,14(l) where the loan is for

less than $50, and repayable over less than three

months. The basis of this proviso is that a small loan

which is repayable over a short period is hard to obtain

and, from the financier's point of view, is

inconvenient. It is therefore difficult to lay down a

presumption concerning the conscionability of the rate

charged. In our opinion this approach is justified,

but only if the transaction is both for a small amount

and for a short period. In view of the general

increases of prices and the decrease in the value of

money since 1933, the amount of $50 is now unrealistic.

We recommend that the presumption that a rate exceeding

48 per cent per annum is unconscionable be inapplicable

where a loan is for less than $200 and repayable over

less than three months. In this type of loan the onus

of proving unconscionability of a rate of interest
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should always rest on the debtor. It is clear that in

certain cases it will not be difficult for the debtor to

prove that a rate charged in a small loan is excessive.

7.31 Accordingly, we recommend that a provision to the

following effect should be enacted:-

(1) Where the finance rate under any credit
contract exceeds 4 8 per cent per annum, the court
shall, unless the contrary is proved, presume
that the credit contract is harsh and
unconscionable.

(2) Subsection (1) of this section shall not
limit the power of the court to find a credit
contract harsh and unconscionable even though the
finance rate does not exceed 4 8 per cent per
annum.

(3) The presumption contained in subsection (1)
of this section shall not apply in respect of any
credit contract if the credit provided under the
contract does not exceed $200, and is to be
provided for a period not exceeding 3 months.

Interest and inflation

7.32 Having dealt with the problem of excessive

interest by making use of an a priori presumption, we

consider it relevant to express our general thoughts

about the subject of interest rates. We think it is

appropriate to notice that a consideration of the

interest payable under a particular contract cannot be

divorced from the economic conditions at the time the

contract was made. One factor which has come

particularly into prominence in recent years is the fact

of inflation, and the prospect of continuing inflation.

The movements in interest rates can, we believe, be seen

as a reaction, very much muted, to the decline in the

purchasing power of money. Inflation reduces the real

wealth of lenders by reducing the value of their

investments. Correspondingly, it increases the real

wealth of borrowers by reducing the real burden of their

liabilities. Speaking generally, the parties to credit

transactions have used only the adjustment of interest

rates to reflect such changes. Consequently, the
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interest charge should be seen, we think, not merely as

a charge for the use of the money lent, but also as

including a provision reflecting the parties'

expectations as to the effect that changes in the value

of money during the term of their contract may have upon

the benefit and burden of that contract. Indeed, there

have been attempts to segregate the risk of loss of the

value of money lent from the other constitutents of the

charges made for the granting of credit (see in

particular Andrew G. Lang, "Inflation as it Affects

Legal and Commercial Transactions", West Publishing

Corporation 1974, which includes a number of precedents

for use in contracts to take account of changes in the

value of money; Hirschberg, "The Nominalistic

Principle", Bar-Ilan University 1971; and Mann, "The

Legal Aspect of Money", 3rd ed., Oxford University

Press, 1971, especially Chapter IV). For this reason,

we believe that precedents are of limited value in

judging questions of unconscionability. What may be

regarded as appropriate at one time and place may be

altogether inappropriate at a different time and place.

Excessive charges

7.33 Under s.3(l) of the Moneylenders Act 1908 a

transaction may be considered unconscionable in view of

excessive charges for expenses, premiums, renewals and

any other charges. It is important to note that our

proposed definition of a "finance rate" - which is used

instead of "interest" - in post para. 9.11 covers most

of these charges. However this factor of s.3(l) should

be retained as regards charges which are not considered

to form a component of the "finance rate". These

include excessive charges for maintenance or service,

excessive claims regarding insurance or the furnishing

of guarantees or indemnities and generally any

unreasonable disbursement. It should also include any
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stipulation in the credit contract which gives to the

financier or any associated person a benefit from the

supply of goods or insurance cover on terms which are

unreasonably detrimental to the debtor.

Acceleration of debtor's obligations on his default

7.34 Many contracts include a term under which the

unpaid balance falls due if the debtor defaults in the

payment of one instalment. The dangers resulting are

self-evident. Section 29 of the Hire Purchase Act 1971

qualifies these clauses by conferring on the debtor a

right to re-instate the contract and to obtain the

re-delivery of goods seized by the creditor by paying

the instalments due plus reasonable expenses within 28

days. The Property Law Act 1952 adopts a similar

approach. Section 92 provides for a notice period

during which a default may be remedied; the total

balance falls due only after the expiration of this

period (see also ss. 50, 118).

7.35 In the working paper we attempted to solve this

question by dividing credit transactions into four

classes based on the degree of risk incurred, and the

security given in each and by applying different

standards for each class. But the submissions on the

paper have convinced us that such an approach is

unsuitable. The main reason for this is that the risk

in a transaction does not necessarily depend on the

security provided by the debtor and frequently depends

on the special facts of a transaction. These defy

classification. Nevertheless, we remain satisfied that

there is a close connection between the element of risk

in a transaction and the question of whether the steps

taken by the creditor upon the debtor's default

constitute a reasonable mode of conduct. Thus, where a

transaction involves high risk, the financier is
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justified in treating punctuality in payment as being of

the essence of the contract. Obviously, any delay may

increase the risk. A relatively trifling default may

therefore justify the calling up of the balance. But

where the risk is comparatively small, e.g. where there

is good security, the demand of the total balance in the

case of a short delay in the payment of a single

instalment is harsh and unconscionable. As it is not

feasible to provide detailed guidelines, it may be

argued that the general guideline concerning

unconscionable conduct by the financier should be

phrased in such a manner as to enable the courts to

grant a remedy where the demand for the repayment of the

outstanding balance of a loan constitutes an

unreasonable or harsh exercise of the financier's

rights.

7.36 On the whole however we would prefer to see the

point covered explicitly by a provision to the following

effect:-

"If it is found in the case of a credit
contract adequately secured upon land or
goods that the balance of the credit is to
become payable if any payment is overdue
for less than one month, the court shall,
unless the contrary is proved, presume that
the term is harsh and unconscionable."

Borrowing for repayment

7.37 In some cases a debtor is induced by a financier

to accept a new loan for the purpose of repaying an

existing loan made either by the same or by some other

financier. This tends to happen if the debtor has

defaulted in the payment of some instalments under the

original agreement. The effect of such a new agreement

may be to capitalise the total amount due under the

original agreement. Thus, interest due and outstanding

under the original agreement forms part of the "capital"
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in the new agreement. As interest is charged on this

capitalised amount, the true cost of this credit may not

be apparent. This is especially the case where the new

loan is extended not by the original financier but by

another person. Section 13 of the Moneylenders

Amendment Act 19 33 confers on the court a power to

re-open all such transactions "as if they were parts of

one transaction and make in respect thereof and the

several parties thereto such orders as it thinks fit".

We believe that a provision enabling the court to review

all such transactions is necessary, but that the section

could be modified by an enactment to the effect that

where arrangements are made for the settlement of one or

more credit contracts from credit provided under any

other credit contract with the knowledge and consent of

the financier under the last mentioned credit contract,

the powers of the court may be exercised in respect of

all and each one of such credit contracts within the

time limit applicable to the last of them. para.

The unconscionable exercise of contractual
rights and powers

7.38 It is not possible to lay down universal rules of

conduct which financiers should observe in enforcing

their contractual rights. Too much must, necessarily,

depend on the circumstances of each individual case. We

have, however, concluded that it would be desirable to

vest in the court a particular jurisdiction to review,

on grounds of conscionability, the enforcement of rights

under credit contracts.

7.39 We have given particular consideration to two

problems mentioned to us in the course of our

examination of this topic. The first of these concerns

the debtor who, having borrowed for a certain term,
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desires to make early repayment. The second concerns

the debtor who, having given security for the loan,

desires to obtain a partial release. We consider that

explicit provision should be made in both of these

cases, and we discuss them in the succeeding paragraphs.

Early repayment

7.40 Many credit contracts include terms which enable

the financier to insist upon the payment of interest for

the full period of the contract as a condition of early

repayment. Indeed, the usual form of loan contract

does not require such an express term. If, as is

usually the case, the loan is made for a specified time,

bearing interest during the specified time, the debtor

has contracted to pay that interest, and in seeking to

repay at an earlier time is really seeking a variation

of the loan contract. It is notable, for instance,

that while s.81(2) of the Property Law Act 1952 enables

the mortgagor to demand early redemption of the

mortgaged property, it provides that he may do so only

upon the payment of interest for the unexpired term of

the loan. In practice, many financiers are prepared to

accept early repayment of a loan, provided the debtor

pays about three months interest. But the practice is

not universal, and the law is that in the absence of any

specific right of early repayment, the contract must run

its term.

7.41 We consider that it would be going too far to

require that every credit contract should include a

right entitling the debtor to repay the loan before due

date with interest only to the date of repayment. But

we think that where a financier insists upon payment of

substantially all the money payable under the contract

during its term as a condition of present release, his

conduct should be open to review in court. We would
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add that a financier may very well be able to show that

his stance is reasonable having regard to his

commitments and the conditions in the market of the day.

If he is unable to re-invest the money on similar terms,

then he should not be compelled to accept early

repayment unless he is compensated for the loss of the

contract. But if he can readily re-invest on similar

terms he should, as most reasonable financiers would,

accept the early repayment and relieve the debtor from

further obligation if, in addition, he receives, say,

three months' interest.

7.42 Accordingly, we recommend that the legislation

should provide that a financier's conduct shall be

presumed to be harsh and unconscionable if he declines

to accept repayment of the balance of the credit at any

time with interest at contract rate to the end of the

succeeding three months and relieve the debtor from

further obligation to him. If for instance the

financier could establish that he was unable to

re-invest the money on terms similar to those in the

credit contract, and that he was seeking no more than

was reasonable having regard to the terms of such

reinvestment as could be obtained, the court would no

doubt hold that the presumption had been rebutted.

Retention of excessive security

7.43 Information supplied to us indicates that the

problem of excessive security requires attention. It

occurs where a financier refuses the partial release of

a security even though the outstanding balance of the

debt has been substantially reduced by the payment of

instalments or where the value of the security has

substantially increased since the making of the

contract. A debtor whose entire property, or a

substantial part of it, is charged to one financier is
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unable to seek additional financial accommodation

elsewhere. He is, in effect, fully dependent on the one

financier for his borrowing.

7.44 We consider such a position harmful to the

freedom of trade, and contrary to the interests of

developing industries. To combat it we propose that

provision should be enacted to the following effect:-

"(1) Where it appears to the court that a
financier under a credit contract:

(a) Holds security which has become
excessive by reason of the reduction
of the monies outstanding or by
reason of any other relevant change
in circumstances since the making of
the contract; and

(b) Has refused, or has neglected to
answer a request by the debtor for
the release of part of the property
from his security, for the according
of priority to, or pari passu ranking
with, a security which the debtor
proposed to create over part of that
property; and

(c) Has no reasonable justification for
that refusal,

then the court may, on application by the
debtor, and upon such terms as it thinks
fit, order that part of the property shall
be released from the financier's security
or that the security proposed by the debtor
shall rank in priority to or pari passu
with the financier's security, and on the
making of such an order the financier's
security shall be modified and shall
thereafter have effect in accordance with
the order.

(2) On application under this section the
court shall take into consideration, in
addition to all other relevant factors, the
value of the property when the financier's
security was created, the value of the
property when the debtor's request was made
and any evidence which may be tendered on
the question whether any change in the
value of the property is likely to occur."
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It will be necessary to add to this provision a

subsection combatting attempts by creditors to demand

repayment of the entire balance when the debtor makes an

application to the court under this section. A

suitable model for such a provision is furnished by s.20

of the Rent Appeal Act 1973.

Residual factors

7.45 One of the situations to which an enlightened

system of jurisprudence should pay particular attention

is the situation which arises after default by the

debtor. Indeed, in relation to two kinds of contracts,

viz. mortgages within the purview of the Property Law

Act 1952, and hire purchase agreements within the

purview of the Hire Purchase Act 1971, the legislature

has enacted more or less elaborate codes imposing

restrictions upon the exercise of the financiers'

powers. The restrictions in the Property Law Act 1952

(for example, s.89 and s.92) relate essentially to

mortgages of land, although it is apparent from the text

of the definition of the term "mortgage" in that Act

that the legislature contemplated mortgages of property

other than land. Nevertheless, it is clear that a

number of the remedial provisions of that Act do not

apply to mortgages of personal property. Likewise, the

very detailed code prescribed by the Hire Purchase Act

does not apply to credit contracts outside the purview

of that Act. The position is, therefore, that in

relation to mortgages of land, and in relation to hire

purchase agreements, we have codes of enforcement after

default by the debtor which, so far as we can discover,

operate satisfactorily. The lack of such a code is

notable in relation to mortgages of personal property.

Having regard to the increasing importance of such

mortgages in the contemporary financial scene, we have

considered whether either of the codes we have mentioned

could be applied to them. The matter was not referred
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to in our working paper, and would obviously require a

good deal of research and consideration before a

workable code could be developed.

7.46 For the present we have concluded that credit

contracts are of such an infinite variety that it is

virtually impossible to prescribe in advance what should

fairly be done in a situation of default. We consider

therefore that there should be vested in the courts a

general statutory jurisdiction of superintendence over

the exercise of contractual rights and powers under

credit contracts. To this end we recommend the

enactment of a provision to the following effect:-

"Where it appears to the court that a
financier under a credit contract has
exercised or intends to exercise in a harsh
and unconscionable manner:

(a) Any power of forfeiture of property;
or

(b) Any power of sale of property? or

(c) Any power to take possession of
property; or

(d) Any right conferred on the financier
in the credit contract,

then, and in any such case, the court may
grant relief under this Act."

D. POWERS OF THE COURT

7.47 Under s.3(l) and (2) of the Moneylenders Act 1908

the court has the power to re-open any harsh and

unconscionable transaction. The court can take an

account between the parties despite the terms of any

purported settlement and can relieve the debtor from
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paying any amount in excess of any sum that the court

considers as being fairly due in respect of principal,

interest and charges. Moreover, if the debtor has

already paid a higher amount than that determined by the

court, the financier can be ordered to repay any excess.

The court can, further, set aside any security given by

the debtor to the financier and, if the financier has

parted with the security, he can be ordered to indemnify

the debtor. We are of the opinion that these powers

are sufficiently wide and recommend their retention. We

further recommend that the court be given the discretion

to make any order that it considers right and proper.

7.48 To give effect to these proposals we recommend

the enactment of the following provision:

"(1) Where it appears to the court that a
credit contract or any term thereof was
harsh and unconscionable at the time when
the credit contract was made, the court may
re-open the contract and grant relief under
this section.

(2) Subject to the provisions of this
section, the court may make such orders as
the court finds necessary to remove or
remedy the harshness and unconscionability
of the credit contract and for that purpose
may:

(a) Order that an account be taken in
respect of any transaction between
the parties to the credit contract;

(b) Re-open any account already taken in
respect of any transaction between
the parties to a credit contract;

(c) Order that any obligation outstanding
under the credit contract be
extinguished, revised or altered;

(d) Order that any credit provided or any
money paid under the provisions of
the credit contract shall be returned
or refunded;
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(e) Order that any term of the credit
contract and any security in respect
of the credit contract shall be set
aside, either wholly or in part, or
revised or altered, and if the
financier has parted with the
security, order him to indemnify the
other party or parties to the credit
contract;

(f) Make any further or other order."

This section should in our opinion be amended by adding

a subsection, requiring the courts to take into account

the guidelines discussed previously.

Initiative by debtor

7.49 Under s.3(3) of the Moneylenders Act the court

can exercise its powers against the financier not only

where the unconscionability of a transaction is raised

by the debtor as a defence against an action brought by

the financier, but also where the debtor takes the

initiative by suing the financier. In our opinion this

provision is of importance and should be retained.

Position of surety or guarantor

7.50 It is clear from the language of s.3(3) that the

unconscionability of a transaction may be raised not

only by the debtor but also by a guarantor or surety who

is being sued by the financier. We favour this

provision and further recommend that a surety or

guarantor be entitled to bring an action in his own name

in order to determine the conscionability of the main

contract. The court should have the same powers as if

the action were brought by the debtor. Moreover, the

guarantor should be entitled to bring such an action

even after judgment was given against the debtor,

provided the guarantor was not a party to that action
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and provided further that the question of

unconscionability was not in issue.

7.51 To implement these proposals we recommend two

provisions. The position of a surety who was not

informed about proceedings or a settlement made between

the financier and the debtor, should be governed by the

provision concerning limitation of action, discussed

subsequently (post, paras. 7.52 and 7.53} In respect of

the other recommendations made by us in respect of

sureties, we recommend the enactment of the following

clause:

"The powers of the Court may be exercised:

(a) On application by the debtor or any
surety or other person liable in
respect of the debtor's obligations
under a credit contract;

(b) In any proceedings taken in the court
for the enforcement of a credit
contract or surety or other
obligation in respect of a credit
contract;

(c) On any application relating to the
admission or amount of proof by a
financier under the provisions of the
Insolvency Act 19 67 or the Companies
Act 1955.

(2) The powers of the court under this
section may be exercised:

(a) Notwithstanding that the time for
performance of the credit contract or
the term thereof in question may not
have arrived; and,

(b) Notwithstanding any statement or
settlement of account or any
agreement purporting to close
previous dealings."
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Limitation of time for re-opening

7.52 A question relating to the problems discussed in

the foregoing paragraphs is how long a debtor or surety

should be entitled to apply to the court to re-open a

transaction. It was suggested to us that it would be

advisable to follow the provisions of s.37 of the Hire

Purchase Act 1971. But our opinion is that in this

specific regard hire purchase agreements are

distinguishable from other transactions. The reason

for this is that hire purchase agreements are short term

transactions whilst other credit transactions can be for

short terms, for medium terms or for long terms. It is

therefore necessary to allow for some flexibility. This

is attained by s.3(3) of the Moneylenders Act 1908,

which entitles the debtor to apply to the court for

relief within one year after the transaction is closed.

But the courts are given the power to extend this

period. We consider this provision satisfactory.

7.53 To implement this recommendation and also to

provide a remedy for a surety in the special

circumstances discussed in para. 7.51 above, we

recommend that the following clause be enacted:

"(1) Except with the leave of the court a
debtor shall not be entitled to apply to
the court under section 00 after the expiry
of one year from the closing of accounts
between the financier and the debtor in
respect of the credit contract.

(2) Except with the leave of the court a
surety shall not be entitled to apply to
the court under section 00 after the expiry
of one year from his being served a written
copy of the accounts between the financier
and the debtor.

(3) For the purpose of subsection (2)
hereof, a judgment making an account
between the financier and the debtor in an
action in which the surety is not a party,
is deemed a statement of accounts."
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Financier's partners or employers

7.54 Under s.3(4) of the Moneylenders Act 1908, where

it appears to the court that any person has shared the

profits or has any beneficial interest in a transaction

which turns out to be unconscionable the court may cite

such person as a party to the case and may make such

orders in respect of such person as it deems fit. The

object of this provision is to give relief to the debtor

against persons who have a part in the unconscionable

transaction but do not appear, on the face, to be

parties to it. It is of specific importance if the

true financier uses another person as nominee and that

person faces bankruptcy. We are of the view that this

provision should be retained, and therefore recommend

the enactment of the following provision:

"Where it appears to the court that any
person other than the financier has shared
in the profits of or has any beneficial
interest, prospectively or otherwise, in
the credit contract which the court holds
to be harsh and unconscionable, the court
may join such person as a party to the case
and may make such order in respect to such
person as it deems fit."

E. SUPPLEMENTARY PROBLEMS

7.55 Our basic approach to the reform of the law

concerning credit transactions has been to confer on the

courts a wide supervisory jurisdiction. At the stage

of the working paper we proposed only two exceptions by

specifically recommending the prohibition of penalties

accrued on default and of compound interest. On

further consideration we have concluded that a further

matter requires separate treatment, namely the question
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beyond the debtor's control. This matter, and the two

problems mentioned above, are discussed in this part of

the report.

Compound interest

7.56 Section 9 of the Moneylenders Amendment Act 1933

prohibits the charging of compound interest. Compound

interest or the charging of interest on accrued but

unpaid interest, has the effect of multipying the cost

of interest to the debtor. We have examined three

examples of the practice, viz:

(a) Where loans are made on current account, of

which the most common examples are loans by

way of bank overdraft, it is customary for

the lender to charge interest at periodic

times, sometimes daily, calculated on the

opening balance of the account for the

period. To the extent that that opening

balance includes interest previously

charged, there is a compound effect.

(b) Life insurance companies, when making loans

to policy holders on the security of their

policies, usually provide that if the

interest for any period is not paid by due

date, it will be capitalised, with the

consequence that interest for the

succeeding period is calculated on the

augmented amount.

(c) Some companies, in particular most

substantial finance companies, offer for

public subscription debentures providing

for the compounding of interest so that on
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the maturity of the debenture a lump sum is

paid to the debenture holder consisting of

principal and compounded interest. This

practice has proved attractive to persons

who wish to save for a substantial

expenditure at a given future time.

7.57 We see no vice in the practices mentioned in

para. 7.56 so long as they are clearly understood by

both parties. Indeed, we consider that methods of

financing on current account should be encouraged, as

they tend, in our opinion, to make the best use of the

credit resources of the economy. The savings scheme

mentioned in example (c) is also beneficial as a simple

method of capital formation out of income, a thing we

believe should be encouraged. We have therefore given

careful attention to the question whether the

prohibition of compound interest should be retained. We

have looked in vain for any authoritative account of the

reason for the prohibition. It appears in the section

dealing with the increase of the rate of interest in the

event of default, a matter which we will discuss in

paras. 7.59 et seq., and it would appear that in the

minds of the legislature at the time, the two matters

were associated. Certainly we do not approve of terms

which impose upon the debtor an obligation to pay

compound interest where he does not have the right to

pay the primary interest. But where he does have that

right, we can see no objection to the practice, so long

as the debtor is fully informed of the nature of his

commitment. In other words, it seems to us that if the

debtor, being fully informed of the matter, has the

option on due date of paying the accrued interest, or of

allowing the amount accrued to be capitalised, there can

be, in our opinion, no valid objection to that

procedure. What is objectionable, we believe, is the

introduction of the compounding effect where the debtor
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does not have the right or option to pay the accrued

interest.

7.58 Accordingly, we recommend that the charging of

compound interest should not be absolutely prohibited,

but should be permitted where the debtor has, before

compounding, the option to pay simple interest accrued

to date, and his rights in this respect are disclosed to

him in the manner we recommend in Chapter VIII.

Penalties on default

7.59 To elucidate the problem of the increase of

interest on default it is necessary to review, in the

first place, the common law rule against penalties. The

courts refuse to enforce any provision in a contract

that is classified as a penalty. The classic

definition of a penalty is a provision providing for "a

payment of money stipulated as in_ terrorem of the

offending party". (Dunlop Pneumatic Tyre Co. Ltd. v.

New Garage & Motor Co. Ltd. [1915] AC 79, 86.) If

therefore a credit contract were to provide for interest

to be paid at one rate but for a higher rate to be paid

in default of prompt payment the provision stipulating

for a higher rate would be unenforceable as a penalty.

Conveyancers however long ago found a way round this

problem. It was explained by Lord Hatherley in

Wallingford v. Mutual Society (1880) 5 App Cas 685, 702

in these words:-

"The form adopted long since I do not
know whether it is still continued or not -
in mortgages, was when you wished to
reserve in reality interest at 4 per cent.,
to reserve the interest by contract at 5
per cent., but to mitigate the severity of
that contract in the event of the money
being paid by a certain day. It is not a
penalty on non-payment (though it seems a
fine distinction) when you say that your
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contract shall be made for interest at 5
per cent to be reduced, in the event of
your punctual payment, to 4 per cent; but
it is a relaxation of the terms of that
original contract, not taking it by way of
penalty at all, but a relaxation of your
contract which you would merit and purchase
by paying at a definite and fixed time. If
that definite and fixed time were exceeded,
then the original contract revived in all
its force. Sometimes mortgage deeds,
being somewhat unskilfully drawn, interest
at 4 per cent was reserved by the contract
to be raised to 5 per cent if there was
non-payment at a particular day; and
although that brings the case to an
extremely fine and nice distinction, it all
the better illustrates the rule which has
been applied at all times by the courts,
with reference to this question of
penalty."

In New Zealand today this device is almost

universally employed in mortgages of land and is widely

used in other types of credit contracts.

7.60 Because of certain extortionate practices once

employed by moneylenders (see Levene v. Greenwood (1904)

20 TLR 389) s.9 of the Moneylenders Amendment Act 1933

prohibits (subject to a proviso) the rate or amount of

interest being increased by reason of any default. It

seems clear that this prohibition would not catch the

device described by Lord Hatherley, but in practice this

device is not widely employed in contracts caught by the

Moneylenders Act, because of doubts as to the correct

method if such device is used of complying with the

obligation to show the interest in the memorandum as

required by s.8(2) of the 1933 amendment.

7.61 In our view the "fine and nice distinction"

described by Lord Hatherley is of the sort that brings

the law into disrepute. This is a corner of the law

that should be tidied up and made just and rational. We

think that the new statute should provide in relation to
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all credit contracts -

(a) that penal interest, whether or not

procured by the back-door device described

above, is irrecoverable; but

(b) that this general prohibition should not

apply to penal interest where -

(i) the penal rate is not more than 2%

per annum higher than the ordinary

rate, and

(ii) the contract does not provide that

the penal rate is to become payable

sooner than seven days after due

date.

Relief against default

7.62 Cases arise from time to time where someone who

has entered into a credit contract may find himself,

without any fault or foreknowledge on his part, unable

to comply with its terms. Obvious examples are

unexpected unemployment and prolonged sickness. We are

sure that in such cases most financiers will take a fair

and sympathetic attitude towards the borrower if they

are satisfied that the reason for his default is a

genuine one. But it would be too much to expect that

this will always happen and the question arises

therefore whether the law should make some provision for

relief in this type of situation.

7.63 That the legislature has been prepared to

intervene in order to provide relief for excusable

default, is illustrated by the long standing provisions

of the Property Law Act for relief against the
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forfeiture of leases: Property Law Act 1952, s.118, and

the more recent provisions of the Hire Purchase Act 1971

whereby the purchaser may apply to the court for relief

if notice of default is given to him or the goods

repossessed: s.26. The court has wide powers to grant

relief and to impose terms and conditions in doing so.

Hire purchase is of course one form of credit and one of

our principal objectives is to remove arbitrary

distinctions between the rules applicable in one area of

credit granting and another. Apart from other

objections a hire purchase law that is more favourable

to the "borrower" than more direct forms of credit may

result in financiers moving away from hire purchase into

less closely controlled forms of transaction. This

distorts normal patterns of trade and the normal

development of business practices. There is thus a

great deal to be said from the viewpoint of both

financier and borrower for the proposition that the

rights and remedies of the parties should not depend on

the technical categorisation of the transaction any more

than can be helped.

7.64 The Crowther Committee adverted to this problem

of relief for borrowers in paragraph 3.9.3-4 of their

report. Their suggestion was that this be dealt with

through insurance against sickness and unemployment, the

cost of which would be added to the finance charges.

This would of course reduce but not eliminate the

difficulties that can arise. The Molomby Committee

(paragraph 5.7.13) proposed a statutory provision for

relief in the case of secured but not unsecured debts.

However the South Australian Consumer Transactions Act

1972 is not limited in this way. Section 38 provides

that a debtor, who due to unforeseeable circumstances is

unable to meet his instalments, may apply to the

Commissioner, who in turn may approach the creditor in

order to arrange for a variation of the contract in a
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manner that will enable the debtor to meet his

obligations. If no such agreement on a variation is

reached, the Commissioner is empowered to refer the

matter to the Tribunal, which has the power to grant the

consumer relief upon such terms and conditions as "will,

in the opinion of the tribunal, do justice between the

parties ..." In granting such relief the tribunal may

extend the time for payment and, where the consumer has

committed a breach of the contract, may reinstate the

contract. This provision has not yet been followed in

other Australian states but we understand it is under

consideration along with other aspects of consumer sales

and credit by the Standing Committee of Federal and

State Attorneys-General.

7.65 We are inclined to favour legislation along the

South Australian lines, although in the absence of the

somewhat elaborate administrative machinery created by

that legislation an application for relief would need to

be made to the court. But we recognise that the

problem is not peculiar to credit contracts and consider

that the time is opportune for a review of the law

applicable where performance of a contract has become

impossible as the result of supervening events. For

the present, we merely suggest that the Minister should

consider inviting us to report on this important matter

as a separate topic not limited to credit contracts or

any other particular class of contract.

F. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND COMPARISON

WITH PREVAILING LAW

7.66 The main objects of our recommendations are:

first to give wide application to the doctrine that

entitles the courts to re-open harsh and unconscionable
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credit transactions, and, secondly, to achieve a greater

degree of clarity by providing guidelines concerning the

court's exercise of its jurisdiction. Under existing

law the doctrine applies only to transactions which

constitute substantially moneylending by moneylenders

(as defined in s.3(6) of the Act) and to hire purchase

transactions. We are of the view that the doctrine

should apply to all credit transactions and irrespective

of the identity of the financier and of the debtor

(paras. 1.05, 7.07 - 7.18). As regards the actual

powers conferred on the courts, we are of the opinion

that the existing law is satisfactory and recommend its

retention subject to some modifications (paras. 7.06 et

seq.).

7.67 As regards factors that the court may take into

account in determining whether a transaction is

unconscionable, our recommendations aim at supplementing

the provisions of the Moneylenders Act 1908. As

regards excessive interest and other charges we

recommend the retention of the existing provisions

(paras. 7.28 - 7.31). The new guidelines recommended

by us relate to acceleration of payment upon default

(paras. 7.34 to 7.36), penalties for early repayment

(paras. 7.40 to 7.42) and some "residual factors"

(paras. 7.45, 7.46). We further recommend that the

courts be empowered to take into account the "market

terms" of transactions of the type assailed and to hear

evidence on this point as well as in regard to all

circumstances of the transaction (paras. 7.25, 7.26).

However, we recommend the omission of the words in

s.3(l) that enable the court to re-open a transaction if

it is such that a Court of Equity would give relief

(para. 7.06). As regards the limitation of time for

the re-opening of a transaction, we recommend basically

the retention of the provisions of s.3(3) of the

Moneylenders Act 190 8 (paras. 7.52, 7.53). As regards
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the law concerning compound interest and penalty clauses

applicable where the debtor defaults in payment, we

recommend an entirely new approach (paras. 7.56 - 7.58).

We have, in addition, attempted to come to deal with the

problem of excessive security (paras. 7.43, 7.44) and

with the question of relief in cases of hardship (paras.

7.62 - 7.65).
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CHAPTER VIII

DISCLOSURE

A. INTRODUCTION

8.01 We have concluded that there is a need for the

enactment of legal rules directed towards achieving the

following three purposes:-

First, to ensure that persons who enter into

credit contracts know what are the rights,

obligations and powers of each party to the

contract. This points to the necessity of

ensuring that the terms of the contract are known

at the time of commitment and are recorded as

soon as practicable thereafter.

Secondly, to ensure that, before commitment, the

debtor has the information to enable him to

compare the terms of the various sources of

credit available to him.

Thirdly, to ensure that during the term of a

credit contract the debtor can ascertain his

position under the contract.

Disclosure of debtor's position during
performance

8.02 There can be no objection to laws directed

towards the third purpose, and we will deal with it at

once. Section 11 of the Moneylenders Amendment Act

1933, and s.19 of the Hire Purchase Act 1971, make
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provision enabling debtors and guarantors under

moneylending contracts and hire purchase agreements to

obtain a copy of the contract and a statement of

account. These provisions should be applied to all

credit contracts, and we recommend accordingly.

Disclosure at time of contract

8.03 It is unhappily much more difficult to deal with

the first and second purposes. Fundamentally,

disclosure of contractual terms is meaningful only in so

far as it conveys to the debtor information which he is

capable of understanding. It is therefore important to

convey to him those details which he may want, to know in

a manner which he will find comprehensible. Moreover,

the information ought to be conveyed to him in

circumstances which enable him to make a real decision

whether to proceed with the transaction or seek his

financial accommodation from some other source., The

difficulty in attaining such disclosure are illustrated

in the following paragraphs, which deal separately with

the following two questions:

(a) What should be disclosed, and

(b) When should disclosure be made.

8.04 What should be disclosed? The simple answer is,

of course, "All the terms of the contract", but a

moment's reflection shows that that answer would be

quite unsatisfactory. Much business is done under

contracts which incorporate terms by reference.

Important terms of the contract are identified by

reference to other documents which may or may not be

available to, or read by, all parties. Sometimes there

is a contract on the basis that the financier's "usual"

terms will apply. Debtors, in particular, are often

content to rely upon the financial institution with

which they are dealing for the fairness of the terms,
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and do not enquire very closely into the precise

arrangements they are undertaking. Little business

would be done if, on the occasion of each credit

contract, there was a meticulous and exhaustive

examination of every term applicable thereto. Moreover,

Parliament has been active in implying into contracts of

various kinds terms which it regards as necessary for

one reason or another. Where terms are implied by

statute, is it to be intended that a copy of the statute

must be incorporated in the material disclosed? Where

the credit contract entails the giving of security, is

it necessary that the very terms of the security

documents in all their manifold detail should be set out

in the disclosure material? Accordingly, difficulties

are presented even if the answer to the question, "What

should be disclosed?" is limited to the very terms of

the contract. The identification of each one of those

terms down to the last detail in some of the complicated

financial arrangements which we see today requires a

very elaborate document indeed.

8.05 Such a document would not, moreover, satisfy one

of the main objects of requiring proper disclosure of

the terms of credit contracts. As well as a statement

of the terms of the contract, there is felt by many to

be need for disclosure of the effect of the contract in

certain material respects. They are seeking

understanding as much as they are seeking information.

They say, for example, that it is of little significance

to those who are seeking credit to be told by one

financier that he charges 10% flat, and to be told by

another financier that he charges 10% true. The

request is not for information which would enable a

graduate in mathematics to compare the terms on which

credit is available. What is wanted, as we see it, is

disclosure of the terms in such a way as will enable the

buyer or borrower of ordinary intelligence to compare

the various terms available to him.
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8.06 So, the question, "What must be disclosed?"

requires careful consideration of two separate aspects.

The first is the disclosure of the express terms of the

contract, which we discuss in paragraphs 8.30 to 8.38.

The second aspect is the provision to debtors of

information to enable them to compare the terms of the

various forms of credit available to them. The

important elements are the cost of credit expressed in a

uniform method showing a truly effective annual cost,

which we discuss in Chapter IX.

8.07 The unsophisticated answer to the second

question: "When must disclosure be made?" is that the

disclosure required should be set out in the offer made

by the financier to the debtor. That answer would

conform with the orthodox view of the process of making

a contract. But it will not work in practice. It

would entail a quite unacceptable burden of paperwork

and much waste of time and effort. Indeed, one of the

strongest complaints against the present law relates to

s.8 of the Moneylenders Amendment Act 1933, which

requires that a note or memorandum in writing of the

terms of a moneylending contract must be signed

personally by the borrower before the money is lent, and

before the security is given. This disarmingly simple

enactment has led to much complication and inflexibility

with, it is claimed, little benefit to the borrower. We

are therefore called on to propose a procedure for

disclosure which will ensure, so far as is reasonably

practicable, that debtors will have the means of knowing

and understanding the commitments they are undertaking

before they become irretrievably bound by them, but

which at the same time will not constitute an undue

impediment to the transaction of business. It is not

an easy task.
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Disclosure before commitment

8.08 The cardinal principle of our proposals regarding

disclosure is that information should be provided in a

form enabling the public to "shop for credit". This is

also the major declared purpose of the reforms overseas,

as illustrated by President Johnson's message to

Congress when recommending the Truth in Lending Act

1967:-

"The consumer has the right to know the
cost of this key item in his budget, just
as much as the price of any other commodity
he buys. If consumers are to plan
prudently and to shop wisely for credit,
they must know what it really costs. In
many instances today, consumers do not know
the costs of credit. Charges are often
stated in confusing or misleading terms.
They are complicated by 'add ons' and
discounts and unfamiliar gimmicks. The
consumer should not have to be an actuary
or mathematician to understand the rate of
interest that is being charged.

I recommend the Truth in Lending Act 19 67
to assure that, when the consumer shops for
credit, he will be presented with a price
tag, that will tell him what is being
charged on his borrowing."

The object is directed not only towards enabling

debtors, without elaborate investigation, to choose from

the various means of credit available to them before

commitment to a particular means, but also to enable

them to assess the respective merits of using credit or

drawing on their existing resources.

8.09 It is also important, in our opinion, that

debtors should have a real opportunity to consider, and

take advice upon, many of the kinds of credit contracts

offered by financiers before becoming irretrievably

committed to such contracts. It is not sufficient to
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expect a debtor to understand the very complicated

documents in use today by reading them when they are

presented for his signature on settlement of the

transaction. If he has sufficient strength of will, he

will insist upon such an opportunity, but those who

require credit, especially for the purchase of consumer

goods, are often not strong-minded enough to do that.

To solve this problem requires a choice between various

alternatives which we discuss in Chapter IX.

Outline of Chapter

8.10 In Section B (paragraphs 8.11 to 8.22) we examine

the existing law and practice and draw some conclusions

from our examination. Then we describe the class of

transactions to which the disclosure provisions should

apply - Section C (paragraphs 8.23 to 8.29). In

Section D (paragraphs 8.30 to 8.39) we outline the

nature of the pre-contract disclosure which is required,

reserving, however, for more particular treatment in

Chapter IX the important and difficult topic of

disclosure of financial particulars. Section E

(paragraphs 8.40 to 8.47) deals with the questions of

when disclosure should be made and of sanctions for

non-compliance.

B. EXISTING LAW AND PRACTICE

Disclosure under the Moneylenders Act 1908

8.11 Section 8 of the Moneylenders Amendment Act 1933

requires a moneylender who wishes to make an enforceable

moneylending contract to obtain, before making the

advance, a note or memorandum signed by the borrower.

That note or memorandum:
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"shall contain all the terms of the
contract and, in particular, shall show the
date on which the contract is made, the
amount of the principal and either the
interest charged on the loan expressed in
terms of a rate per cent per annum or rate
per cent per annum represented by the
interest charged as calculated (according
to the statutory formula)".

This seemingly repetitious conclusion to s.8(2) is

necessary to incorporate in the section two types of

transactions:

(a) those where the debtor undertakes to repay

the loan with interest at a rate expressed

in the contract, and

(b) those where the debtor undertakes to repay

- the loan with an agreed premium expressed

as a sum of money in the contract.

(For a detailed appraisal of the section see Pannam:

Law of Moneylenders in Australia and New Zealand,

Melbourne, 1965, p.257, and Askinex Ltd. v. Green [1967]

1 All ER 65, esp. Lord Denning M.R. at 67 et seq., but

also Diplock L.J. at 76-78 and Russell L.J. at 78-79).

A copy of the note or memorandum must be forwarded to

the debtor within seven days of the making of contract.

8.12 Thus the Moneylenders Act contains provisions

directed towards the first and third of the purposes set

out in para. 8.01 affecting the limited class of loan

transactions to which the Act applies, but does not meet

the second purpose we have mentioned. Moreover, the

provisions of s.8 have been severely criticised on

account of:-

(a) The extensive burden of disclosure

required, which entails elaborate
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documentation extending, in the opinion of

some lawyers, to the duplication of the

security documents and the statement of

terms implied by statute.

(b) The inflexibility which the provision

introduces. It appears to preclude lending

on current account and contracts for

further advances. Once made, a

moneylender's contract cannot be varied in

any particular - United Dominions Corporation

(Jamaica) Ltd. v. Shoucair [1968] 2 All ER 904

Hire purchase agreements

8.13 Although the Hire Purchase Agreements Act 1939

required a vendor to send the purchaser on demand a copy

of the agreement, it did not set out any special details

to be disclosed. A partial reform was achieved by the

Hire Purchase and Credit Sales Stabilisation Regulations

1957 made under the Economic Stabilisation Act 1948,

which prescribed the disclosure of some details

including the cash price, the number of instalments and

the frequency of instalments. But these regulations

were introduced for economic reasons; they did not aim

at enabling the debtor to shop effectively for credit.

This object has been substantially attained by the Hire

Purchase Act 1971. Section 6 requires the disclosure in

the agreement of the number of instalments, their

amounts, the date on which they are payable and the

place of payment, as well as the address of the vendor.

In addition the financial details of the transaction

(including the cash price and the amount of the finance

charge) have to be set out in the first page of the

agreement in a prescribed manner. Under s.8, provision

is made that the vendor or finance company has to
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disclose the "finance rate" - i.e. the rate of the total

cost of credit as a percentage of the credit extended -

in accordance with a formula to be prescribed, but the

section has not come into force yet. It will, when

brought into force, apply in the case of single

transactions and "variable credit accounts". (See

definition in s.2.)

8.14 Thus the first and third purposes mentioned in

para. 8.01 are met in relation to hire purchase

agreements as defined in the Hire Purchase Act 1971, but

the second purpose is not. The Act in the four years

it has been in force, appears to have operated well, and

we are not aware of any major criticism of its

provisions. An attempt to avoid the Act by the use of

loans for the purchase of goods was dealt with by the

Hire Purchase Amendment Act 1974.

Other credit contracts

8.15 Regulations under the Economic Stabilisation Act

194 8 regulate the form of leasing agreements for

television sets and motor cars with the incidental

effect of meeting the first object set out in para. 8.01

in relation to such agreements. (See the Hire Purchase

and Credit Sales Stabilisation Regulations 1957, S.R.

Reprint 74/246, and the Economic Stabilisation (Motor

Car Hiring) Regulations 1971 (S.R. 71/126)).

8.16 The Contracts Enforcement Act 1956 provides that

a very limited class of contracts, viz. contracts for

sale and certain other dispositions of land, contracts

to enter into mortgages or charges on land, and

contracts to answer for the debt, default or liability

of a third person, shall not be enforceable unless the

contract or some memorandum or note thereof is in

writing, signed by or on behalf of the person to be

charged therewith. This enactment ensures that a
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person entering into such a contract will not be legally

bound unless there is some writing signed by him or on

his behalf recording the existence of the contract. The

barest statement will, however, suffice, and we have

seen documents by way of loans for home improvements and

the like, which introduce in a single sentence a

security over land. All the enactments do is to

require some writing as an essential element of legal

proof that there was an agreement of the kind within the

purview of the statute. They do not satisfy any of the

objects mentioned in para. 8.01; indeed, that was not

their purpose.

Summary of existing law

8.17 There are no legal rules which, either as a

principal object or incidentally to the attainment of

some other object, meet all the purposes we have laid

out in para. 8.01. The current position is:~

(a) Only moneylenders in relation to loan

transactions entered into by them are

required to disclose the interest charged

by them in terms of a true rate per anum

based on the amount of credit which is

agreed to be outstanding.

(b) In all other cases the charges for credit

may be calculated in any manner agreeable

to the parties, usually at the behest of

the financier, but in the case of hire

purchase agreements, and some hiring

agreements, the total cost of the credit

must be stated in terms of dollars and

cents.

(c) Apart from the Moneylenders Act and the

Hire Purchase Act, there are no enactments
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directed to the first purpose or the third

purpose we referred to in para. 8.01.

(d) There are no enactments directed towards

the second purpose mentioned in para. 8.01.

Pre-contract disclosure under the

Moneylenders Act and the Hire Purchase Act

can be withheld until the debtor has

psychologically, and even orally, committed

himself to a proposed transaction, leaving

him only the option to withdraw from it if

the written terms do not meet his

expectations.

Existing practices in New Zealand

8.18 We would not wish it to be inferred from our

account of the inadequacies of the existing law that

fraudulent practices abound, or that New Zealanders are

gullible victims of rapacious and skilful cheats, of

that New Zealand financial institutions do not take some

care to ensure that their customers have an appreciation

of the nature of the obligations they are undertaking.

But we do assert that it is not enough for the debtor to

be presented with the terms of his contract at the point

of signature. At this stage, if he has the fortitude

to read, and the wit to understand the contract on the

spot, he has nevertheless virtually committed himself.

How can he compare the cost of the credit with the cost

of other credits, either in monetary or rate terms, or

in the light of possibly onerous terms? Surely it is

much more satisfactory both for the financier and the

debtor to make early disclosure, and thus avoid the

possibility of the agreement being called in question

later on an allegation that the borrower was "taken by

surprise" by onerous terms. Moreover, there are enough

cases of misunderstanding, deception and fraud to
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warrant the review by Parliament of the laws applicable

to the formation of credit contracts.

8.19 The fact that only moneylenders have to quote the

interest charged on a loan according to a specified

formula, leads to a lack of uniformity in the methods

adopted for indicating the price that a debtor has to

pay for the credit extended to him. As a result, a

person who wishes to use credit finds it difficult to

determine who offers him the most attractive terms, or

whether he would be better advised to draw on his

savings. If he approaches his bank manager to obtain

an overdraft, he will be informed that interest is at,

say, 7% per annum, and that there are commitment fees.

If he approaches a dealer or a finance company to

acquire goods he needs under a hire purchase agreement,

he will be informed either of a "flat" rate of interest

or that the debt will be repayable over a certain period

by monthly instalments of a specified amount. If he

approaches a moneylender, he will be informed of the

true rate of interest. We believe that many debtors

are misled by this lack of uniformity. An example will

make the point clear; a person may well not realise

that a "true" rate of 10% per annum is considerably

lower than a "flat" rate of 7% charged on a debt

repayable by 18 monthly instalments, or that in view of

the overdraft fees and the compounding effect of adding

interest to the overdraft balance, a bank overdraft does

involve the meeting of charges at a rate higher than the

quoted rate. This danger of the debtor

misunderstanding the position was noted in the Tariff

Board's Report, para. 148.

8.20 We have been particularly disturbed by a series

of cases in which a debtor contracted with one of a

group of companies for credit over a term at a fixed

rate of interest, and was required to contract with a
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different company in the group to pay instalments to

that company during the period of the credit. The

second company undertook to act as agent for the debtor

in handing over the debtor's money to the first company

on the maturity of , the loan. The debtor was not

credited with interest on the instalments paid by him to

the second company. By this means the effective cost

of the credit to the debtor far exceeded the rate of

interest quoted by the first company in respect of the

term loan.

8.21 The dominant fact emerging from our study of

current practices and legal requirements is that there

is no uniformity of treatment of the financial details

of the various forms of credit contracts. Moreover,

the law bears unevenly upon the various kinds of

financiers. It requires from some of them disclosure

in meticulous detail. Notably, moneylenders have

complied with stringent disclosure provisions without

serious impediment to the general run of their business.

Other financiers are allowed to give or to withhold from

debtors such information as they think fit. Indeed, in

some very few cases, transactions have been set up in a

form which actively conceals from the debtor the true

cost to him of performing his obligations . These

considerations reinforce our conviction that a reform

directed towards securing uniformity of treatment under

the law of the various forms of credit contracts in use

in the market-place should be attempted. We believe

that the three purposes mentioned in para. 8.01 can be

met at reasonable cost and without serious impediment to

the transaction of business. This last feature is, of

course, important, as there would be little purpose in

reforming the law in a manner unacceptable to the

commercial community.
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Overseas experience

8.22 The problems we are considering are common to all

countries in the Western world. The great mass of

material we have studied is mentioned in Appendix II.

Nowhere do we find a code of rules which attains the

three purposes outlined in para. 8.01. This certainly

suggests that the task of framing reasonably effective

and workable provisions is a difficult one, but it has

not persuaded us that it is impossible. We have

gleaned much knowledge of what is inadvisable, but we

have no precedent for what we have concluded is

advisable. In spite of President Johnson's

recommendation (ante para. 8.08) the U.S. Truth in

Lending Act makes no special provisions for pre-contract

disclosure, except for a special section on

advertisements (see post para. 10.05). Sections

2-302(1) (a) and 3-302(2) (a) of the, UCCC merely require

that disclosure be made before the agreement is signed;

disclosure in the agreement itself is sufficient. The

Adelaide Report recognises the problem (pp. 73 et seq.)

but concludes that, apart from controlled advertising,

there is no practicable way of disclosing details

relating to the total cost of credit or to finance rates

before the debtor is psychologically committed to the

transaction. The South Australian Consumer

Transactions Act 1972 does not proffer a solution. Both

the Crowther Report and the Consumer Credit Act 197 4

(s.20) contemplate that the required financial details

be disclosed to the debtor in a standard form in the

credit contract itself (but there is an exception in the

Act: ss. 58(1), 61). Thus in all jurisdictions known

to us the debtor is expected to glean the meaning of the

agreement by studying the documents proffered for his

signature. One important purpose of our

recommendations is to attempt to rectify that

unsatisfactory state of affairs.
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C. TRANSACTIONS TO WHICH OUR PROPOSALS FOR

DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS APPLY

8.23 It will be recollected that the term "credit

contract" is to be defined very widely with the object

of subjecting most credit contracts to the

unconscionability doctrine propounded in Chapter VII.

Such a wide definition is unsuitable in respect of the

disclosure measures proposed in this chapter. A

private loan made by one individual to another, an

investment by a person in debentures of a company (which

constitutes a loan by the investor to that company), and

a short term loan by one lending institution to another,

are all "credit contracts" as defined in Chapter I, to

which the unconscionability doctrine set out in Chapter

VII will apply. It is clear, however, that the

disclosure provisions we recommend in this chapter

should not be applied in all of those cases. One

manifest case is an investment in company debentures.

Obviously the investor should not be required to make

statutory disclosure to the company. Likewise, the

depositor of money with a bank or other financial

institution should not be obliged to tell the bank the

terms of the deposit. It is, therefore, necessary to

determine a narrower class of credit contracts for the

purposes of the reforms we are now proposing.

Private transact ions

8.24 We are of the opinion that disclosure laws should

not be applied to private unsecured transactions.

Simple loans or other credit transactions between

members of a family or between neighbours or friends,

should not, we think, be subjected to the legal

formalities appropriate to transactions at arms length

of a more formal nature. It is sufficient in such

cases to enable the terms of the contract to be reviewed
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in appropriate cases under the doctrine we recommend in

Chapter VII. But it has always been difficult to draw

a legal distinction between those private transactions

which the law need not reach and those which it should.

Under the existing Moneylenders Act the case of Best v.

Sutcliffe [1965] NZLR 750 illustrates the problem.

8.25 Today the matter is complicated by the activities

of professional mortgage brokers and other kinds of

professional intermediaries, some of whom advertise

extensively for funds. We have been impressed by the

wide variety of advertisements appearing in the press,

offering investment advice and assistance to private

investors. We see nothing illegitimate in those

activities, so long as the terms of business are fairly

disclosed. It is, however, noteworthy that some of the

most regrettable commercial failures of recent years,

and some of the most dubious contracts, have involved

syndicates and contributory schemes organised by

companies and individuals who have made a business of

introducing private investors to private borrowers. In

our opinion the disclosure laws we recommend should

apply not only to credit contracts where the credit is

extended by a professional financier as defined in para.

8.28 but also to those made through the instrumentality

of a solicitor, broker, trustee, nominee, or other

professional intermediary between the principals,

notwithstanding that both principals may be private

persons. Accordingly, we recommend that the disclosure

laws we propose should apply to all credit contracts

where the credit is extended by a professional financier

or through the instrumentality of a professional

intermediary.

Secured transactions

8.26 We have also concluded that the reforms we

propose should apply to all credit contracts which are
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secured by pledge, mortgage, charge, or reservation of

ownership of any property whether real or personal. We

regard it as important that the debtor should know,

without room for doubt or uncertainty on his part, the

precise terms of that kind of contract. This is

because when security is taken, a transaction loses, in

reality, its personal nature. That being so, we see no

reason to exclude secured transactions. The only

exception we regard as appropriate is where credit is

given to a professional financier.

8.27 We have decided that our proposals for disclosure

should not be applied where the debtor himself is a

professional financier. As a professional financier,

he must himself know and comply with the laws which will

oblige him to make disclosure to the people to whom he

extends credit. It therefore follows that he has the

means of knowledge to appraise the terms of credit

offered to him. We considered whether the same

reasoning might equally justify the exclusion from the

ambit of the disclosure provisions of transactions in

which the debtor is a businessman other than a

professional lender, but decided that it does not.

Unlike the "professional lender", an ordinary

businessman, such as a building contractor or a dairy

owner, does not usually have the mathematical skills

required to appreciate the financial implications of the

varying types of credit transactions. Our reasons for

wishing to extend to such ordinary businessmen the

protection afforded by our recommendations for

disclosure are the very reasons that have induced us to

bring credit, transactions between businessmen within the

ambit of the unconscionability doctrine proposed by us

(ante, para. 7.14 - 7.15).
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8.28 The term "professional financier" should be

defined as any individual or corporate body that either

borrows (or obtains other forms of credit) for the

purpose of re-lending (or of otherwise extending credit)

o_£ that grants loans or extends credit on a regular

basis. At this stage, it may be argued that, in

substance, we are reproducing the classifications which

have caused vexatious problems under the Moneylenders

Act, and that our "professional financier" is merely a

moneylender re-christened. That would not, we think,

be a fair comment on our proposals, for the following

three reasons:

First, it is in our view plain that there should

be disclosure requirements in respect of some

transactions but not all. Some definition of

the situations in which disclosure is required

is, therefore, needed. - Logically, this

categorisation can be done only by reference

(either- by exclusion or inclusion) to the classes

of transactions, the classes of lenders, or the

classes of borrowers. The approach we have

adopted in fact employs all three methods of

categorisation, and it did not seem to us

possible to avoid a test that involves a

distinction between professional financiers,

professional intermediaries, and others.

Secondly, we think that the definition of

"professional financier" that we propose, because

it refers to regularity of transactions, instead

of the difficult concept of carrying on business

as a moneylender, is clearer than the definition

of "moneylender" in the Moneylenders Act 1908.
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Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, under the

existing statute the question of whether a lender

is or is not a "moneylender" as defined

determines the question of whether registration

is needed. Under our proposals the only result

of being a "professional financier" as a

financier, would be to impose the disclosure

requirements which are not onerous. Therefore,

we would expect a person in doubt as to his

status (or the status of.the debtor) to comply

with the disclosure requirements out of an

abundance of caution.

8.29 To sum up, the disclosure laws we recommend would

apply to:-

(a) all secured credit contracts;

(b) all unsecured credit contracts entered into

by professional financiers as creditors, or

by any person as creditor through the

instrumentality of a professional

intermediary;

except that in any case, the laws would not apply where

the debtor is a professional financier. This

formulation would, we beiieve, ensure that members of

the public who subscribe for debentures or securities

issued by companies in conformity with the Companies

Act, or who deposit money with bankers and kindred

institutions, would not be covered by the

recommendations, but for the avoidance of doubt it might

be desirable to make explicit reference to such

transactions in the legislation. We will refer to the

contracts to which our proposals apply as "controlled

credit contracts".
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D. THE CONTENT OF STATUTORY DISCLOSURE

8.30 We recommend that it be enacted that in respect

of every controlled credit contract the financier shall

provide the debtor with a statement in writing showing:-

(a) the name and address of the financier;

(b) the express terms of the contract except

terms imposed by law;

(c) the financial particulars of the

transaction set out in a prominent manner.

The first two requirements need only a short discussion,

which is contained in the succeeding paragraphs. The

third requirement raises such important and complex

issues as to require treatment-in a separate chapter.

We deal with them in Chapter IX. It needs to be said

at the outset that the statement may consist of a copy

of the contract and all securities given pursuant to it

if they contain the necessary particulars. Where those

documents do not set out all the particulars we propose,

a separate statement must be provided.

The name and address of the financier

8.31 It is important that the debtor should be able

readily to identify the financier to whom he is

indebted. When moneylenders employed touts who made

loans on tangible securities, such as pledges of

personal property, the debtor found not infrequently

that he could not redeem the security because he could

not find the moneylender. We do not believe that such

evasive conduct takes place today on any scale, but the

fact remains that the interests of the debtor require

him to be able to identify and locate his creditor.

Especially is this so where a number of parties have

taken a part in setting up the credit contract.
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The express terms of the contract

8.32 The statement must include all the express terms

of the contract except terms imposed by law. We do not

think it is necessary that the disclosure statement

should set out provisions which the law imposes upon

particular kinds of contracts. Moreover, where by

statute particular meanings are assigned to abbreviated

expressions (as, for example, the provisions of the

Fifth Schedule to the Chattels Transfer Act 1924) it is

unnecessary to set out those extended meanings in the

statutory disclosure statement. Indeed, the insertion

in the disclosure statement of long extracts from

statutes can defeat the purpose of the disclosure

statement, which is to give as simple a description as

possible of the express terms of the particular

contract.

No restaint on terms of contract

8.33 No restriction is proposed regarding the nature

of the terms which may be agreed, except the provisions

we have suggested in Chapter VII and the provisions we

propose regarding the statement of the financial

particulars. With those exceptions, the parties may

state such terms as they wish. It is important, in our

opinion, that the disclosure provisions should not

operate as constraints upon the substantive terms of

agreement.

8.34 By requiring merely the statement of the express

terms of the credit contract, whatever they may be, we

have a proposal which deals in a satisfactory manner,

with three particular problems which have been drawn to

our attention.
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Date on which loan is made

8.35 The requirement of s.8 of the Moneylenders

Amendment Act 1933 that, the note or memorandum necessary

under that section "shall show the date on which the

loan is made", has precluded moneylenders from entering

into forward commitments for the provision of finance,

and from offering current account or revolving credit

facilities. We doubt that such an effect was intended

or envisaged by the legislature when the provision was

enacted. Be that as it may, the section has had

undesirable consequences in the market-place, and we are

satisfied that it should not be reproduced. If a date

of advance has been agreed, then it will, of course, be

inserted in the statutory disclosure statement. If,

however, it falls for ascertainment under some agreed

formulation, then it will be sufficient to state the

formulation.

8.36 A further consequence of s.8 was, in the opinion

of many lawyers, that it was not competent for the

parties to make an effective agreement for the provision

of security covering a present advance and further

advances. This has had the consequence that the cost

of securing further advances, which in any event falls

on the debtor, has been increased by reason of the

necessary of rearranging the securities on the occasion

of such further advances. That should not be so.

8.37 There is high authority for the view that a

moneylender's contract is incapable of variation; if

the parties wish to vary the terms, they must satisfy
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the existing contract and start again with a new

contract. This, too, has entailed substantial expense

to borrowers and is, we believe, a wholly uncontemplated

and unnecessary consequence of too stringent a

disclosure requirement. Under our proposal, the

statutory disclosure of the original contract would

consist simply of a statement of its terms, and the

statutory disclosure of a variation of the terms would

consist simply of a statement of the variations. Where

the variation includes a change in the total cost of

credit or in the finance rate, these must be disclosed

in the statement. They are to be calculated as if the

financier extended a new loan - consisting of the fresh

advance and of the balance of the original amount - made

at the date of the variation on the new terms. This

requirement is, of course, unnecessary where the

original transaction contemplates further advances which

are made on the same financial terms as the initial

advance. Moreover, our recommendation about the

cooling off period - discussed subsequently - ought not

to apply in this last type of transaction.

Preliminary agreements

8.38 Our proposal also enables the formation of

preliminary agreements which would be disclosed in the

terms in which they are made. A problem arises,

however, once a preliminary agreement is carried to

completion by performance with or without variation from

the original terms, In such cases, is disclosure of

the preliminary agreement sufficient, or is it necessary

to make statutory disclosure of the agreement as

performed? Take, for example, the every day case of

the loan on mortgage for the purpose of buying a house.

Customarily, the lender will make a loan offer in which

he will set out some, but not necessarily all, of the
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terms of the proposed loan. Often, such offers merely

include a statement that the loan will be secured by a

mortgage of designated land "on our usual terms". That,

we think all parties would agree, is not sufficient

disclosure for the purposes we have in mind. Disclosure

by reference to other documents which are not readily

accessible to the. debtor is no disclosure, This

problem can, we believe, be readily overcome by making

it clear that the provision of a copy of the loan

contract in the very terras which it is intended to take,

satisfies the disclosure requirement. The problem

cannot be considered in isolation from the question

"When must disclosure be made?", which we consider in

the next section of this chapter (paras. 8.4.0 to 8.53).

It is solved, we believe, by the provisions we recommend

in those paragraphs which enable the financier either to

make full and punctilious disclosure of the intended

terms three days before the contract is to be performed,

(in which event there will be no right of withdrawal

after settlement) or to allow the debtor to withdraw

after settlement within three days after the full terms

of the transaction have been disclosed to him.

8.39 It follows from these conclusions that there is

no room for oral contracts or oral terms of contracts of

the kinds we have described as subject to our

recommended disclosure laws. The express terms must be

set out in the disclosure materials. To make this

position clear, the disclosure statement should include

a prominent declaration that all the express terms of

the contract are contained in it.

E. WHEN SHOULD STATUTORY DISCLOSURE TAKE PLACE?

8.4 0 In paragraph 8.01 we identified one of the

purposes of disclosure laws as being to ensure that,

before commitment, a debtor will have the information to

enable him to compare the terms of the various sources

of credit available to him. The timing of disclosure is

therefore a crucial matter.
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8.41 Broadly speaking, there are only two

possibilities. One is to postpone the binding effect of

intended contracts until the debtor has had the

necessary information and a reasonable opportunity to

appraise it. That opportunity cannot be measured in

minutes or hours - it requires some days, in our view,

three days. The alternative is to give the debtor a

right of rescission if he has made a contract without

having had that opportunity. After much reflection and

some testing of opinion by our personal enquiries, we

recommend the latter course.

8.42 We have examined three other suggestions for

reform, which we briefly outline with our comments.

(a) The first, made to us by the Consumers' Institute,

is that early disclosure could be achieved if

advertisements and price tickets that stated any

financial details Were required to give all the relevant

financial details, including the total cost of credit

expressed as a true annual rate. In other words, it

was suggested that shopkeepers and other sellers of

goods who advertise the monthly or weekly instalments at

which the goods are available, should be required to

give equal prominence to the finance rate. But as the

finance rate is based on the total cost of credit, and

as this may vary from transaction to transaction, the

suggestion appears to us to be unrealistic. Moreover,

it will by no means always be applicable, because many

loans are not arranged in conjunction with the purchase

of goods, or made following public advertisements.

Then, as we have pointed out earlier, it is not only the

cost of credit that the debtor may fairly wish to know,

but also the existence of other possibly onerous terms -

and such terms may seem (and be) not unreasonable in the

eyes of others. For these reasons, we do not see the

suggestion as a satisfactory basis for reform.
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(b) The second approach which we have considered and

rejected is the adoption of standard terms of contract

prescribed by law. This approach can be dismissed as

impracticable in the area of credit contracts in

general, since the terms of such contracts exhibit such

infinite variety. In drafting standard forms, it would

be impossible to anticipate all the legitimate

variations in commercial transactions.

(c) A third approach is to give the prospective

debtor the right to be informed in writing in advance of

the making of the contract of the terms available from

the financier. This is, in substance, the thinking

behind s.8 of the Moneylenders Act 190 8, It. is

exemplified by the practice of some lending institutions

which present a formal loan offer to the prospective

borrower for his acceptance or rejection. However, the

problems of delay, complexity, repetition, and

inflexibility experienced under the Moneylenders Act

points strongly against the adoption of that procedure

as a universal rule.

Recommendation

8.43 Our recommendation is that, in relation to

controlled credit contracts, it should be enacted that

within three days after statutory disclosure has been

made to him, the debtor should be entitled to rescind

the contract (whether the contract was entered into

before or at the time of or within three days after

statutory disclosure) by so notifying the financier and

refunding the credit (if any) which the debtor has

received, with interest thereon for the time that has

elapsed from the provision of the credit to the date of

payment. We also recommend that the financier should

not be entitled to recover the cost of credit if

statutory disclosure has not been made within fourteen
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days after settlement of the transaction, unless the

court, on grounds to be prescribed in the enactment,

decides otherwise.

8.44 This recommendation is based upon the view that

debtors are entitled to know the terms to which they are

to be committed before those commitments become

irrevocably binding upon them. Ideally, statutory

disclosure should be made before contract in all cases,

but we recognise the force of arguments that it is

inconvenient, and in some cases impracticable, to record

the terms in writing before commitments are made. The

difficulties of compliance with s.8 of the Moneylenders

Amendment Act 1933, and the inflexibility which is

introduced by legislation of that kind, are, in our

opinion, sufficient reasons for adopting as the basis of

reform the notion that there should be a right of

rescission for nOn-disclosure in preference to

prerequisites to the validity of credit contracts.

Overseas precedents

8.4 5 There is some overseas precedent for the course

we recommend. Section 125 of the Truth in Lending Act

provides that in a limited class of cases in which a

security interest in the debtor's residence is created,

the debtor has three business days in which to rescind

the transaction. The rule does not apply to first liens

to finance the construction or acquisition of the house,

or to advances for agricultural purposes under an open

end security. In reviewing the operation of this

provision, the National Commission on Consumer Finance

reported that difficulties had arisen on the question

whether the section applied to security interests which

arise by operation of law, such as "mechanics' liens"

(which, we understand, correspond with liens under our
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Wages Protection and Contractors Liens Act 1939). The

Commission recommended that the section should so apply.

The Commission also noted that the rescission period

runs indefinitely unless required disclosures have been

made.

"This clouds the titles to many residential
properties, and injures consumers in the
long run. The Commission supports the
recommendation of the Board of Governors of
the Federal Reserve System that Congress
amend the Truth in Lending Act to limit the
time the right of rescission may run where
the creditor has failed to give proper
disclosures. The period recommended by
the Federal Reserve Board (three years or
until the property is sold, whichever is
shorter) appears reasonable." [p.190]

We do not propose a limitation period as between

financier and debtor, but it is necessary to regulate

the position of third parties, and we will discuss that

matter in Chapter XI. ' ,

Exact time for rescission

8.46 We wish to stress that the right to rescind we

recommend will be available during the period of three

days after statutory disclosure. This does not

necessarily mean that there will be a right to rescind

for three days after the formation of the contract, nor

does it mean that there will be a right to rescind

within three days after the credit has been provided.

If the statutory disclosure is made at least three days

before the formation of the contract, there will be no

right of rescission. If, on the other hand, the

statutory disclosure is made after the contract has been

entered into, the time for rescission will run from the

time when statutory disclosure is made. If the
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statutory disclosure is never made, the debtor may

rescind at any time. All we are concerned to provide

is a reasonable opportunity to the debtor to examine and

reflect upon the terms of the bargain which are intended

to bind him; it is not our purpose to give to debtors

an opportunity to repent of a bad bargain made after

they have been able to reflect upon it.

No ceiling amount to limit proposal

8.47 We considered whether our proposals should apply

only to transactions under a certain amount - say $5,000

or $10,000. There are arguments for such a limitation,

but most of us felt it was unnecessary and unjustified.

Any fixed sum is bound to be arbitrary and is likely to

be inadequate in the face of inflation. Moreover, the

larger the amount involved the greater the probability

of the contract being subject to negotiation, and hence

the more likely that the terms will be known to the

borrower before he executes or enters into the contract.

Exclusion of short term transactions

8.48 In the absence of any monetary limitation

however, the problem of the very short-term transaction

requires examination. To the extent that upon

rescission the financier may require interest for the

actual period of the credit this problem is diminished,

but it is not altogether eliminated. We would not wish

to see a borrower taking advantage of a series of

"cooling off periods" to his own benefit and the

financier's detriment. We are therefore inclined to

favour exempting credits for a period of less than one

month from any cooling off provision. But in turn there

is need to avoid the danger of such an exemption being

used by a financier to defeat the purpose of our

recommendation by a series of short-term contracts. Any
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legislation should be so framed as to deal with the

"roll over" type of transaction and' subject it to the

right to rescind.

Position of agents

8.49 We do not consider that in this situation the

knowledge of an agent for a debtor should be imputed to

him - this should not apply, of course, where a power of

attorney has been given. Otherwise our proposals could

easily be vitiated by the financier requiring the debtor

to accept the financier's representative as the debtor's

agent.

Sanctions

8.50 While the vast majority of financiers could be

expected to comply with the foregoing requirements

voluntarily, it is necessary to provide sanctions to

obtain the compliance of the recalcitrant few. We

believe that.the sanctions should be sufficiently severe

to ensure that financiers do not lightly ignore the

disclosure provision, but at the same time should not

terrorise businessmen engaged in ordinary transactions.

For this reason, we consider that the penalties provided

in s.6 of the Moneylenders Act 1908, ss. 8 and 9 of the

Moneylenders Amendment Act 1933 and Reg. 10 of the Hire

Purchase and Credit Sales Stabilisation Regulations are

not suitable.

8.51 As far as the right to rescind is concerned, we

believe that it provides its own self-executing sanction

for a failure by the financier to make timely

disclosure. But as a general sanction for

non-compliance with the duty to disclose it is of course

insufficient. The debtor may not be aware of his

right; or he may have used the money he has obtained in
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such a way that he cannot repay it. Something more is

needed.

8.52 We briefly considered and discarded the creation

of criminal offences for this purpose. This approach

seemed to us undesirable for several reasons, including

their inappropriateness and the difficulty of finding an

agency with the investigatory and other resources to

administer them. One possibility would be to provide

that where the disclosure provisions have been breached

that agreement is not to be enforceable against the

borrower without the leave of the court, which may be

given subject to conditions. This is the sanction

adopted in England under the Consumer Credit Act 1974

for "improper execution". We prefer the approach of

the Hire Purchase Act 1971 whereby the financier loses

the right to claim any part of the cost of credit. We

recommend that similar conditions and limitations should

apply as in that Act.

8.53 It is also necessary to consider whether the

right of rescission and the forfeiture of the credit

charges should be cumulative, or alternative or

successive. We proceed from the premise that the

prompt disclosure of the terms of controlled credit

contracts is in any event desirable. We would not wish

to see a situation where a financier habitually failed

to disclose at all, taking the chance that the occasions

when the borrower realised" or became aware of his rights

and exercised them would be sufficiently rare to make

the gamble worthwhile. In short, we believe that

disclosure by the financier within a reasonable period

should not be a matter of choice, and that

non-disclosure of this seriousness should be subject to

a sanction with some bite. We therefore propose that

in those cases where disclosure is required but is not

made to the debtor within 14 days after the formation of
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the contract, he may rescind the transaction without

liability to pay any part of the cost of credit, unless

the court orders otherwise. Relief might be confined

to cases where the breach was of a minor or technical

nature or where in the circumstances and without fault

or negligence by the financier disclosure could not

reasonably have been made. We believe this treatment

is justified when regard is had to the fact that the

financier will remain entitled to his money.

Summary of recommendations

8.54 To sum up

(a) If statutory disclosure is made at least

three days before the formation of a

controlled credit contract, the contract

will have full force and effect.

(b) If statutory disclosure is made within the

period commencing three days before the

formation of the contract and terminating

fourteen days after the formation of the

contract, the debtor may rescind within

three days after disclosure by refunding

the credit he has received with interest

until payment.

(c) If statutory disclosure is made later than

fourteen days after the formation of the

contract, or is never made, the debtor will

not be liable to pay any part of the cost

of credit unless the court so orders and

may obtain recovery of money already paid.

(d) In exercising its discretion, the Court

should have regard to:
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(i) whether the financier is a

professional financier;

(ii) the extent of the non-disclosure;

(iii) the reasons for the non-disclosure;

(iv) whether the borrower has been

prejudiced by the non-disclosure;

(v) any other circumstances.

and should have power to impose terms.

(e) These recommendations for the rescission of

a credit contract should not apply where

the period for which the loan is extended

does not exceed one month.

(f) References to 3 days mean 3 working days

(cf. s.2 Commerce Act 1975).
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CHAPTER IX

DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL PARTICULARS

A. INTRODUCTION

Classification of credit contracts

9.01 There is a great deal of variety of financial

rights and obligations set up under credit contracts.

For tha purpose of devising appropriate modes of

disclosure law in controlled transactions, it is

necessary to take into account two main elements. The

first concerns the amount advanced or lent,* is it an

amount fixed and determined in the contract or is it a

variable amount (usually within a given ceiling?) The

second factor is the amount which the debtor agrees to

pay to the financier in consideration of the extension

of the credit: is it based on a fixed rate (or expressed

as a specified amount of money) or, alternatively, is it

based on a varying rate, such as 2 per cent above bank

rate? A few illustrations will clarify these points.

Closed and open end credit

9.02 In the majority of credit transactions the amount

to be advanced to the borrower is stipulated in the

credit contract itself. By way of illustration take a

house loan, in which the financier agrees to grant the

debtor $18,000 repayable by instalments over 20 years,

or a hire purchase agreement, in which a finance company

enables the hirer to acquire a car by paying a deposit

of $2,000 and the balance, of $1,000, by twelve monthly

instalments of $93.33 each. But contracts which enable

the debtor to call on the financier's resources within a
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specified limit are also common. Bank overdraft

arrangements, contracts whereby supplies or

manufacturers of goods agree to allow their wholesale

customers or retailers trade-credit for goods supplied,

credit cards which enable the holder to charge his

purchases to a financier, and commercial bill facilities

whereby the financier undertakes to accept or discount

bills for the debtor, are familiar everyday examples of

the latter class. Following the terminology employed

overseas, we shall be referring to the first type of

transaction, in which the amount advanced is fixed, as

closed-end transactions and to the second type, in which

the amount advanced is revolving, as open-end credit.

(Note that a contract in which the amount is fixed but

which contemplates the possibility of further advances,

is treated as a closed-end transaction.)

Fixed and variable rates

9.03 The amount which the debtor is obliged to pay

under the credit contract for the privilege of obtaining

his advance is frequently fixed or determined by the

intrinsic terms of the contract. Usually this is done

in one of the following two ways. In the first, which

is used for most contracts made by moneylenders and in

many house loans, the debtor is required to pay a fixed

rate of interest, say 10 per cent per annum, on the

declining balance. In the second, employed in most

hire purchase transactions, the financier uses his own

method to determine the amount to be charged for the

extension of the credit, adds this figure to the amount

of capital and divides the total by the number of

instalments. Thus, in the example given in the previous

paragraph, the financier added a "finance charge", of

$120 to the amount of $1,000 advanced to the debtor and

divided the total of $1,120.00 by twelve, obtaining

monthly instalments of $93.33. What is common to both
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types of transactions is that the amount of the "finance

charge" is a fixed amount, ascertainable either by the

rate or in terras of dollars and cents, determined in the

contract itself. We are calling this type of contract

a "fixed rate" transaction.

9.04 Transactions made at a fixed rate remain

predominant. However, contracts whereby the debtor's

obligations, or the fixed charge due from him, depend on

extraneous circumstances have gained popularity in

recent years. Loans at a rate of interest at say 2%

above the bank rate prevailing from time to time are

being used in some house purchases. Obviously, this

formula does not mean that the financier will charge 2%

above bank rate on the daily balance of the loan plus an

"overdraft fee" - which is the accounting method

employed by the banks - but that a rate of 2% per annum

above the nominal bank rate prevailing from time to time

will be applied to the loan. Other illustrations are

contracts whereby the quantum of the debtor's obligation

depends upon the movement of the index of prices, say a

transaction at a rate of 10 per cent per annum, which is

to increase by 1 per cent per annum for every 5 points

of escalation in the index.

9.05 The above analysis demonstrates that in assessing

the financial terms of a credit transaction it is

necessary to consider, in the first place, whether the

amount advanced is a closed-end or open-end and,

secondly, whether the finance rate is fixed or variable.

Undoubtedly, the most common type of transaction remains

the loan or hire purchase agreement in which both the

amount advanced and the finance rate are determined at

the time the contract is made . But it is clear that in

some house loans, although the amount advanced is
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closed-end, the finance rate is subject to variations.

Open end transactions, such as budget accounts and

trade-credit arrangements, are also predominantly

granted at a fixed finance rate. However, linkage to

bank rate or to index of prices is gaining popularity.

9.06. Our purpose in the above analysis of "controlled

credit contracts" is to demonstrate the problems of

devising suitable disclosure procedures of the financial

details. A mode of disclosure which is suitable in the

case of a closed-end transaction at a fixed finance rate

may not be suitable for an open-end transaction at a

variable rate. We hasten to add that it would be

wrong, in' our opinion, to proscribe any of the forms of

contract we have described. Indeed, it is interesting

to note that the most sophisticated borrowers, who have

a bargaining strength on par with their creditors,

often favour open-end contracts. Moreover, the Hire

Purchase Act 1971 recognised the need for special rules

for "variable credit accounts", which are one form of

open-end contracts (see ss. 2 and 8). The Crowther

Committee adverted to "revolving credit" (para. 6.520)

and the U.K. Consumer Credit Act 1974 draws a

distinction between "running account credit" on the one

hand and "fixed sum credit" on the other (s.10).

Equally, we can see no reason for prohibiting

transactions with a varying rate.

Basic objects

9.07 It is obvious that the existence of the different

types of credit transactions poses some difficulties in

determining a suitable method of disclosure. It will

be useful to recall, at this stage, the objects of our

recommendations concerning the disclosure of the

financial particulars of controlled credit contracts,
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which were explained in detail earlier on (see para,

8.01). In a nutshell, we believe that the disclosure

of financial details is meaningful only if it furnishes

a prospective borrower with such information as will

enable him to compare the terms offered by one

prospective financier with terms available from other

sources. This information must be furnished in a

manner that facilitates such a comparison and which

eliminates any practical difficulties. Moreover, it

must be the type of information that can be readily

understood and used by the average citizen. Disclosure

in terms comprehensible only to a mathematical expert

is, in our opinion, useless. It is self-evident that

the average man is capable of comparing terms offered to

him by different financiers only if the relevant

financial details - "the total cost of credit" and the

"finance rate" - are quoted in a uniform manner by the

various sources. We have pointed out that this is not.

attained under prevailing practices.

9.08 In order to achieve uniformity in the quotation

of finance rates, it is of course important to consider

all the different elements (or components) that have to

be taken into account for the calculation. The reason

for this is that a "finance rate" or a "rate of

interest" quotes the amount charged by the financier -

which we describe as "the total cost of credit" - in

relation to, or as a percentage of, the amount advanced.

In order to attain a meaningful rate quotation - or

uniformity in rate quotations - it is therefore

essential to determine which charges form part of the

"total cost of credit". Once this has been settled, it

is pertinent to define the formula to be used in

relating this "total cost of credit" to the amount

advanced. The only formula which we have found to be

meaningful is that of the "effective annual rate".
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9.09 However, it is practicable to quantify the total

cost of credit and to calculate the effective annual

rate for the purposes we have in mind most easily in the

case of the closed-end transactions. Where these are

also of the fixed-rate type, this is done by relating

the fixed amount to be paid by the debtor - the "total

cost of credit" - to the amount advanced to him. This

is explained in detail subsequently in this chapter. A

similar method can be used in the case of closed-end

transactions made at a variable rate by relating to the

amount advanced the original or basic "total cost of

credit" which is due (before any agreed variation takes

place) at the time the contract is made. The mode of

disclosure in open-end transactions is of a somewhat

more complicated nature because of the difficulty of

relating any fixed component of a "total cost of credit"

- such as an annual subscription fee for a credit card -

to a varying or revolving amount of an advance. But we

wish to emphasise that we consider it essential to apply

some suitable disclosure provision to transactions of

this sort. In view of the fact that their nature is

more complex than that of closed-end transactions, and

as the mathematical or financial details are therefore

more difficult to comprehend, the need for disclosure in

a comprehensible and meaningful manner is even more

important in open-end transactions than in the case of

closed-end transactions.

Outline of chapter

9.10 In Part B of this chapter we consider the

financial details, of closed-end transactions made at a

fixed finance rate. We discuss the different means of

disclosure and the feasibility of using the "effective

annual rate" as a means of comparison of credit costs in

paras. 9.13 to 9.20. In paras. 9.21 to 9.24 we analyse
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the reforms introduced overseas while paras. 9.25 to

9.36 contain our views respecting thecomponents of the

true cost of credit. Paras. 9.37 to 9.42 discuss the

nature of the effective annual rate, the formula used

for its calculation, and the feasibility of devising and

of using interest tables and the actual formula itself.

Transactions in which either the amount advanced (i.e

open-end contracts) or the finance rate are of a

variable nature are discussed in Part C, along with the

problem of closed end contracts which envisage further

advances.

Terminology; "total cost of credit"
and finance rate"

9.11 Throughout this chapter we will be using the

terms "total cost of credit" and "finance rate". A

word of explanation appears to be appropriate by way of

introduction. One reason why New Zealand financiers

were opposed to interest rate disclosure was that,

unlike P.O.S.B. interest, the amount of the finance

charge was not all profit from a credit transaction.

The finance charge includes setting up, administration

and other costs. (Tariff Board's Report, para. 170).

We recognise this, but wish to emphasise that the sum

total of all such charges does constitute the cost of

credit to the debtor. We believe that the interests of

both financiers and debtors should be satisfied if the

sum total of the charges to be paid by the debtor is

designated the "total cost of credit". The annual rate

calculated by reference to this total cost of credit,

the amount of credit, the period of the credit and the

number and frequency of the repayments should, we think,

be called the "finance rate". In our view the use of

such distinctive terminology will indicate to the

general public that a finance rate, although quoted as a

percentage, is not identical with interest. We should
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like to add that the specific finance rate we have in

mind when using that term is the "effective annual rate"

as explained in this chapter.

B. DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL PARTICULARS IN

CLOSED-END CREDIT TRANSACTIONS MADE AT A FIXED RATE

Consumer education

9.12 The Tariff and Development Board reached the

conclusion that alleged abuses which were drawn to the

Board's attention during its enquiries seemed to the

Board, on investigation, to show a certain lack of

knowledge on the part of the credit user, rather than

deliberate malpractice by traders, other than a very

small minority (para. 117 et seq.). The Board

recommended that the complaints should be remedied, not

by a major alteration to the system of trading, but by

educating prospective debtors to use the data available

to them more intelligently. We think it is appropriate

for us to comment that general credit education will no

doubt improve public understanding of the cost of

operating a system of credit, and lessen the

opportunities for sharp dealing, but in our opinion,

education cannot be expected to delve into the

intricacies of the numerous forms of financing, nor to

explain the numerous modes of calculating interest

rates. Furthermore, credit education is a long term

solution. It is not likely to be of much benefit to

ordinary persons who are involved in credit transactions

at present, or who will be involved in the next decade.

Our conclusion is that the law should require the

presentation of financial data on as uniform a basis as

possible, and that legislation should be enacted

accordingly.
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Disclosure of charges in dollars and cents

9.13 One proposal which the Tariff and Development

Board did consider to be necessary was the inclusion in

every credit contract of a standard statement which

would set out full financial details so as to show the

amount by which the total sum payable under an agreement

to acquire goods on terms exceeds that payable under a

cash transaction (para. 214). Such a development would

enable the credit purchaser to make comparisons of the

credit terms offered by competing retailers where they

offer the same amount of credit for the same period of

time. This situation occurs when a product is being

offered on "minimum deposit and maximum loan" terms in

accordance with the Second Schedule to the Hire Purchase

and Credit Sales Stabilisation Regulations 1957. Dollar

and cents comparison is less useful where different

products are offered, or where the deposits and loan

periods specified in the agreements are not identical.

9.14 Moreover, dollar and cents disclosure is not

adequate where a "shopping for credit" philosophy is

being implemented. A debtor's horizon must be extended

beyond comparing the terms of one class of financier to

a comparison and consideration of the terms offered by

varying classes of financiers. Shopping on both a

horizontal and vertical plane (i.e. between financiers

of one. class and between different classes of

financiers) requires a basis of comparison which is not

tied to one product or a set credit paid off by a fixed

number of payments over a set period: see G.B.

Mitchell: Memorandum to the Adelaide Report: p.11.

This wider basis requires a degree of flexibility which

will enable fair comparisons to be made notwithstanding

variations in the principal, the term, and the mode of

repayment.
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Flat rate disclosure

9.15 One of the methods which we considered was the

use of "add on" or flat rates, now frequently quoted to

the inquiring credit purchaser. These have the

advantage over "dollar and cents" disclosure of not

being tied to the amount of credit involved. But like

"dollar and cents" disclosure, a flat rate provides a

valid comparison between two contracts only when the

period of repayment, the number of instalments and the

frequency of instalments are similar.

9.16 The major difficulty associated with flat rate

disclosure is that it is frequently misleading. An

"add on" percentage has no fixed relationship to a true

rate; it fluctuates depending upon the term of the loan

(6 months or one year) and the frequency of repayment

(weekly or monthly) (see Mitchell, op. cit. pp. 10, 12).

In particular, it has a misleading effect where a loan

is repayable by monthly or weekly instalments,

comprising capital repayments and interest, and spread

over a number of years. If the same amount is charged

as "interest" or as a "finance charge" in respect of

each year of the loan, and is expressed as a percentage

of the original amount lent regardless of the decline in

the outstanding balance for each year, this flat rate

quotation presents a grossly inaccurate picture. We are

convinced that, like dollar, and cents disclosure, an add

on rate would not enable a debtor to make comparisons

across the broad range of the financing industry.

Moreover, we believe there is no reason why a debtor

should be encouraged to believe that a flat finance rate

of 7 per cent is just over twice the interest paid on

his P.O.S.B. account when of course it may be far in

excess of that rate.
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Annual rate disclosure

9.17 Where the basic data are established, it is, of

course, possible to express the cost of credit as an

effective annual rate per centum of the amount of the

credit. There are mathematical problems which we will

discuss in due course (paras. 9.37 to 9.42).

Recommendation

9.18 Having briefly referred to the alternatives, we

believe that only disclosure of the total cost of credit

as an aggregate and disclosure of the effective annual

rate of the credit charges will be beneficial to

prospective debtors. Other forms of disclosure fail to

supply a yardstick by which comparisons can be made of

the cost of credit offered by different providers of the

same facilities, and the cost of credit of different

credit facilities. The difficulty of explaining to the

public how flat rate disclosure is calculated, and how

sensitive it is to minor variations in term or frequency

of repayment makes this form of disclosure totally

unsuited to a reform designed to make effective shopping

for credit possible. True cost of credit and effective

finance rate disclosure is recommended not merely

because other posssibilities are defective; it has

positive merits. First, the effective finance rate

provides a uniform yardstick for comparison across the

spectrum of the financing industry. This advantage

arises because the true rate is a hovering figure. It

takes into account the amount advanced, the period of

the loan, the frequency of repayments and the number of

repayments. Its comparability is not tied to a

coincidence of principal/ of term and of periodicity of

repayments. Secondly, such disclosure provides a

universal comparison. The debtor may compare the rate

he is paying for his loan with rates paid by savings

institutions or on Government stock. Thus, the main

strength of true rate disclosure is that it provides a
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simple, uniform, and clear yardstick.

Tariff Board's objection to a true rate

9.19 The Tariff and Development Board (paras. 173,

175) puts the case against true rate disclosure. The

main objections are, first, that accurate true interest

rates are difficult to calculate and, secondly, that

because of the variety of ways in which the costs of

credit are presented, the unsophisticated consumer may

not be able to make comparisons. As regards the first

objection, we are convinced that the calculation of

reasonably accurate true interest rates is possible.

The Board's second objection would be satisfied by their

own recommendation that the cost of credit be disclosed

in a standard statement (see ante para. 8.30).

Feasibility of calculating true interest rates

9.20 A major objection to the implementation of true

rate disclosure is the difficulty of calculating. Apart

from the Schedule to the Moneylenders Amendment Act

1933, the Tariff and Development Board publicised three

other formlae (Appendix 8, p.201), but considered that

their results were not sufficiently accurate to be made

mandatory (para. 171). This objection can be overcome

by the publication of official rate tables. Pursuant

to the Report of the Nova Scotia Royal Commission on

Credit of 1965, disclosure legislation was introduced

into this Canadian Province. To facilitate compliance

with the law, rate tables were published, which though

not strictly accurate, satisfied the vendor's legal duty

of disclosure (see Mitchell, op. cit. pp. 67, 68, 10).

The Adelaide Report is accompanied by a lengthy

memorandum which discusses the difficulties inherent in

providing for true rate disclosure and follows up the

discussion with a complete table of actuarily computed
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rates for most financing situations {see Mitchell, op.

cit. pp. 15, 16, 49 et seq. and Appendices). At the

Tariff and Development Board hearing, the Government

Statistician indicated that his Department was able to

produce a set of tables, relating to New Zealand, which

would cover a majority of cases (para. 171) . This

information has been re-confirmed in conversations with

members of our Committee. Moreover, we have obtained

specific advice on this point from Dr L.C. Johnston of

the Department of Mathematics of the Victoria University

of Wellington, who has demonstrated to us the

feasibility of furnishing interest tables that are easy

to use.

Overseas reforms

9.21 Disclosure of the "annual percentage rate" (which

corresponds to our concept of the effective annual rate)

has been required in the United States under the Truth

in Lending Act since 1969. A National Commission on

Consumer Finance reviewed the operation of the Act in a

report to the President and Congress presented in 1972,

entitled "Consumer Credit in the United States". Some

of us had the benefit of personal discussion with a

member of this Commission. In concluding its

examination of disclosure issues, the Commission took

the view that:

"The public is better informed than before

enactment of Truth in Lending, the major
problems in implementation have been
solved, and with continued education, the
benefits to the public will increase."

(Reference may also be made to Whitford: Function of

Disclosure Regulation in Consumer Transactions [1973

Wise L. Rev 400, and Warren "Consumer Credit Lav/s -

Rates, Costs and Benefits" [1975] 27 Sandford L. Rev

951.)
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9.22 The Joint Committee of the Canadian Senate and

House of Commons has expressed similar views to those of

President Johnson (ante para. 8.09) :-

"Full disclosure is in complete harmony
with the classical free market theory of
economics. If bargaining in the market
place is to result in reasonable prices,
information provided by the seller or
lender must be reliable. A member of this
Committee aptly summed up our views in
these words:

'I think the legislators generally
are of the mind that the consumers of
credit must be appriased of the cost
of credit just as simply and
effectively as they can tell now the
price of the product itself.'"

At present s.21 of the Consumer Protection Act 1966 of

Ontario requires disclosure of a true interest rate

according to a specified formula using the effective

annual rate. See also ss. 11-12 of the Consumer

Protection Act 1967 of British Columbia.

9.23 In Australia, the introduction of disclosure

measures was urged by the Adelaide Report (pp. 59 et

seq.). The feasibility of such a reform was

demonstrated by Mr G.B. Mitchell, an economist, whose

excellent memorandum was published together with the

Adelaide Report. Provision for the introduction of

disclosure measures has since been made in South

Australia in the Consumer Credit Act 1972 (s.40). The

introduction of such a reform throughout Australia is

strongly supported by the Molomby Report (pp. 67 et

seq.) and a similar view was expressed by the Report of

the Honorary Royal Commission appointed to enquire into

Hire Purchase and other Agreements by the Governor of

Western Australia (1972). (The Molomby Committee
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preferred the "nominal annual percentage rate" to the

"effective annual rate" (para. 4.5.19).)

9.24 In the United Kingdom, full disclosure was one of

the principal measures supported by the Crowther Report

(paras. 6.5.15 - 21). Section 20 of the Consumer

Credit Act 1974 gives effect to this recommendation. It

requires the Secretary of State to make regulations for

determining the true cost to the debtor of the credit

provided under consumer credit agreements. The

regulations are to prescribe:-

(a) what items are to be treated as entering

into the total charge for credit and how

their amount is to be ascertained, and

(b) the method of calculating the rate of the

total charge for credit.

In its report, the Crowther Committee discussed at

length rates" formula be adopted (Crowther Report,

paras. 6.5.18 and see post para. 9.37). We have not

seen any regulations under the Act.

Definition of "tota1 cost of credit"

9.25 As the "finance rate" depends primarily on the

"total cost of credit" it is important to define this

latter term. Two approaches are possible. First, the

total cost of credit may be defined as "the sum of all

charges payable directly or indirectly by the person to

whom credit is given and imposed directly or indirectly

by the financier as an incident to the extension of

credit". This definition is derived from the

definition of "finance charges" in s.106 of the Truth in

Lending Act, and ss. 2-109 and 3-109 of the UCCC. Under

this definition the total cost of credit would be the
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sum total of the interest being charged plus any setting

up fees, mandatory life insurance and other mandatory

costs. For the credit purchaser the total, cost of

credit would be the excess paid by him over the amount

he would have paid as a cash purchaser. This

definition makes it possible to have regard to the

specific facts of each credit transaction. In

particular, if the price stated in a credit sale

agreement included a time-price differential (para.

6.03), such differential would constitute part of the

total cost of credit. The second approach is derived

from s.2 of the Hire Purchase Act 1971, where the "total

cost of credit" is defined as the total amount payable

less the cash price and certain disbursements specified

in the definition. This definition is suitable in the

case of hire purchase transactions or credit sales,

where the cash price is readily ascertainable. It is

possible to apply the definition to loan transactions,

by basing it, in regard to loans, on the difference

between on the one hand the total amount payable by the

debtor, and on the other hand the principal plus the

relevant disbursements made for his benefit. But in

many loan transactions it is difficult to ascertain the

principal, and the matter may be the subject of dispute.

It may be advisable to base the "total cost of credit"

on the first definition, which is just as suitable for

hire purchase and credit sale transactions as for loans.

Moreover, the two definitions lead, usually, to a

similar result: the aim of both is to determine the

actual amount payable by the debtor for the credit

extended to him. At the same time, we are of the view

that the definition in the Hire Purchase Act takes the

correct approach by setting out the disbursements that

do not form part of the total cost of credit. We

conclude that in this respect the approach in the Hire

Purchase Act is superior to that of the Truth in Lending

Act, which attempts to specify all the disbursements or
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charges that do form part of the "total cost of credit".

Amalgamating the two definitions, we recommend that the

"total cost of credit" be defined as the sum of all

charges payable directly or indirectly by the debtor and

imposed directly or indirectly by the financier as an

incident for the extension of credit but less the

disbursements discussed hereinafter.

9.26 Under the Hire Purchase .Act certain disbursements

do not form part of the total cost of credit,, provided

they are separately specified in the agreement. These

include amounts covering the delivery of the goods,

amounts relating to fees or insurance payable pursuant

to the provisions of any enactment as well as any amount

payable for the insurance of the goods, their repair and

their installation. All members of the Committee agree

that any fees or disbursements payable by law should not

form part of the total cost of credit. These

disbursements would include such items as fees for T.V.

licences or motor vehicle registration fees. As

regards all other disbursements, there was a division of

opinion.

9.27 We considered whether s.106 of the Truth in

Lending Act provides a suitable test. According to

this section any expenses incurred by the debtor because

the financier is not prepared to extend the credit

without making such a demand, form part of the total

cost of credit. Thus, under the Truth in Lending Act

the "total cost of credit" includes amounts payable in

relation to compulsory maintenance or servicing

agreements, as well as expenses incurred in connection

with compulsory insurance of the goods. On the other

hand, the same disbursements do not form part of the

total cost of credit if they are taken voluntarily by

the debtor. Disbursements are considered compulsory if

the financier refuses to extend credit unless the
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relevant benefit is purchased or acquired from himself

or from a firm nominated by him. (For a similar view,

see the Crowther Report, para. 6.5.17.)

9.28 We have concluded that this approach is

unsuitable. First, the majority of the Committee

believes that the distinction between compulsory and

voluntary charges may lead to practical difficulties.

Secondly, the majority believes that where the financier

retains or acquires the, property in the goods as a

security, he has a legitimate interest in insisting on

terms aimed at maintaining them in good condition as

well as seeing them insured. Moreover, the financier

has a legitimate interest in the identity of the firm

that undertakes to service the goods or to insure them.

Thus, the financier may prefer to have all his contracts

insured by one insurance company which, in his

experience, is particularly co-operative when claims

arise under a policy. The majority of the Committee

further believes that the Hire Purchase Act sets out all

the disbursements that should not be regarded as forming

part of the total cost of credit. It therefore

recommends that the approach of the Hire Purchase Act be

adopted and applied, with the necessary modifications,

to all controlled credit transactions. All members of

the Committee are of the opinion that charges incurred

in regard to surveys or valuations should not form part

of the total cost of credit.

Directed insurance

9.29 There is nothing essentially undesirable in a

secured creditor having the right to nominate which

insurer is to insure the property subject to the

mortgage. If say a dwellinghouse burns down the

mortgagee in the absence of insurance must look to the

unimproved value of the land plus the personal covenant
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of the mortgagor (which together may well be inadequate)

to recover what is due. The mortgagee thus has a very

real interest in the matter of insurance, and it is not

unreasonable for him to require the property to be

insured with a company he regards as reputable.

Moreover, because it is not unknown for insurers to

invoke the "fine print" to defeat claims, it is

reasonable for a financier in a large way of business to

direct all the insurance where he is the secured lender

to one insurer simply because the threat of losing a

large volume of business is an effective way of securing

favourable treatment of claims.

9.30 The covenants implied by statute (Property Law

Act 1952 Fourth Schedule clause 2, Land Transfer Act

1952 Fourth Schedule, Chattels Transfer Act 1924 Fifth

Schedule Clause 4) all oblige the debtor to insure with

an "approved" insurer, but it is common to substitute

the word "nominated" for the word "approved" (see

Goodali and Brookfield, Conveyancing (3rd ed. 1972)

p.316).

9.31 It is true that a provision for directed

insurance interferes with the debtor's freedom of

choice. So of course does a provision that insurance

must be with an insurer approved by the mortgagee, and

so do many other covenants in a mortgage (e.g. to paint

the exterior of a building every three years). It is

just part of the price paid for using one's property as

security for a loan.

9.32 This having been said, it must be acknowledged

there is room for abuse in this area. In particular:

(a) if a financier directed all his borrowers

to insure with insurer X in return for a
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payment by X to the financier of which the

debtor knows nothing, then the financier

obtains a benefit from the business.

(b) it is not unknown for financiers to direct

insurance to an insurer subsidiary where

the terms of the policies are unfavourable

to the debtor. This of course, because it

increases the true cost of credit, drives a

coach and four through disclosure

requirements.

9.33 The solution accepted on our recommendation in

the case of hire purchase was to permit nominated

insurance only where the insurer was an "independent

insurer" defined broadly as an insurer not owned or

controlled by the vendor or dealer (Hire Purchase Act

1971 s.40) .

9.34 We recommend that a provision analogous to s.40

should be applied to all credit contracts.

Expenses related to life policies

9.34 In certain credit transactions the financier may

demand that the debtor insure his life and mortgage the

policy to the financier. We discussed at length

whether premiums payable under a policy effected in this

manner should form part of the total cost of credit. We

recognise that in many cases the financier may have a

legitimate interest in requiring the debtor to insure

his life, especially in cases where the debtor's ability

to repay the debt depends on his particular skill. Thus

a financier who sells a dental chair and equipment on

credit terms to a dentist may require cover to protect

him in the event of the dentist's untimely demise. But

we are of the opinion that in view of the personal
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nature and the long term implications of a life policy,

a financier should not be entitled to demand that the

debtor insure his life with a specific company.

Moreover, we disapprove of financiers who, acting as

insurance agents, attempt to make an extra profit by

insisting that the debtor insure his life with their

principals. We believe that where the financier makes

the granting of credit conditional upon the taking out

of a policy on the debtor's life from an insurer

designated by the financier, the premium paid under the

policy should be considered part of the total cost of

credit.

9.36 In the working paper we expressed the view that

this principle should not apply where the financier is

himself an insurance company. Our reason for drawing

this distinction was that although the life and general

insurance companies were a major source of finance in

'New Zealand, their lending was basically a subsidiary

incident of their insurance business endeavours. For

this reason, s.2(l)(d} of the Moneylenders Act excluded

insurance companies from the definition of

"moneylender". We considered it reasonable for an

insurance company to impose, as a pre-condition to its

granting a loan, that the borrower take out a life

policy. On the basis of this reasoning, we concluded

that, in view of the special position of insurance

companies, the premium paid on such policies should not

form part of the total cost . of credit. But it has been

pointed out in the submissions made to us that similar

arguments can be applied to any financier, indeed any

financier may consider a policy on the life of the

assured a collateral or additional security; and may

insist on its assignment to himself. We have come to

the conclusion that this argument is sound. We

therefore recommend that where an insurance company

expressly makes the granting of a specific loan
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conditional on the taking out and maintaining of a life

policy (or of an additional life policy) by the debtor,

the premium paid on such a policy should constitute part

of the total cost of credit. It should be emphasised

that this proposal does not prevent an insurance company

from establishing a general policy of granting loans

solely to persons who are policy holders, so long as

there is no obligation to keep the policy on foot.

Determination of the finance rate

9.37 We have already indicated that it is our view

that where the contract between debtor and financier is

a closed end contract the finance rate should be

disclosed as rate per annum. The two most suitable

formulae, discussed in the Molomby Report (pp. 74- 77)

and in the Crowther Report (para. 6.5.18-21) are the

annual nominal rate formula and the effective rate

formula. In deciding which of the two formulae is

preferable as a yardstick for the quotation of interest

we were guided by the analysis of Dr L.C. Johnston, of

the Department of Mathematics of the Victoria University

of Wellington, and on its basis came down in favour of

the effective rate formula. Our reasons are given in

the immediately following paragraphs and are further

documented in Appendix IV, prepared by Dr Johnston. It

will be appreciated that the Appendix gives a more

detailed and mathematically accurate explanation than

the simplified version in the body of this Report.

9.38 If a creditor has advanced an amount of money

("the principal") at a rate of interest of r% per month,

then it is a matter for convention how this is to be

translated into an annual rate for the purpose of a

comparison with other contracts. It may be translated

into a nominal rate of 12r% per annum. This method is

not realistic, however, since it does not take into
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account the fact that the creditor is able to re-invest

money as soon as he receives it, and the debtor is

unable to invest money he has paid out. The effective

annual rate of interest is the rate of interest which,

if applied to the original amount advanced, would bring

the same return at the end of the contract period as the

actual return calculated by adding the amount which all

the intermediate monthly repayments would accumulate to

if interest at the rate of r% were paid on them until

the end of the contract period. It is noteworthy that,

in contracts where the principal is decreasing, both

nominal annual and the effective annual rate of interest

are calculated on the diminishing balance of the

principal; it is in the translation from a monthly

interest rate to an annual interest rate that the

differences arise. This difference would not be vital

if the interval between payments were the same in all

contracts. But if a person wishes to compare three

contracts in which repayments are respectively made

monthly, quarterly and annually, then the effective rate

is the only one which furnishes a valid basis for

comparison.

9.39 The difference between the nominal annual rate

and the effective rate will be further clarified by the

following example. If $100.00 is owing at the

beginning of a year and interest payments only are made

monthly at a rate of 1% per month then interest payments

of $1.00 are made each month. To calculate the annual

nominal rate of interest the 12 payments of $1.00 each

are added to give an interest payment for the year of

$12,00 and hence a rate of 12% per annum. To calculate

the effective annual rate, the first $1.00 repayment has

added to it the compound interest which would accumulate

if it was invested for the remaining 11 months of the

year at a rate of 1% per month. Similarly, the second
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$1.00 repayment has added to it the compound interest

which would accumulate if it was invested for the

remaining 10 months of the year at. the rate of 1% per

month. Other payments are similarly treated. The

total of these amounts is the total effective repayment

to the creditor, and comes to about $12.68, giving an

effective rate of 12.68%. Appendix IV demonstrates

that the higher the rate of interest, the greater is the

difference between the applicable nominal annual rate

and the corresponding effective rate. Thus, where

interest payments are being made monthly a nominal

annual rate of approximately 34.12% corresponds with an

effective rate of 40%p.a.

9.40 This illustration shows that the effective rate

gives a more realistic measure of the interest element

in a transaction than the nominal annual rate. The

above discussion and example also give an indication how

an effective rate of interest is calculated for more

complex contracts, e.g. one in which the instalment

comprises capital repayments as well as interest

payments. Thus, suppose that the loan of $100.00 is

repaid with interest, by twelve monthly instalments of

$9.33 each. The nominal annual rate would be 21.6%;

the effective rate would be 23.9%. The effective rate

is defined mathematically as follows;

R is the effective annual rate if

R = (1 + r ) n - 1

and r is the rate for some smaller interval of
time

and n is the number of these intervals in a year.

Interest tables

9.41 It may be queried whether the use of formulae is

not too complicated for ordinary transactions concluded
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in the premises of retailers and finance houses. There

is no doubt that the formulae involved are easy to use

where the financier wishes to charge a specific finance

rate on the amount provided by him,, and determines the

amount of the instalments on the basis of this rate.

The formulae are more difficult to apply where the

financier determines the amount of the finance charge by

other means, adds this amount to the principal, and

obtains the amount of each instalment by dividing this

total into the number of instalments to be paid.

However interest tables can foe compiled which make it an

extremely simple operation to determine the effective

rate in transactions of this sort. A table for such

transactions, where the instalments are payable monthly,

has been prepared by Dr Johnston and is included in

Appendix IV together with instructions for use. It will

be seen that in the example given in the previous

paragraph, of a loan of $100.00 which is to be repaid in

12 monthly instalments of $9.33 each, totalling $111.96,

the financier will determine the effective rate as

follows: the amount of the instalment is to be divided

by the amount lent, viz. 100, giving 0.093, This

amount is read on the vertical column of the table for

12 monthly instalments (Table 2 of Appendix IV) and the

entry in the next column gives the effective annual

interest rate of 2 3.7%. We are convinced that this is

a straightforward operation that can be mastered by

anyone in a minimum period of time. The table in

Appendix IV is suitable where instalments are payable

monthly; similar tables can be devised for use where

the intervals between instalments are of one week, of a

fortnight, of four weeks or of three months (viz. where

payment is due quarterly). The operation is identical

in each table, being always based on division of the

amount of an instalment by the "principal" or amount

lent. Dr Johnston's memorandum further shows how such

tables can be used - with the same ease - where the
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amount of the first instalment differs from the amount

of the remaining instalments and where the instalment

covers only interest payments•

9.42 The accuracy of interest tables and the ease with

which they may be used ought to make it possible to

avoid any errors in calculation. Nevertheless, to make

provision for what may be described as human error, we

consider it advisable to allow for a certain tolerance

(or margin of error). In our opinion a margin of one

percent per annum will not be excessive and recommend

accordingly that the Act regard a rate as stated

accurately as long as it does not deviate by more than

one per cent from the rate derived according to the

formula or from the tables.

Conclusion

9.43 We therefore recommend that in the case of closed

end controlled credit contracts the statutory disclosure

should include a statement of:

The amount of the credit,

The total cost of credit showing the components
of that cost separately.

The finance rate,

The amount, number, time and place of the
payments required of the debtor.

These particulars should be set out at the beginning of

the contract in a form on the lines of the table in Part

I of the First Schedule to the Hire Purchase Act 1971.
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DISCLOSURE OF FINANCIAL PARTICULARS IN

OTHER CONTROLLED CREDIT TRANSACTIONS

Scope of the problem and policy

9.44 We have already noted above that both closed-end

and open-end credit transactions are occasionally

extended at a variable finance rate, Moreover, in some

closed-end transactions the actual amount to be advanced

by the financier is not determined at the time the

contract is made, e.g. where a financier agrees to cover

80% of an engineering contract subject to a given limit.

It is important to realise that the object of

introducing an element of variation in respect of the

finance rate is very different from the object of either

open-end or closed-end credit in which the amount to be

advanced is not settled at the time the contract is

made. The object of open-end transactions, such as bank

overdrafts or trade-credit facilities, is to allow for

flexibility. Instead of granting the debtor a

closed-end loan equal to the maximum amount he may

require, the financier permits the debtor to draw at his

discretion for amounts needed by him from time to time

up to the agreed ceiling. The advantage from the

debtor's point of view is that he will be charged with

interest only on the actual amounts drawn by him from

time to time instead of on a loan for a maximum amount

which may not be needed by him during the full period of

the transaction. The element of flexibility is also

the main reason for the extension of closed-end

transactions in which the actual amount is fixed at a

relatively late stage, e.g., in the case of an

engineering contract, when the manufacturer presents his

final account to the debtor who then submits it to the

financier.
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9.4 5 Clauses allowing a variation of the finance rate

serve an entirely different purpose. They are

by-products of inflationary trends. This is

self-evident where the finance rate is tied to the index

of prices but is equally the case where it is tied to

bank rate, which is itself affected by inflationary

pressures (see on this point Lang, Inflation as it affects

Legal and Commercial Contracts (West Publishing Co.

1974)) . Whilst the problem of inflation can only be

noted by us in this Report, we are unanimously opposed

to any disclosure measure that would impede the attempts

of the parties to devise contracts combatting the

continuing erosion of the value of money. But this

does not mean that they should be or need be exempted

altogether from the ambit of the disclosure provisions.

First, the particular complexity of clauses of the type

described, makes the introduction of a suitable mode of

disclosure of paramount importance. Secondly, we fear

that if such transactions were left entirely outside the

scope of a disclosure measure, the implementation of any

disclosure of the financial details (including the

effective rate of interest) would remain a dead letter.

A financier would, then, be able to escape the need of

making disclosure by incorporating into the credit

contract a clause for the variation of the finance rate

or of the total cost of credit. Experience

demonstrates that an Act of Parliament with such an

obvious loophole is virtually certain to remain

"cosmetic legislation".

9.46 We deal first with closed-end transactions in

which there is an element of variation either in the

amount advanced or in the finance rate. We then

discuss open-end transations. Finally we deal with

transactions in which either the amount advanced or the

finance rate are not determined at the time the contract

is made.
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Closed-end transactions with a varying
'finance rate

9.4 7 We have already referred to closed-end

transactions, such as house loans, in which the rate of

interest fluctuates as a result of its being linked to

such factors as bank rate or the index of prices. The

variation of the rate does not, however, preclude the

disclosure of the total cost of credit and of the

finance rate in the manner proposed by us. The reason

for this is that, even where the finance rate is

variable, the parties usually agree on a basic rate

which forms the starting point for a future variation.

For example, if the parties agree that the finance rate

be 2% above the bank rate prevailing from time to time,

there is no difficulty in disclosing the rate prevailing

at the time the contract is made. The same applies

where the rate is index tied. Suppose the parties

agree' to "12% effective, to rise by 1% for each 5 points

of escalation in the index of prices". Obviously, there

is no difficulty in disclosing what the original, or

base rate, amounts to in terms of the effective annual

rate. Accordingly, we recommend that where the finance

rate is variable, the financier be required to disclose

both the "total cost of credit" and the "finance rate"

by using the rate, or the charge, applicable at the time

the contract is made. In other words, the financier

ought to disclose what the debtor would have to pay if

there was no fluctuation in the factor (or determinant)

used for calculating the change in the amount to be

paid, e.g. if the bank rate or index of prices remained

unaltered throughout the full term of the transaction.

In addition, we recommend that where the finance rate,

or the finance charge, is of a variable nature, the

financier be required to disclose to the debtor,

together with the details specified in para. 9.43, the

formula to be used for determining the fluctuations in

the finance rate or in the amount of the instalments.
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Closed-end transactions where the amount
advanced is uncertain ~

9.48 The approach outlined in the foregoing paragraph

is, of course, based on treating the transaction

according to the initial terms prevailing at the time

the contract is made. This is also the underlying

principle which we propose to apply to transactions in

which the amount to be advanced is not finalised at the

time the contract is made. By way of illustration, we

refer to a house loan and to an engineering contract, in

both of which the financier agrees to advance a fixed

percentage of the final contract price. In practice, a

financier who enters into such a transaction usually

stipulates for a "ceiling", which constitutes the

maximum amount he is prepared to advance. We propose

that, in transactions of this type, the financier should

disclose the finance rate and the total cost of credit

in relation to this ceiling. Moreover, where the

amount of the transaction is to be advanced in portions

and on dates which are uncertain, the calculation of the

total cost of credit and of the finance rate should be

done as if the relevant maximum amount were advanced at

the time the contract was made. By using this formula,

the financier would be able to make meaningful

disclosure in a contract in which his advances are to be

made when progress payments fall due under the contract

between the debtor and the building or engineering firm.

Open-end (revolving) credit

9.49 We now consider more particular rules for

revolving credit accounts. In such cases the financier

extends to the debtor a facility under which the debtor

may borrow money or purchase goods on credit up to an

agreed ceiling. When the debtor repays an amount due

from him, the difference between the ceiling and the

amount of the accruing debt is increased by the amount
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repaid, so that the maximum credit available to the

debtor at any particular time (subject to the ceiling)

is increased after each payment by the amount paid in.

The bank overdraft is the most common example of this

kind of credit contract, but it is also seen in other

forms. Popular credit facilities with legal incidents

similar to the bank overdraft are the trade credit

facility extended by a manufacturer to a retailer and

revolving credit account facilities offered by many

retail departmental stores (often referred to as "budget

accounts"). Some stores provide the buyer with a

credit card, which sets out the ceiling figure. In

most cases the credit extended to the debtor in

connection with any single transaction must be repaid

within a specified period (such as one month). There

are different methods of charging interest. In some

cases there is no charge. In other cases interest is

charged on the debit balance standing at the beginning

of each period; some financiers charge interest on the

average debit balance in each period and others still on

the highest debit balance.

Overseas treatment

9.50 We studied laws on this topic in force in the

United Kingdom, the United States and Canada, and have

come to the conclusion that it is unreasonable to demand

that all financiers adopt a uniform billing and

accounting procedure. But we do recommend the adoption

of the provisions of ss. 2-310 and 3-310 of the UCCC

(based on s.127 of the Truth in Lending Act) and of s.22

of the Consumer Protection Act 1966 of Ontario.

Recommendations

9.51 In substance, these provisions require disclosure

in two stages. The first requirement is that on
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opening the revolving credit account the financier must

inform the debtor in writing of the method to be used

for calculating the total cost of credit to be charged

for the transactions in each period. This includes a

schedule that indicates in dollars and cents the amounts

of charges which are made on fixed amounts of

outstanding balances (the Ontario Act, s .22 (2) (a)(ii)).

The debtor must also be informed at the time of the

length of each billing period. If interest is not

charged where the debt is repaid within a given period,

this must be drawn to the debtor's attention. If the

financier provides for a finance charge then it ought to

be disclosed as an effective annual rate. We are of

the view that this rate disclosure should be effected by

a quotation, included in the statement, based on the

total cost of credit that would be charged by the

financier on the amount of the agreed ceiling for the

period for which the facility is extended, or if no such

period is determined, then for a period of twelve

months. If the finance rate to be charged by the

financier is of the variable type, the quotation is to

be based on the initial rate and the statement should

then disclose to the debtor the formula to be used for

variation of the rate (e.g. that the rate is to

fluctuate with the bank rate). Obviously, if the

financier does not make any charge for the extension of

the open-end credit concerned, there is no need to make

disclosure of this type.

9.52 The second requirement is that at the end of each

billing period the financier should be required to

furnish the debtor with a clear statement in writing

showing the following details:

(a) the outstanding balance in the account at
the beginning of the period;
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(b) the amount and date of each extension of
credit to the borrower during the period
and details of the goods or service to
which this may be related;

(c) the amount and date of each amount paid by
the debtor during the period;

(d) the total cost of credit, expressed as one
sum in dollars and cents, charged during
the period;

(e) the outstanding balance in the account at
the end of the period;

(f) the finance rate charged on the relevant
balance during the relevant period.

It is interesting to note that the usual bank statement

furnishes corresponding particulars with the exception

of item (f). We consider that that information should

be given. A model of a form used in the United States,

taken from (1969) Consumer Reports (USA), pp. 364-365,

is included in Appendix V.

Summary of recommendations

9.53 Having dealt, with both closed-end and open-end

transactions in which either the amount advanced or the

finance charge and rate are either uncertain or subject

to variations, we consider it pertinent to summarise the

principles which we recommend for these types of case.

Where, in the first place, the amount of the advance or

the date on which instalments are to be advanced - as is

the case in open-end credit transactions - are not

pre-determined in the contract or, in the second place,

when the finance rate is subject to variation, then the

cost of credit and the finance rate are to be calculated

on the basis of the following factors:

(a) the initial finance rate to be charged; and

(b) where there is a ceiling to the amount

advanced then on the assumption that the
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full amount is advanced at the commencement

of the transaction and, where there is no

ceiling, then on the basis of the amount

actually agreed to be initially advanced;

(c) where the contract does not fix a term or

period for the extension of the credit,

then on the basis of one year.

Exempted transactions

9.54 It will be appreciated that the provisions

recommended by us provide a feasible method of

disclosure for an absolute majority of all credit

transactions. Only two types of transaction are

outside the scope of our proposals. The first are

transactions in which the finance rate is not defined in

advance, such as transactions at a rate to be determined

by a third party at the time the credit is extended.

The second group encompasses transactions in which there

is neither a ceiling nor an agreement on the amount to

be advanced. In both types of transaction it is

impossible to make disclosure at the time the contract

is made. We recommend that such transactions be

excluded from the ambit of our proposals. We are aware

that, by recommending this, we provide a "loop-hole" for

evasion. However, we are not unduly concerned about

this possibility as we believe that, in the vast

majority of transactions, financiers will continue to

provide specific open-end or closed-end advances of the

ordinary type.
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CHAPTER X

ADVERTISEMENTS AND CANVASSING

Position under Moneylenders Act
and Hire Purchase Act

10.01 Section 7 of the Moneylenders Amendment Act 1933

severely limits a moneylender's right, to advertise his

business. A permitted advertisement may include all or

any of the following - his registered name and address,

telegraphic address, telephone number, a statement that

he lends money with or without security, the classes of

security he will accept, the range of sums he is

prepared to lend, and the date when his business was

established: s.7(3). Under s.7(4) a moneylender is

not permitted to employ an agent or; a canvasser for the

purpose of inviting persons to borrow money. A

contravention of s.7 constitutes an offence. Under

s.41 of the Hire Purchase Act 19 71 if an advertisement

contains an amount that is expressed to be the deposit

payable on certain goods, it must also state the cash

price.

Overseas precedents

10.02 The Advertisements CHire Purchase) Act 1967

provided a major measure of control in the United

Kingdom. The Act applied to almost all advertisements

which indicated that the goods advertised were available

on hire purchase or credit sale terms. If the

advertisement made reference to some credit details it

had to refer to all details. The details required were

the cash price, the amount of deposit, the amount of
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instalments and, in certain cases, the rate per cent per

annum, calculated according to a statutory formula.

10.03 Failure to comply with these requirements was

made a criminal offence, but did not invalidate

contracts made as a result of the unlawful

advertisement. The Act did not prevent bait

advertising and switch selling - the advertisement of

attractive terms for some products and the application

of strong pressure to induce a sale of less desirable

goods on less advantageous terms (see Goode and Ziegel,

Hire Purchase and Conditional Sale 1965 pp. 50-51).

10.04 The Crowther Committee favoured the approach of

the 1967 Act and found the provisions of the

Moneylenders Act too rigid. Its report accordingly

suggested that there is no reason to preclude the credit

industry from advertising a rate either in respect of

purchase money transactions (such as hire purchase) or

in respect of aon-purchase money loans. But the

Committee considered that any advertisement referring to

a rate of interest at which finance is being made

available must quote a figure representing the effective

finance rate calculated according to the applicable

formula. It also recommended the enactment of

sanctions for misleading advertisements (see paras.

6.4.1 - 16). Another aspect in which the Crowther

Committee has adopted the approach of the 1967 Act is

that advertisements relating to the credit sale of

specified goods need to disclose the relevant cash

price. Sections 4 3 to 4 7 of the Consumer Credit Act

1974, and regulations to be made thereunder, aim at

giving effect to these recommendations.

10.05 Chapter 3 of the United States Truth in Lending

Act sets standards for credit advertising. Section 142

permits the vendor to advertise only credit terms and
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deposit requirements of the type and nature that he

customarily arranges. Sections 143 and 144 are similar

to the United Kingdom provisions in requiring that an

advertiser may not advertise selected terms only; if he

publishes any of the specified details, he must publish

all the specified details.

10.06 Prima facie, it appears somewhat arbitrary to

recommend the control of one class of advertising

without attempting to control other classes. Overseas

developments appear to be based on a theory, which has

some support, that a credit purchaser becomes hypnotised

by the product and is less concerned with financial

details than the cash purchaser. This psychological

commitment can develop upon seeing the product or upon

the discovery that the product is available at some shop

on terms which the purchaser can meet. It is

particularly important, therefore, that misleading

credit advertisements should be prohibited.

Recommendations

10.07 We recommend the repeal of s.7 of the

Moneylenders Amendment Act 1933, except subs. (4)

relating to canvassing, which should be applied to all

credit transactions. As regards misleading

advertising, we recommend the adoption of the proposals

of the Tariff Board (para. 252) and are of the view that,

misleading advertising should be made an offence. We

further recommend that s.41 of the Hire Purchase Act

1971 be extended to all credit transactions involving an

instalment sale, whether it is a hire purchase agreement

or a credit sale. We are of the view that financiers

should not be required to publish in their

advertisements the finance rate at which they are

prepared to extend credit if however they decide to give
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an indication of the rate at which they furnish credit,

then the quotation must adopt the rate calculated

according to the prescribed formula.

Canvassing

10.08 At the stage of the deliberations preceding the

publication of the working paper we gave little

attention to canvassing. The practice is not common in

New Zealand, where "touting" in the race courses and in

public houses is simply unheard of. On reflection we

came, nevertheless, to the conclusion that the retention

of a provision similar to that of s.7(4) of the

Moneylenders Act 1908 is advisable. In this manner, we

shall not be opening the door to a practice which,

undoubtedly, is objectionable. We are fortified by the

fact that the Crowther Report (paras. 6.4.17 - 21)

recommends the retention of such measures and by the

fact that canvassing is prohibited by ss. 48-50 of the

.Credit Transactions Act 1974 (U.K.).
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CHAPTER XI

POSITION OF THIRD PARTIES

Problem of third party rights

11.01 Frequently, credit transactions involve an

assignment to a third party of the financier's rights

against the debtor. Where the financier is a dealer, he

may wish to assign his contractual rights against the

buyer to a finance company. This may be done either by

a specific assignment of each individual contract or by

the procedure known as block discounting, in which a

number of contracts are assigned by the debtor to the

finance company at regular intervals. Where the

financier is himself a finance company or some other

lending institution, he may wish to discount some of his

credit contracts with another financier in order to

acquire additional funds for new lending operations.

From a legal point of view, as well as from an economic

standpoint, all these transactions involve the

assignment of a book debt owing to the assignor under

his agreement with the debtor. For most purposes, the

legal aspects of such arrangements are governed by the

law of assignment of debt.

11.02 Yet another method employed by financiers in

order to discount their book debts is by the use of

negotiable instruments. To facilitate transfer, the

debtor is asked to make a promissory note payable to, or

to accept a bill of exchange drawn on him by, the

financier. If the credit contract calls for payment by

instalments, the debtor may be asked to furnish a
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promissory note, or to accept a bill, in respect of each

payment due. Such bills or notes can be discounted by

the financier; the discount involves the transfer (or

"negotiation") of the bills or of the notes to the

discounter (for a more detailed review of the prevailing

practices, see infra.).

11.03 We propose to deal separately with assignment of

credit contracts - which we consider a reasonably

straightforward question - and with the problem of

negotiable instruments - which we find controversial.

A. ASSIGNMENT OF CREDIT CONTRACTS

Position of assignees of unconscionable
agreements

11.04 Under prevailing law, the position of an

assignee of a moneylending agreement vis-a-vis the

borrower is governed by the general principles of the

law of assignment of debt and by s.3 of the Moneylenders

Act 1908. Subsection (4) authorises the court to give

the debtor a remedy against a third party who has shared

in the profits of the moneylender. We have already

recommended the retention of this provision (see ante,

para. 7.06). 'Subsection (7) provides that nothing in

s.3 affects the rights of any bona fide assignee or

holder for value without notice. However, it is

important to emphasise that the rights of an assignee of

a contractual right are subject to the equities

available to the debtor against the assignor. Thus, it

was held in Re Robinson, Clarkson v. Robinson [1911] Ch

230, 2 34-235 that a security and a lending contract

which were void in the hands of the moneylender, were

also void in the hands of the assignee. Section 3(7)
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probably excludes this line of authorities as regards

the re-opening doctrine. But the law of assignment

defeats an action by the assignee against the debtor

when the moneylending agreement (or any other credit

contract) is tainted by some type of illegality, e.g. if

the assignor or moneylender has not registered his

premises.

11.05 We believe that, while the relevant provisions

may require some redrafting for the sake of clarity, the

current position is basically satisfactory. Generally,

an assignee should not be able to enforce an agreement

which is tainted with illegality or which, for any

reason, is unenforceable by the assignor. But the

re-opening of a transaction is based on a purely

personal claim available to the debtor against the

lender. If the assignee is unaware of the usurious,

nature of the transaction, he should not be answerable

for the personal claim of the debtor against the lender.

Moreover, under s.3(2) of the Moneylenders Act 1908 the

debtor can claim from the moneylender any excessive

amount paid under the agreement, including amounts paid

under it to an assignee. Obviously, if the assignee is

aware of the nature of the transaction, the court can

give the debtor a remedy against him under s.3(4).

11.06 In our opinion the existing law is satisfactory

and ought to be applied to all credit transactions. In

enforcing a credit, contract, the assignee should not be

in a better position than the assignor. Undoubtedly,

where the contract is tainted with illegality both the

assignee and the assignor may be entitled to seek a

remedy under the Illegal Contracts Act 1970.
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11.07 We are further of the view that, if the assignee

is familiar with the nature of the transaction, he

should be regarded for all purposes as being in the same

position as the assignor; in particular, the debtor

should in such a case be able to raise against the

assignee the harsh and unconscionable nature of the

credit contract. As the circumstances of the

assignment are not known to the debtor, we believe that

the assignee must bear the onus of proving that he has

acted in good faith. If he is unable to discharge this

onus he should be regarded, for the purposes of the

unconscionability doctrine, as having stepped into the

shoes of the assignor. We therefore recommend the

enactment of the following provision:

Nothing [in this section] shall affect the
rights of any bona fide assignee or holder
for value without notice.

Provided that an assignee shall be
presumed to have full knowledge of all
matters concerning the agreement assigned
to him unless the contrary is proved.

B. NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS

Defining the problem

11.08 Special problems arise where the transfer of a

book debt is effected by means of a bill of exchange or

of a promissory note. The legal position of a

transferee of a bill, or a note or of any other form of

negotiable instrument depends on whether he is a "mere

holder", a "holder for value" or a "holder in due

course". Under s.38(a) of the Bills of Exchange Act

1908 a mere holder is entitled to bring an action on the
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bill in his own name; but his right to obtain payment

is subject to most equities and personal defences

available to the drawer or acceptor against the

transferor and all previous parties. (But note that

some unliquidated claims may not be raised even against

a mere holder: see generally Benjamin's Sale of Goods,

19 74) A holder for value, i.e. a holder who has given

consideration for the bill, is in a similar position,

except that the party sued on the bill cannot plead a

defence based on the want or failure of consideration.

The position is altogether different where the

transferee is a "holder in due course". Under s.38(b),

such a holder holds the bill of exchange free from any

defect of title of prior parties as well as from mere

personal defences available to prior parties among

themselves and may enforce payment against all parties

liable on the instrument. (Note that these principles

apply, mutatis mutandis, to promissory notes: s.90).

Under s.29(l) of the Act, a holder in due course is a

holder who takes the bill for value (i.e.,

consideration) and without notice of any defect in the

transferor's title.

11.09 It is, thus, clear that a transferee has the

right to enforce a negotiable instrument despite defects

relating to the underlying contract only if he is a

holder in due course. Is a finance company which

discounts a bill of exchange or promissory note issued

in connection with a credit transaction such a holder?

Section 3(7), and indeed the Moneylenders Act as a

whole, do not give an indication on this point. Neither

is an answer furnished by the Bills of Exchange Act.

The case law in point is indefinite. In Stenning v.

Radio and Domestic Finance Ltd. [1961] NZLR 7 Richmond

J. held that, if a holder takes notes which he knows to
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be a security for a credit transaction, he is deemed to

have knowledge of any defect in the title of the

transferor and cannot be considered a holder in due

course. But some Australian cases take a different

Automobile Finance of Australia Ltd v. Henderson

[1928] 23 Tas LR 9: Scottish Loan Finance Co v. Payne

(1935) 52 WN (NSW) 175.

11.10 North american courts have likewise been

confronted with this question. United States courts

have shown a tendency not to regard a finance company as

a holder in due course of bills transferred to it by the

dealer: Commercial Credit Corporation v. Orange County

Machine Works (1950) 34 Cal 2d 766, 214 P 2D 819. The

refusal to treat the finance company as a holder in due

course of the dealer's bills is based on the close

relationship between the dealer and the finance company.

This view has been adopted in some Canadian cases:

Federal Discount Corporation v. St. Pierre (1962) 32 DLR

2d 86; Rand Investments Ltd v. Bertrand (1966) 58 DLR 2d

372. But in some cases the relationship between the

dealer and the finance company is not particularly close

and the finance company can then become a holder in due

course of the dealer's bills: Burchett v. Allied

Concord Finance Corp (1964) 74 NW 575, 396 P 2d 186.

The solution of the UCCC is not elegant: s.2-403

prohibits the taking of negotiable instruments other

than cheques in conjunction with an instalment sale.

Obviously, in, North America, as in Australia and New

Zealand, each case must depend on its facts. That this

must lead to a general uncertainty respecting the law in

question is, in our opinion, self evident.

Need for reform

11.11 The uncertainty in the law in point is in our

opinion a sufficient motive for reform. We are
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convinced that the rights of transferees of bills drawn

under credit transactions require clarification and

determination. We propose to commence our remaining

discussion of the topic by a classification of the bills

used in credit and in commercial transactions in New

Zealand. We trust that this discussion will assist us

in defining the problems of reform. We shall then

consider solutions proposed or introduced overseas. We

wish, however, to mention right at the. outset that we

find the solutions proposed in North America, in the

United Kingdom and in Australia of little assistance.

We are then putting forward the reform proposed by our

majority and a minority view. For clarification we

shall also refer back to the solution proposed in the

working paper.

The bills market in New Zealand

11.12 In New Zealand bills of exchange other than

cheques currently in use are ' commonly known as

commercial bills and for our purposes they can be

divided into- two classes which we refer to as trade

bills and accommodation bills. Trade bills are usually

drawn in connection with a commercial transaction, such

as an export sale of goods or a substantial

manufacturing contract. The seller draws a bill on the

buyer for the amount of the price and, in certain cases,

attaches to it the shipping documents relating to the

goods. The seller hands this bill to his bank which

arranges for its presentation to the buyer for

acceptance and for payment (in some cases it may be

presented to a banker who has issued a letter of credit

relating to the transaction or to a confirming house).

Usually such bills are payable at 90 or 180 days after

sight (viz. after presentation for acceptance). To

obtain funds before the expiration of this period, the

seller may wish to arrange for the discount of such a
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bill by his bank. In such a case, the bill is used to

finance a current transaction and covers the seller

mainly for the period of shipment.

11.13 A variant of this arrangement is the "acceptance

credit" or "line of credit". In such a transaction the

seller's or supplier's bank finances a current

transaction by agreeing to act as acceptor of a bill.

The acceptance credit permits the seller to draw bills

on the bank for an agreed amount, based on the price or

remuneration to be acquired by the seller under the

respective overseas transaction. The seller is able to

raise money against this bill by discounting it; as the

acceptance is executed by a first class financial

institution there is usually no difficulty in arranging

for a discount. The seller is expected to use funds

paid by the buyer or by the consignee in order to place

his bank in funds for meeting the acceptance. It is

important to note that in an acceptance credit

transaction the bank lends the seller its credit; the

funds required to enable the seller to perform his

contracts with the buyer or importer is furnished by the

discounter, who is frequently a subsidiary or a business

associate of the accepting bank.

11.14 We understand that in both types of transaction

used for the financing of commercial contracts, the rate

of discount is favourable to the debtor in relation to

other sources. This is hardly surprising as such a

transaction involves a short term commitment and as the

underlying business contract - for the finance of which

it is arranged - provides good security. Another

interesting feature is that in these transactions there

is seldom any attempt to resort to the concept of the

holder in due course. Where a trade bill drawn by a

seller is dishonoured by the buyer by non-payment, the

discounter usually exercises his right of recourse
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against the seller and refrains from suing the buyer on

his acceptance. The motive for this course is to be

found in the banker s' aversion to getting involved in

the commercial aspects of disputes relating to

transactions financed by them. Obviously in the case of

bills accepted by bankers under a line of credit, the

question of dishonour is unlikely to arise.

11.15 Thus, we would see no cause to interfere with

transactions involving trade bills. Unfortunately,

procedures similar to those* employed in genuine

commercial transactions are prevalent in transactions

involving accommodation bills. Information furnished to

us suggests that such transactions assume one of the

following two forms. In the first, the debtor is asked

to draw a bill on the financier for the amount advanced.

The financier's acceptance enables the debtor to

discount the bill, either with a firm associated with

the financier or occasionally with the very same

financier. In this manner the debtor obtains the amount

to be advanced less an agreed discount charge. In an

underlying contract, the debtor undertakes to place the

financier in funds for meeting the acceptance at the

date of maturity. For all practical purposes this type

of transaction is similar to an acceptance credit opened

in connection with a commercial transaction except that

the rate of discount is often substantially higher.

11.16 In the second type of transaction leading to the

issuing of an accommodation bill the debtor assumes the

role of an acceptor. The financier draws on the debtor

a bill covering the amount to be advanced plus the

finance charge. This bill, which is payable to the

order of the financier or his nominee, is discounted

with another financial institution on the strength of

the first financier's endorsement. Ostensibly the
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debtor is given his loan from the proceeds of this

discount, the financier retaining the amount of the

finance charge. The bill is presented to the debtor

upon maturity by the discounter, who is able to enforce

it as holder in due course in the event of its dishonour

by non-payment. Although this type of bill is used to

arrange a loan, it is not easily distinguishable on its

face from trade bills of the type drawn by the seller on

the buyer for the price of produce.

11.17 It follows that in order to ascertain whether a

specific bill is a trade bill or an accommodation bill

it is necessary to investigate the underlying

transaction. The genuine difference between the two

types of bills is to be found in their respective

functions. Whilst trade bills are used to finance

specific commercial transactions requiring short term

credit, accommodation bills are used for raising funds

for some general purpose of a trading firm. They may,

for example, be used in lieu of loans on an account

current or of some other credit transaction, such as a

debenture secured by a floating charge. In certain

cases, they may even be used as additional collateral or

security. Moreover, although the bill may give the

appearance of involving short term credit by being made

payable at 90 or 180 days after sight, the debtor is

frequently assured that the bill will be renewed or

replaced by a new bill at the date of maturity. The

effect of this procedure - commonly known as "rolling a

bill" - is that what is intended as a medium or long

term credit transaction would appear on the face of the

bills to be one involving short term credit.

Problems concerning accommodation bills

11.18 We are concerned about some practices that occur
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in the rolling of accommodation bills. We understand

that the finance charge for such bills is sometimes

exorbitant. In addition to a high rate of interest the

debtor may be obliged to pay a high discount charge.

When the bill is rolled, the second bill may cover the

amount of the original bill (including the interest

component) plus interest on this capitalised amount. In

such cases the transaction involves an element of

compound interest. The renewal of the bill may also

lead to re-negotiations of the "rate of interest. We

have confidential information to the effect that at

least one financier used a credit squeeze in late 1975

to raise its charges to 30% per annum.

11.19 It is true that the use of bills of exchange and

promissory notes in these sorts of transactions has

advantages of convenience and in the past has avoided

certain economic regulations. But this practice even

if not adopted with the intention of avoiding the

application of the Moneylenders Act 1908 certainly has

had this result. It is significant that in the United

Kingdom and elsewhere the use of accommodation bills in

such transactions increased substantially after the

decision of the Privy Council that discounting of bills

does not constitute moneylending. There is a real risk

that bills of exchange would be used in the future - to

the disadvantage of the business world and of the

country's economy - to evade any new legislation

reforming the law of credit transactions, unless such

legislation was specifically extended to cover discount

transactions of the type discussed.

11.20 Our third concern in respect of accommodation

bills is that they may involve a misuse of the holder in

due course concept. We understand that in practice some

financiers have mutual arrangements for the discount of
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each other's acceptance and bills. One of the objects

of this practice is to ensure that the discounter is

able to enforce the bill even in situations in which

the transferor - or first holder of the bill - was

unable to do so on the ground of an illegality or some

other defect of title. We are aware that the same

theoretical possibility prevails in the case of trade

bills. But in these cases the transferee's superior

right is a desirable aspect of a commercial transaction.

The discounter of a trade bill, who provides short term

credit for a business transaction, cannot be expected to

concern himself with equities arising from an underlying

contract based on ancillary problems such as the quality

or quantity of the goods. His decision to discount a

trade bill is usually based on the general business

standing or reputation of the traders concerned. The

position is very different in the case of accommodation

bills issued in respect of credit transactions. The

financier who discounts such a bill does so mainly in

reliance on the reputation of, or in pursuance of his

agreement with, the "accommodating party", i.e. the

original financier who has either accepted or endorsed

the bill in question. The discounter is only

marginally concerned with the standing of the genuine

debtor. From a commercial point of view there is,

therefore, little justification to his claiming superior

rights against this very debtor. Moreover, the defect

of title that a debtor may wish to plead when sued on an

accommodation bill is usually directly connected with

the credit aspect of the transaction, its

conscionability or its genuineness. In the opinion of

our majority, this type of defect is too closely

connected with the bill itself to be treated as a matter

divorced from it. We are therefore of the view that it

is undesirable to extend the holder in due course

concept to these transactions. That our concern is

shared by the courts is evidenced by the case law

mentioned above.
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Solutions Overseas

11.21 Our first preference would have been a reform

extending the unconscionability doctrine to all parties

involved in the issuing and negotiation of accommodation

bills and excluding the holder in due course concept in

respect of such transactions but which would, at the

very same time, leave the discounter of trade bills

unaffected. This, indeed, is a view held by all of us.

But we find it difficult to draw a distinction that

would be so clear and rigid, as to eliminate the

possibility of disguising accommodation bills as trade

bills. A review of reforms introduced in recent years

in North America, in Australia and in the United Kingdom

demonstrates the difficulty in finding a suitable

solution.

11.22 In the United States, s.2-403 of the UCCC

prohibits the taking of negotiable instruments, other

than cheques, in consumer sales or leases. A holder is

deemed not to be in good faith if he takes a negotiable

instrument with notice that it is issued in violation of

this provision. The official comment suggests that

under this provision "professional financiers buying

consumer paper will not normally qualify as holders in

due course with respect to instruments taken by dealers

in violation of this section and negotiated by them." We

entertain some doubts about this conclusion as the onus

of establishing the trasnferee's notice rests on the

consumer. In any event, we consider the prohibition of

the taking of negotiable instruments unsuitable in the

context of our Report which, it will be appreciated, is

not confined to consumer transactions.

11.23 For similar reasons we find the provisions of

the Consumer Credit Act 1974 (U.K.) unsuitable for our
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purposes. Section 123 prohibits the taking of a

negotiable instrument (other than a cheque) by a

creditor who enters into a consumer sale or loan. Under

s.125, a person who takes an instrument in violation of

these provisions is not a holder in due course. But the

Act does not affect the rights of a discounter, who

takes such an instrument from a creditor who has

acquired it in violation of the Act. This is clear

from s.125(4) under which nothing in the Act, "affects

the rights of a holder in due course of any negotiable

instruments". The United Kingdom Act attempts to

protect the debtor by granting him the right to be

indemnified by the creditor in respect of any liability

to a holder in due course. A similar approach is taken

in South Australia under s.50 of the Consumer Credit Act

1972. However, such protection is of limited value as

it does not give any help to the debtor where the

creditor becomes insolvent.

Views of Committee

11.24 The inadequacy in the provisions for reform in

overseas countries suggests that the problem is frought

with difficulties. On the one hand, a reform ought not

to affect the genuine market of trade bills. On the

other hand, it is essential to combat the unsatisfactory

aspects connected with the use of some accommodation

bills. All of us are agreed that the key to the

correct solution is to be found in a suitable adaptation

of the concept of the "holder in due course". We are

also agreed that whether a transferee of a bill or of a

note is to be considered a holder in due course ought to

depend on his knowledge of the circumstances of the

transaction as well as on the type of relationship which

he has with the transferor. This, indeed, is the

current position in New Zealand law (see supra.). But

we were unable to reach agreement on a provision that
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would give effect to this desirable measure. Under the

circumstances, our best course is to put forward the

different solutions considered by us.

Minority view

11.25 One of us is of the view that the transferee of

a bill or note issued in conjunction with a credit

transaction should have an indefeasible right against

the indorser and probably also against remote parties,

such as the drawer and the acceptor. In his opinion

any matters connected with a claim that the credit

transaction was harsh and unconscionable should be

settled in an action brought by the debtor against the

financier. He regards the development of the

commercial bill market in New Zealand, which deals in

trade bills but also, he believes with greater

frequency, in accommodation bills, as a healthy and

desirable feature of the money market which should be"

encouraged by ensuring that the confidence of purchasers

of bills in the bald promises to pay set out in the

bills shall not be undermined by qualifications exposing

the purchaser to all the squabbles which can arise

between the original parties.

Majority view

11.26 But the majority of the Committee is unable to

accept this view. First, the majority thinks it is

unsatisfactory to enable a transferee to enforce the

bill, even in cases in which he is aware of the element

of unconscionability, and to suggest that the debtor

should recover from the financier. As has already been

pointed out above, if the financier (or a nominee acting

as the true financier's strawman) becomes insolvent, the

debtor would suffer the loss whilst the transferee of
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the bill would make his full profit although he was

aware of the true nature of the transaction. Secondly,

the majority of the Committee thinks that the provision

supported by the minority member would frustrate the

entire object of the proposed legislation. If the

rights of a transferee were indefeasible, a financier

could easily become a transferee of a bill issued under

one of his credit transactions by requesting the debtor

to make the bill payable to a nominee or to a debtor's

own order and by insisting that the debtor indorse it.

The financier would then be a transferee with an

absolute right to enforce the bill. Thirdly, the

majority of the Committee can not see any reason for

placing a transferee of a bill issued under a credit

transaction in a position stronger than that of a

transferee of any other bill whose rights would be

subject to the provisions of s.30(2) of the Bills of

Exchange Act 1908 (as to which see infra.).

11.27 At the stage of the discussions preceding the

publication of the working paper some of the members of

the Committee were of the view that the problem could be

solved by amending s.30(2) of the Bills of Exchange Act

1908. Under the first part of this subsection every

holder of a bill is prima facie deemed to be a holder in

due course. But this presumption is displaced, in

certain circumstances, by the remaining words of the

subsection: if in an action on the bill it is proved

that the acceptance, issue or negotiation has been

affected with fraud, duress, force and fear or

illegality, the relevant burden of proof is shifted.

The holder must then prove that, subsequent to the

occurrence of the vitiating factor, value has in good

faith been given for the bill. It follows that when

such a vitiating factor occurs, it is presumed that the

holder is not a holder in due course. It was suggested

that the list of factors set out in the subsection
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should be augmented by the addition of the words; "or

that the transaction leading to its drawing is harsh and

unconscionable for the purpose of the Credit Contracts

Act". Under such a provision a transferee would be

able to enforce a bill of exchange or promissory note

given in conjunction with it only if he could prove that

he was unaware of the unconscionable elements of the

transaction. The effect of this proposal would be to

put on the transferee the onus of proving that he was a

holder in due course.

11.28 However, after further deliberations the

majority of the Committee reached the conclusion that

although this proposal would be a step in the right

direction, it would not give the debtor adequate

protection and expressed the view that a transferee who

took a bill of exchange or promissory note with the

knowledge that it was issued under a credit transaction

should be deemed not to be a holder in due course. In

other words, the holder should have the onus of proving

that he was unaware that the bill was issued under a

credit transaction. If the transferee of a bill or of

a note was unable to discharge this onus, the drawer

should be allowed to resist an action on the bill or

note on the ground of the unconscionability of the

credit transaction. After a discussion of the problem

in the light of the submissions made to the Committee

all of us, with the exception of one member, supported

this view. It should be noted that the proposed

provision would not preclude the transferee from

enforcing the bill against the transferor, except where

the transaction included an element of unconscionable

conduct vis-a-vis the transferor. (See Bills of

Exchange Act 1908, s.55).
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11.29 In the opinion of our majority this reform will

have no effect on trade bills and will cause no

disruption to, or an obstacle to the further development

of, the market of accommodation bills. As trade bills

are issued under commercial contracts, such as sales of

goods or documentary credits, they are to be regarded as

distinct from bills issued under a credit transaction as

defined in this report. In our opinion there is no

danger that such commercial transactions will be

regarded as a species of "credit transaction" as the

credit is raised not under the original transaction -

leading to the drawing of the bill - but under the

contract for the discount of the bill. Such trade

bills will therefore remain unaffected by the proposed

reform. Moreover, the effect of this provision on

accommodation bills would be extremely limited from a

practical point of view. As such bills are discounted

or negotiated on the strength of the signature of the

accommodating party, that is to say, the financier, a

"transferee" or discounter does not stand to lose any

right of major inportance by his not being treated as a

holder in due course vis-a-vis the debtor. The

discounter retains his full rights against the

"accommodating party" or financier, at whose request, or

on the strength of whose signature, he discounted the

instrument. Neither does the discounter end up without

any rights against the debtor. While the proposed

provision would preclude the financier from obtaining an

indefeasible right, he would retain the rights of a

"holder for value", who is entitled to enforce the bill

against all parties (including the drawer) but subject

to those "equities" or defences that contstitute

liquidated demands. He would therefore be in at least

as good a position as the assignee of a chose in action.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Position of assignees of credit contracts

11.30 We considered both the position of assignees of

the financier's rights under a credit transaction and

the rights of a holder of negotiable instruments given

as collateral security by the debtor. As regards

assignees, we recommend the retention of the law

prevailing at present under s .,3 of the Moneylenders Act

1908 (para. 7.06 ante) and its application to all credit

transactions. The assignee's position should be

similar to that of the assignor, the financier, whenever

he is aware of the circumstances of the transaction; but

where the assignee is unaware of the relevant

circumstances the debtor should not be allowed to raise

against the assignee the personal claims based on the

unconscionability doctrine. The relevant onus of proof,

in the Committee's view, should rest on the assignee

(paras. 11.04 to 11.07). We are of the view that to

give effect to this reform it will be necessary to enact

the clause suggested above (see para. 11.07).

Recommendation concerning negotiable instruments

11.31 As regards the holder of a negotiable

instrument, the majority of the Committee is of the view

that a person should be deemed not to be a holder in due

course unless he was able to establish that, at the time

tie took the bill, he was unaware of its having been

drawn under a credit transaction (ante, para. 11.28).

To give effect to this provision we recommend that s.29

of the Bills of Exchange Act 1882 be amended by the

addition of the following provision:
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(4) The holder of a bill drawn under or
in pursuance of a credit transaction as
defined in the Credit Contracts Act shall
be deemed not to be a holder in due course
except where he proves that at the time he
took the bill he was unaware of its having
been drawn under or in pursuance of such a
transaction.
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CHAPTER XII

ADMINISTRATION

Appointment of an Administrator

12.01 Overseas there is a trend to place the

administration of the Acts regulating credit and

moneylending in the hands of a special officer, usually

called an Administrator or Commissioner. There is a

special need for such an officer where the Act sets

forth rate ceilings to be policed (as in the case with

the UCCC), or special licensing procedures (as

recommended in the Adelaide Report). Such an officer

is well suited to the tasks of reporting on the

financing industry and initiating consumer education

schemes.

The UCCC approach

12.02 Thus, s.6-104 of the UCCC lists the following

general duties of the Administrator:

(a) to receive and act on complaints, take

action designed to obtain voluntary

compliance with this Act, or commence

proceedings on his own initiative:

(b) to counsel persons and groups on their

rights and duties under this Act:

(c) to establish programmes for the eduction

of consumers with respect to credit

produces and problems:
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(d) to make studies appropriate to effectuate

the purposes and policies of this Act and

make the results available to the public

(and)

(e) to adopt, amend and repeal substantive

rules when specifically authorised by this

Act and adopt, amend and repeal procedural

rules to carry out the provisions of this

Act.

Reform in United Kingdom

12.03 The Consumer Credit Act 1974 of the United

Kingdom gave effect to the recommendations of the

Crowther Report by making provision for' the appointment

of a Director General of Fair Trading. The Director

will be in charge of the enforcement of the Act. His

powers and functions are spelled out in the Act and are,

indeed, extremely wide ranging (see Part I of the Act,

in particular). It is important to emphasise, however,

that the very ambitious and far reaching nature of the

measures of this Act make the appointment of an

authority concerned with its administration and

enforcement inevitable.

Tariff Board's recommendation for New Zealand

12.04 The Tariff Board Report (paras. 322-328)

recognises the prevailing administrative problem:

control over the industry is exercised by a number of

Government departments weakly linked in various

inter-departmental committees and working parties. The

Board recommended that the basis of and foundation for

an instalment credit commissioner's office be provided

in the statistical branch of the Reserve Bank.
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Recommendations

12.05 In our opinion the reforms proposed in this

Report do not require the services of an Administrator

of a separate department. Our proposals require only a

limited amount of supervision; there are no rate

ceilings or special licensing procedures. We believe

that the Commercial Affairs Division of the Department

of Justice could exercise the necessary degree of

supervision and regulation.

12.06 We recommend that the following duties be the

responsibility of the Department. First, the

Department should be required to publicise the Act. An

important adjunct to publicity is the promotion of

consumer education. The provision of a standard

statement in credit contracts will not materially assist

the public to shop for credit unless they are made aware

of the information contained in the statement and are

shown how it can enable them to shop selectively for

credit. Secondly, the Department should be required to

investigate complaints for the purpose of attaining

voluntary compliance with the requirements of the Act.

Power to institute court actions

12.07 We further recommend that the Department be

given authority to institute court proceedings to ensure

compliance with this Act. It is envisaged that the

majority of these actions would be against persons who

persistently indulged in misleading advertising or who

habitually imposed harsh and unconscionable contracts.

The Department should also have authority, in what it

considers are special circumstances, to maintain an

action on behalf of an individual, or group of

individuals, who would normally be expected to have

pursued his or their own remedies.
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CONCLUSION

Essentially, our recommendations are:-

(a) That the Moneylenders Act 1908 and its

Amendments should be repealed.

(b) That there should be enacted a Credit

Contracts Act to give effect to our

recommendations. We do not re-state those

recommendations because they are summarised

in the synopsis set out at pages 1 to 8.

C.I. Patterson
Chairman

February 1977
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APPENDIX I

INTERIM REPORT

The Minister of Justice

Sir,

Moneylenders Act 1908

1. Your letter of 14 December 1967, together with

copies furnished by your Department of recent

representations to you and the Hon. Minister of Finance

in relation to the Moneylenders Act 1908, has now been

considered by my Committee. We make the recommendations

set out in paragraph 3 of this memorandum.

2. In your further letter of 18 March 1968 you

requested us to review the provisions and principles of

the Act and thus undertake a fundamental reconsideration

of it. Nevertheless we think it desirable at this

stage to send you the recommendations for an interim

measure as envisaged in your earlier letter.

3 We are unanimous in recommending that a

Moneylenders Amendment Act be introduced in the 196 8

session altering the existing law in the following three

respects -

(a) By adding (as paragraph (e) of s.2) to the

list of exemptions from the definition of

"moneylender", persons who would otherwise

fall within the definition of moneylender

if they do not or have not, within the
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previous 12 months, lent at a true interest

rate exceeding ten per cent. In our view

the statute was designed to regulate the

business of persons or corporations who

would popularly be regarded as moneylenders

or finance companies.

This view is supported by the Preamble to the

Moneylenders Act 1901, which reads as follows:

"Whereas certain persons trading as, and
known by the name of moneylenders inflict
by harsh and unconscionable bargains great
injury upon those who borrow from them; and
it is expedient that such money lenders and
their methods of carrying on such business
of moneylending should be subject to
control."

But the terms of the present definition of

moneylender (which are almost identical with the

definition of the 1901 Act) are wider than this and may

catch both private lenders, and such commercial

organisations as the Foodstuffs subsidiaries (in

connection with which representations have been made to

the Minister of Finance) although neither of these

categories of lender really comes within the class that

the statute was intended to affect.

As the law now stands, a man may be a moneylender

within the definition, even though he lends at only one

per cent. The change we recommend should be a welcome

one that would remove considerable difficulties and

uncertainties in the operation of the Act. It should

be emphasised that we have tried at this stage to avoid

any alteration to the basic structure of the Act which,

broadly speaking, defines its area of operation in

relation to the lender not the loan. Accordingly our

recommendation is that a person, who, within the
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previous 12 months, has lent at more than ten per cent

would still be caught by the Act, even though in a

specific transaction he was charging less than ten per

cent.

(b) By amending s.8 of the 1933 Amendment Act

to provide for variations and further

advances. It has long been a source of

justifiable complaint that as this section

(the memorandum section) now stands, a

variation of loan is impossible so that a

variation must be achieved by a repayment

and readvance, an unnecessarily costly

process; and (because the date of the

advance must be stated) loans securing

further advances are impossible. Clearly

this inflexibility is indefensible. There

should be provision for a supplementary

memorandum in the case of each variation or

further advance.

(c) By amending s.4 of the principal Act to

make it no longer incumbent on the lender

to carry on business (i.e. make his

contracts) at his registered address. The

social reason for this rule, which was

aimed at the type of usurer who operated in

public houses andlike places of resort, no

longer exists, and in any event since

Ostler J. held in Killick v. Holmes [1936]

GLH 332 that a mere telephone call to the

registered address sufficed, it cannot be

contended that the provision has more than

a nuisance value. But because it is still

important that a borrower should know where

to find his lender, the memorandum
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provision (s.8 of the 1933 Amendment Act)

should be altered to provide that the

memorandum must contain a statement of the

lender's registered address.

4. Other points raised in the representations

referred to above seem to us either trivial or unsuited

to stopgap legislation (there is for example

dissatisfaction with the word "moneylender"), and we

intend to refer in detail to only one other matter.

5. Some of the persons who made representations to

you and your colleague advocated that "business

transactions" should be outside the Act and (presumably

in an attempt to define "business transactions") made

the specific recommendation (for which there is

Australian precedent) that loans to limited liability

companies and other corporations, and loans of over

$2,000 should be outside the Act. This Committee is

unable within the framework of this report to accept the

view that the borrower, simply because he borrows for

business or commercial purposes, is less entitled to or

in less need of protection than any other borrower. He

is as likely as any other borrower to agree in extremity

to outrageous terms. The contrary view can be justified

only on the premise, that because a borrower has formed

himself into a company or is borrowing more than $2,000

he is thereby transformed into a person who is both wise

and prudent and able to bargain on equal terms with his

lender. While we can see merit in the view that some

business transactions should be excluded from the Act,

none of the tests so far suggested provide an adequate

basis for differentiation, but you may be sure that in
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our forthcoming review of the Act this problem will be

closely examined.

(sgd) C.I. Patterson
Deputy Chairman

Members

E.S. Bowie Esq., (Chairman)
One of Her Majesty's Counsel,
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Chief Advisory Officer,
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Professor B. Coote,
University of Auckland,
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D.F. Dugdale Esq.,
Barrister and Solicitor,
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Professor E.P. Ellinger,
Victoria University of Wellington,
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W. Iles Esq.,
Assistant Law Draftsman,
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APPENDIX IV

Introduction

The purpose of this appendix is to derive the

formulae and give examples of tables which enable the

quotation of interest rates for certain types of contract.

The principles on which the calculations are based are:

(i) the interest is to be quoted as an annual rate (to

allow easy comparison between different contracts);

(ii) interest is calculated in such a way that it is paid

only on the outstanding amount owing over any given

period;

(iii) the rate of interest over the interval between

repayments is translated to the "effective annual

rate"; (explained in detail below) and any interest

rate applied over an interval to which it is not

directly applicable is to be translated using

equation (1) (derived later).

The types of contract discussed in detail are:

(a) A contract in which aqual payments are

required to be made after each of some fixed

interval of time, these payments consisting

entirely of the interest due over that

interval.

(b) A contract in which equal payments are

required to be made after each of some fixed

interval of time, these payments constituting

complete repayment of the debt with interest

after a certain number of such payments.
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(c) A contract like that of (b) except that an

initial payment (forming part of the cost of

credit) not necessarily equal to the others is

paid immediately at the start of the contract.

(d) A contract like that of (b) or (c) except that

after a certain number of payments a balance

is still owing.

Note that the formulae and tables are derived from

the point of view that the lender of money decides on the

type of contract, the amount of repayments, and the

interval after which repayments are required and then

needs to calculate the interest rate. If a lender

decides first what the interest rate is to be then the

calculation is much simpler but the same formulae and

tables as those derived here are applicable if used in a

slightly different way.

Effective annual interest rate

If a contract involves repayments after a fixed

interval of time then the interest rate for this interval

has a clear and unambiguous meaning. The translation of

the rate for this interval into an annual rate, however,

is not uniquely defined; it is a matter for convention

depending on what is believed to be fair. The convention

leading to the "effective annual rate" is explained below.

If a lender lends an amount of money A for a period

of time T and repayments are to be made in some specified

way then these payments will have a certain effective

value to the lender at the end of the time T. Call this

value E. It is not necessary to calculate E, merely to

know that such a value exists. If the lender wishes to
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calculate an effective rate of interest over a particular

interval i of time and there are m such intervals in the

time T then it is the rate of interest which if applied to

the amount A for the m intervals would accumulate to E

after the time T. (at ordinary compound interest)

i.e. A (1 + r) = E where r is the effective interest rate

for one interval . For the same reason if there are n

years in the time T then

A (1 + R) = E • where R is the effective annual

interest rate. (The interest here is one year.)

Therefore

A (1 + R ) n = A (1 + r ) m

and R = (1 + r ) m / n - 1 (1)

Note that this formula will apply even if m and n are not

whole numbers. Note also that this translation formula

between the rate of interest r per interval i and

effective annual rate of interest R is not dependent on

either E or T.

R = (1 + r ) m / n - 1 (1)

where m/n is the number (possibly fractional) of intervals

i in a year. The formula (1) applies for any type of

contract. Table 1 below is a typical table for

conversion to an effective annual rate of interest.

Different tables need to be given for different values of

m/n.

Types of contract

A. An amount A is loaned and repayments are made as

follows. P is paid at the end of each interval i for m
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intervals. At the end of m intervals the amount A is

still owing and is then repaid.

In this case P is the interest accumulating in each

interval so that

P = r A

where r is the interest for an interval

i.e. r = P/A

and if there are x intervals in a year then the effective

annual interest rate is

R = (1 + P/A)X - 1 (2)

Tables like Table 1 could be used to find R, given P/A and

x.

B. An amount A is loaned and repayments are made as

follows. P is paid at the end of each interval i for m

intervals. At the end of m intervals the debt is

completely repaid. Let r be the interest rate per

interval i. Then the following table shows the amounts

Number of intervals Amount owing

passed

0 A.

1 A (1 + r) - P

2 A (1+ r ) 2 - P(l + r) - P

3 A (1 + r) 3 - P (1 + r ) 2

- P (1 + r) - P

m A (1 + r ) m - P (1 + r)"1"1

_ p
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The amount owing after m intervals is

A (1 + r ) m - P [1 + (1 + r) + (1 + r) 2 +

+ (1 + r)1"-1]

A n ± i" (i + r ) m - 1 ,A (1 + r) - p [ _ — j — — ]

The loan is repaid after m intervals so that

A (1 + r)» . P

therefore P/A =
r ) m

This equation determines r. [Note that if r is known

it can more easily be used to determine P.] When r is

found from this equation, equation (1) or tables like

those in Table 1 can be used to find R, the effective

annual rate of interest. Typical tables giving R for

the interval, 1 month, (m = 12) are shown below in Table

2. The table gives R for various values of P/A.

Separate tables could be given for different numbers of

months for repayment (different values for m) and

separate tables could be provided for the various

intervals.

C. An amount A is loaned and repayments are made as

follows. Ao is paid immediately as a charge which

forms part of the cost of credit and P is repaid at the

end of each interval i for m intervals. At the end of

m intervals the debt is completely repaid.

The calculation is identical to that for the

contract of type B except that the amount owing at
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commencement is AAo and AAo replaces A in the subsequent

calculation. Thus

P = Ej^LjLl!!!—
A ~ A O " (1 + r )

m - 1 '•• (5)

The same tables as for contracts of type B will give the

effective annual interest rate R for various values of

P
A - Ao

D. An amount A is loaned and repayments are made as

follows. P is repaid at the end of each interval i for

m intervals. At the end of m intervals the amount Q is

still owing. Q is then repaid in full. The

calculation is similar to that for contracts of type B

except that after m intervals Q is owing, not zero as in

that case. Thus

A (1 + r)
n - P [(1 + r f -1-) = Q

and (1 + r )
m - | [(1 * r>" " ±] = | (6)

This equation can be used to find Q given the rate of

interest r. An effective annual rate of interest R can

then be found from (1) or tables like Table 1.

Alternatively tables for various intervals could be

produced giving R for various values of P/A and Q/A.

E. The variation can be. made on contracts of type D

by replacing A by A - Ao if an immediate repayment of Ao

is made as in contracts of type C.
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F. Contracts which do not fit into any of the

categories above can have an effective annual interest

rate calculated for them using the principles set out at

the beginning of this appendix. A lender of money

could be required to calculate and quote this rate. If

this were to be done it would be simpler to decide on

the desired effective annual rate of interest and then

determine the other quantities required.
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Note that the following tables may have slight errors in the
last decimal place and tables to be used should have one
more significant figure.

TABLE I

(For translation between monthly interest rates and effective
annual interest rates)

Column 1 gives r. Column 2 gives R.

R r 12
Where T̂ TTT - (1 +T7rn") - 1 (r and R expressed as percentages)

100 100J

Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2 Column 1 Column 2
Monthly Effective Monthly Effective Monthly Effective
rate annual rate annual rate annual

rate rate rate

0.30

0.35

0.40

0.45

0.50

0.55

0.60

0.65

0.70

0.75

0.80

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

1.15

, 3.7

4 . 3

4 . 9

5 . 5

6 . 2

6 . 8

7 . 4

8 . 1

8 . 7

9 . 4

10.0

10.7

11.4

12.0

12.7

12.4

14.0

14.7

1.20

1.25

1.30

1.35

1.40

1.45

1.50

1.55

1.60

1.65

1.70

1.75

1.80

1,85

1.90

1.95

2.00

2.05

15.4

16.1

16.8

17.5

18.2

18.9

19.6

20.3

21.0

21.7

22.4

23.1

23.9

24.6

25.3

26.1

26.8

27.6

2.10

2.15

/ 2.20

2.25

2.30

2.35

2.40

2.45

2.50

2.55

2.60

2.65

2.70

2.75

2.80

2.85

2.90

28.3

29.1

29.8

30.6

31.4

32.1

32.9

33.7

34.5

35.3

36.1

36.9

37.7

38.5

39.3

40.1

40.9
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TABLE II

Column 1 gives ~. Column 2 gives R as a percentage where

JL- = (1 + r ) 1 2 - 1 and r satisfies | = r (1 + ??•— -
(1 +

Column 1

0.0840

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.0850

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.0860

1

2

3

4

5

Column 2

1.6

1.8

2.0

2.2

2.4

2.7

2.9

3.1

3.3

3,. 5

3.8

4.0

4.3

4.5

4.7

4.9

5.2

5.4

5.6

5.8

6.0

6.3

6.5

6.8

7.1

7.2

Column 1

6

7

8

9

0.0870

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.0880

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.0890

Column 2

7.4

7.7

8.0

8.2

8.4

8.6

8.9

9.1

9.4

9.6

9.8

10.0

10.3

10.6

10.8

11.0

11.2

11.5

11.7

11.9

12.1

12.4

12.7

12.9

13.1
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.0900

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.0910

i-i

2

3

4

5

13.4

13.6

13.9

14.1

14.3

14.6

14.8

15.0

15.3

15.6

15.8

16.0

16.2

16.5

16.8

17.0

17.2

17.5

17.7

18.0

18.2

18.4

18.7

19.0

19.2

6

7

8

9

0.0920

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0..O9 30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.0940

19.4

19.7

20.0

20.2

20.4

20.7

21.0

21.2

21.4

21.7

22.0

22.2

22.4

22.7

23.0

23.2

23.4

23.7

23.9

24.2

24.6

24.8

25.0

25.2

25.5
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0.0941

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.0950

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.0960

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

25.8

26.0

26.2

26.5

26.7

27.0

27.3

27.6

27.8

28.0

28.3

28.6

28.8

29.1

29.4

29.6

29.8

30.1

30.3

30.6

30.9

31.2

31.4

31.7

32.0

32.2

32.5

32.8

33.1

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0970

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0980

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0990

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

100

33.3

33.5

33.8

34.0

34.3

34.6

34.8

35.1

35.4

35.6

35.9

36.2

36.5

36.7

.37.0

37.3

37.5

37.8

38.2

38.4

38.6

39.0

39.2

39.5

39.8

40.0

40.3

40.6

40.8

41.1

41.4
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APPENDIX V

Any Store U.S.A.
MAIN STREET-ANY CITY, U.S.A.

Mrs. J. Buyer
24 Lincoln SUse

• Any CH/. U.S A.

YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER IS 0 0 0 0 °

HEOII REriMN THIS PORTION WITH PAYMEMt

To Avoid Additional Finance Charges. Pay The "New
Balance" Before Your Billing Oats Sen Month ' ';«(Month. I I

JkNOTICE. SEE REVERSE S

364 JULY 1969




